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Foreword

In 2021, the government of Kazakhstan contributed to the UNESCO Communication and 
Information Program by measuring media development in the country using relevant UNESCO 
framework indicators.  

The Corporate Fund “Media Damitu Kory” (hereinafter - MDQ) was determined as the coordinating 
center for the implementation of the project. 

In early 2022, MDQ and UNESCO Almaty began forming a multi-stakeholder advisory council 
(MSC), with meetings and trainings for researchers. 

The ILC was composed of representatives of the National Commission for UNESCO, the Ministry 
of Information and Social Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Media Damitu Kory 
Corporate Foundation, the North Kazakhstan Legal Information Center, Al-Farabi Kazakh National 
University, L.N. Gumilev Eurasian National University, mass media and non-governmental 
organizations.  

The process of publishing this study began in 2022 with the creation of the MDQ study group 
and the training and meetings of the ISS, organized jointly with UNESCO. 

The publication presents a comprehensive assessment of Kazakhstan’s media landscape, 
covering various aspects of media development - media regulation; pluralism and diversity; the 
role of the media as a platform for democratic discourse; educational and training opportunities 
for journalists; technical infrastructure and media viability.

The publication was prepared in the context of ongoing discussions on media law reform in 
Kazakhstan.

It is expected that the publication may serve as a useful source of information in the work of the 
authorized state body in the field of media development under the government of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan, media professionals, and international experts

Magnus Magnusson
Acting Director, UNESCO Almaty Cluster 
Office for Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan 
and Uzbekistan
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Quick Overview

From Growth to Pluralism
The Alma-Ata Declaration on Promoting Independent and Pluralistic Media in Asia proposed 
abolishing outdated press laws and drafting laws “to ensure the exercise of the right to freedom 
of expression and access to information, support the right of journalists to perform their 
professional duties safely, encourage the development of non-governmental broadcasting to 
replace the current state-controlled broadcasting structures, and develop community radio1.  

The media plays a crucial role in protecting human rights, peace and democratic governance in 
states around the world. Kazakhstan has seen exponential quantitative growth in its media since 
independence. In 1991, the country had only 2 radio broadcasting stations; in 2021, Kazakhstan 
has 84 radio stations and 191 television stations and thousands of print and online media 
companies2. 

The report provides an extensive overview of the state of the media in Kazakhstan, based on 
UNESCO’s Media Development Indicators (MDIs). It analyzes the legal and regulatory framework, 
pluralism, safety of journalists and other indicators, while providing relevant recommendations 
for all stakeholders. 

Media practitioners, government officials, stakeholders, CSOs, and researchers are encouraged to 
use the report’s recommendations to improve Kazakhstan’s media landscape.

A regulatory system that promotes freedom of expression, 
pluralism, and diversity of the media
Since independence, the information environment has undergone various kinds of changes. The 
media are clearly demonstrating effective indicators in their development. The role of society and 
journalists in shaping the legislative framework is increasing. Journalists are actively involved 
in drafting legal regulations related to their professional detail. Issues of decriminalizing libel 
are being raised at the level of the country’s leadership. Independent civic authors in the name-
publishing of popular messengers and social networks, often becoming newsmakers or sources 
of information, have received great support in their development. 

1 The Declaration of Alma-Ata was adopted at the 47th session of the UN General Assembly, November 
10, 19927 It set the standard for promoting media pluralism https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/153827/
files/A_SPC_47_3-RU.pdf

2 https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/inf/activities/145?lang=ru
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At the same time, citizen journalism is actively developing, which, on the one hand, indicates 
the development of civil society, but on the other hand, increases the number of fakes and 
generates misinformation. Under such conditions, the government is constantly searching for 
tools to regulate and control social networks and the Internet. One of the problems remains 
state funding of the media, which fuels self-censorship and distorts the media market, inhibiting 
the development of media competition. The lack of a public broadcasting format and the state 
monopoly on television broadcasting also slow progressive development. In addition, the 
legislation contains many “preventive” measures in the form of various forms of liability, which 
hinders high-quality investigative journalism. In general, it can be noted that legislation and law 
enforcement practices require regular and constant updates in order to comply with international 
standards for the protection of freedom of expression and to promote the development of a 
competitive media space. 

Pluralism and diversity of the media, a level economic playing field, 
and transparency of ownership
This section examines the funding of media outlets that are important to maintaining pluralism, 
diversity of sources of information and news for society, and channels of communication through 
which citizens’ proposals can be heard, accepted, and implemented in practice. In order to 
achieve pluralism of opinion in society and to guarantee the protection of the right to freedom 
of expression, speech and information, the following important aspects are discussed in this 
section. These are issues of concentration of media resources, diversity of media ownership, 
licensing and spectrum allocation, media taxation and advertising policy.

There are three main sources of media financing in Kazakhstan - state order, advertising, 
including paid PR, and direct financing from the consumer - subscriptions. These issues 
are also regulated by current legislation (on the media, on television and radio broadcasting, 
advertising, tax, and antimonopoly legislation) and are widely applied in practice.

Although the issues discussed in this section are more economic than political, they directly 
affect the quality of the media ecosystem, which is a key factor in the realization of everyone’s 
right to freedom of expression, speech and information. 

Media as a Platform for Democratic Discourse
Public and private have come to represent in practice a variety of political views and a 
wide range of social interests, including those of the most vulnerable segments of society. 
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The national media ensure the functioning of the state and other languages in the media, 
without neglecting the information needs of the rural population as well. This trend contributes 
to narrowing the information gap between rural and urban populations. Media organizations 
reflect social diversity in hiring. Journalists from ethnic minority, linguistic and religious 
groups are represented in the media industry. No research has been conducted to identify their 
percentages or to classify media workers. 

Kazakhstan has not yet adopted a law on public broadcasting, there are no certain regulations 
and there are no public broadcasting services. Public television channels of foreign countries, 
due to the lack of legal recognition, can be sanctioned by the state, but in Kazakhstan foreign 
channels broadcast on the basis of the current legal framework. Non-commercial broadcasting 
channels of private companies, dependent on market forces, are forced to work in the general 
legal framework.

The Code of Professional Ethics for Journalists in Kazakhstan was adopted in 2012 and 
recognises that freedom of speech and expression is an inalienable right of a journalist and a 
prerequisite for a free media and is guided by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the 
UN World Charter of Press Freedom, the Constitution, and the current legislation of Kazakhstan. 
Media organizations may develop and approve their own codes of ethics. The Constitution of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan guarantees freedom of speech and creativity. Censorship is prohibited. 

The media fulfills its role as a platform for democratic debate, and journalists can exercise their 
right to safety. During election campaigns, the allocation of airtime to candidates, the allocation 
of airtime to government representatives, and similar matters are conducted in accordance with 
the election law. 

Kazakhstan is steadfastly committed to the values and principles of human rights protection, 
all the world’s media are available to the country’s population, but self-censorship by domestic 
journalists at times affects the editorial boards’ free coverage of topical issues. The international 
community and the UN Human Rights Committee have repeatedly recommended that our 
authorities decriminalize the articles on libel and slander in the Criminal Code. Kazakhstan has 
fulfilled its obligation under the international treaty it has ratified; Article 130 of the Criminal 
Code has been decriminalized and transferred to the Code of Administrative Offences of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan.

Building professional capacity and supporting institutions that 
support freedom of expression, pluralism, and diversity          
In 2021, the main players in the systematic delivery of academic courses in democratic and 
professional journalism were the faculty of journalism at Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, 
the departments of journalism at several universities in the country, and six non-academic 
non-governmental institutions. Also, most of the professional trainings were made possible with 
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the assistance of international donors, foreign foundations, international intergovernmental 
organizations, and NGOs.

Various international and regional events, trainings, seminars, consultations, and internships in 
various areas of media activities are held to strengthen the professional knowledge of media 
workers.

In Kazakhstan, media professionals have access to training appropriate to their needs; there are 
qualifying international and domestic programs for journalists, there are training programs for 
a range of service providers - internal and external, and opportunities for qualified journalists of 
all levels to improve skills and knowledge.

In Kazakhstan, distance education is in its infancy. Both public and private institutions of 
higher education in Kazakhstan offer the opportunity to receive a higher education remotely. 
In cooperation with UNESCO in the field of journalism education, active work is being done to 
support and implement the UNESCO model to promote the basic education of future journalists.

In Kazakhstan, the BAQ KASIPODAQ media and broadcasting union was created.

The media monitoring is stipulated by the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Mass Media”. 
In 2019, the “Rules for monitoring of mass media disseminated in the territory of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan and the methodology of its calculation” were approved. Media monitoring is carried 
out by the MEC’s subordinate organization, the Center for Analysis and Information (CAI).

The Internet has enabled the emergence of citizen journalism. The development of the Internet 
has given CSOs new perspectives on media advocacy and engagement. CSOs are also a source 
of critical, independent views of the media, which helps develop and disseminate best practices.

Infrastructural capacity is sufficient to support independent and 
pluralistic media                                                            
Independent media are at the forefront and are a key link when it comes to protecting human 
rights, promoting humanistic ideas, supporting a healthy socio-political atmosphere in the 
state and democratic governance. A strong infrastructural capacity is essential to ensure that 
independent and pluralistic media can fulfil their potential. 

From which we can conclude that the main purpose of the study is to conduct a comprehensive 
analysis of the sufficiency of infrastructure capacity in Kazakhstan for the effective and 
comfortable work of media figures.

According to the research company Kantar (TOO “TNS Central Asia”) in 2021, 80% of Kazakhstanis 
preferred to obtain daily media information via the Internet. The study demonstrates that 
Kazakhstan has ranked high in the international index of Internet accessibility in recent years on 
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the price/quality criterion. Nevertheless, some of the obstacles faced by the media in Kazakhstan 
have been identified, including the still insufficient speed and reliability of Internet connections 
in remote and sparsely populated regions of the country, as well as frequent, excessive blocking 
and censorship of Internet content from a human rights perspective.

In addition to these obstacles, there have also been a number of precedents for restricting 
journalists’ access to information during the quarantine. At the end of September 2021, 
Kazakhstani journalists published a statement in which they expressed concern about the 
violation of their professional rights in terms of access to information. The current situation of 
print media and the availability of printing equipment was considered separately.

This research paper provides a comprehensive overview of the state of the media in the Republic 
of Kazakhstan, based on an assessment of the UNESCO Media Development Indicators. It offers 
an analysis of the state of ICT and legal and regulatory frameworks in the country and other 
relevant media indicators, while providing relevant recommendations for all parties involved.

On the road to development        
Despite ongoing changes in the understanding at the state level of how public processes in 
general should be regulated, media activities in Kazakhstan are limited by numerous laws 
instead of creating conditions for self-regulation and the harmonious development of the 
mass media in accordance with the public interest. One progressive change, though, was the 
adoption of legislative amendments in 2020 that moved libel from the Criminal Code to the 
Administrative Code.

At the same time, the main problems faced by journalists in retouching their activities remain 
the same - access to information, violations of journalists’ rights related to the implementation 
of professional activities, pre-trial claims, publicity of court proceedings, etc.

Attempts are made to limit the rights of journalists and impede their professional activities. 
Thus, despite proposals to exclude norms that give wide latitude for free interpretation from the 
Journalists’ Accreditation Rules regarding “a journalist’s compliance with the requirements of the 
moderator” in the case of his/her accreditation, it was adopted in March 2022.

In practice, journalists regularly encounter numerous problems with the accessibility of 
information, including violations of deadlines for responses from government agencies, formal 
uninformative responses, complete neglect of requests, classification of information as “For 
Official Use” (FOU) without sufficient argumentation, lack of adequate punishment for holders 
of information for failure to comply with the law, increasing the number of approval steps, 
tightening internal rules in government agencies, difficulties in obtaining information in Kazakh

At the same time, the systemic problems in the development of Kazakhstan’s media market are 
as follows.
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First, Kazakhstan has a state monopoly in the sphere of television and radio broadcasting, 
which still remains the main source of information and news for Kazakhstanis. There is also 
no public form of broadcasting in the country; on the contrary, the state, represented by the 
Ministry of Information and Public Development, owns many media outlets with national 
and regional coverage and creates favorable conditions for them. Such media receive budget 
financing, participate in government procurement, and sell advertising time. This form of state 
entrepreneurship in the media market does not promote competition, but expands the state 
monopoly in the information sphere, where the media are used as an instrument of ideology.

The state, represented by the Ministry of Information and Public Development, controls the 
licensing process, since there is no independent and autonomous body responsible for licensing 
and frequency allocation for broadcasting purposes In digital broadcasting, there is no allocation 
of frequencies, and Internet content is filtered and blocked by the state.

Secondly, the country lacks self-regulatory institutions for the industry (primarily television and 
radio broadcasting), like foreign National Media Councils or committees. An independent and 
publicly accountable body will be able to ensure the openness of the democratic processes 
of civil society in the media. There is no legal basis for the operation of public broadcasting 
and public service broadcasting is not guaranteed. Defamation laws impose the narrowest 
restrictions necessary to protect the reputations of individuals.

Third, private media are limited in their sources of funding due to high entry barriers in the 
media market. Financial support for private media is provided through a system of “state orders 
to conduct state information policy. This is expressed in the purchase of information services - 
the publication of articles, preparation of programs and other media materials on given topics 
(lots). Most often, these topics are related to coverage of the activities of state authorities, both 
central and local. Such materials are not labeled as paid materials. Funding is allocated from 
state and local budgets. At the same time, state funding most often has a negative impact on 
the editorial policy of the media; a certain dependence appears both financially and creatively.

Revenues from advertising are limited by the norms of advertising legislation, the lack of 
requirements for labeling paid content in the media, and ongoing initiatives to further restrict 
advertising in the media. At the same time, the participation of media with state participation 
(state-owned media) in the advertising market on an equal footing with private media, without 
any restrictions, is directly related to discrimination against private media as advertising carriers.

Addressing these issues, taking into account the recommendations made for each section of 
this study, primarily regulatory and normative in nature, must be accompanied by a constant 
and intensifying program of training, retraining and professional development for employees 
of media structures, government agencies and other channels for creating and disseminating 
information. Under these conditions, interaction with international partners that have the 
necessary resources and implement advanced standards in the modern media sphere is of 
particular importance.
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Category 1  
A regulatory system that promotes freedom 
of expression, pluralism and diversity of the 
media

A. LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORKS

1.1 Freedom of expression is guaranteed by law and respected in practice

In Kazakhstan, freedom of expression and prohibition of censorship are guaranteed by the 
Constitution, where everyone has the right to freely receive and disseminate information by 
any means not prohibited by law. Part 2 and 3 of article 20 of the Constitution provide for 
legal restrictions on freedom of expression, according to which propaganda or agitation forcible 
change of the constitutional system, violation of the integrity of the Republic, undermining of 
state security, war, social, racial, national, religious, class and tribal superiority, as well as the 
cult of cruelty and violence are not allowed. The list of information constituting state secrets is 
determined by law.

Kazakhstan has ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which 
allows restrictions on the right to freedom of expression only if they are provided by law and 
are necessary to protect the rights or reputation of others, national security, public order, public 
health or morals. According to the country’s Constitution, “international treaties ratified by 
Kazakhstan shall have priority over its laws and shall be applied directly, except in cases where 
it follows from an international treaty that its application requires the issuance of a law.

Media activities are regulated by the Constitution, the Law “On Mass Media”, “On Television”, “On 

Informatization”, “On Communications”, “On Access to Information”, norms on defamation (Civil 

Code and CAO), norms of the Criminal and Civil Codes on secrets and inviolability of privacy and 

on inadmissibility of inciting national, religious discord and hostility, social discord and other 

Category 1 
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manifestations of extremism, as well as the Law “On Advertising” and legislation on copyright 

and related rights3.

On 11 February 2009, Kazakhstan ratified the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights, which made it possible to consider communications from individuals 

before the UN Human Rights Committee regarding acts and omissions of state authorities.  

As of 2021, there have been four media cases against Kazakhstan regarding violations of Article 

19 of the ICCPR4. 

One positive example - in April 2021, the UN Committee ruled that the court decision to close 

Pravdivaya Gazeta was illegal5. In 2015, the newspaper’s editor-in-chief appealed to the UN 

Human Rights Committee, considering the court decision illegal. The Legal Media Center 

represented her in the international instance. The UN Committee decided that the administrative 

fines imposed on the first author, the seizure of the circulation of Pravdivaya Gazeta, the 

suspension of its publication, and the termination by court decision meant a restriction of their 

right to spread information and ideas in the press, incompatible with Article 19 of the ICCPR.

In 2013, the courts suspended the Pravda Kazakhstana newspaper for three months. The official 

reason was a bureaucratic error with the publication’s re-registration certificates. After going 

through all the national courts, the newspaper’s editor-in-chief filed a complaint with the UN 

Human Rights Committee. The Committee decided that the rights of the newspaper’s editor-in-

chief had been unreasonably restricted.  

In Kazakhstan, censorship is prohibited by the Constitution. The mass media are state or 

privately owned. A large number of media outlets participate in the implementation of state 

information policy as part of the state information order6. Financial flows to the media from 

budgetary organizations can set precedents for eliminating editorial independence and lead to 

self-censorship.

3 Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights  
https://wwwhttps://www.un.org/en/documents/decl_conv/conventions/pactpro1/ru/documents/decl_conv/
conventions/pactpro.shtml

4 https://rushttps://rus. azattyq. org/a/po-kirpichiku-pravozaschitnyy-proekt-pomogaet-obratitsya-voon-v-
sluchae-narusheniya-prav/31553293/a/po-kirpichiku-pravozaschitnyy-proekt-pomogaet-obratitsya-v-oon-v-
sluchae-narusheniya-prav.html

5 https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3971195
6 “state order to conduct state information policy - an order to provide services at the expense of the national 

and local budgets to conduct state information policy”
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Еxpenditures under the budget program, total 
Expenditures 

under the budget 
program 

Unit of 
measure

Reporting 
year 

Plan for 
the current 

year 

Planning period 

2019 year 2020 year 2021 year 2022 year 2023 year

Implementation 
of the state 

information policy 

Thousand 
tenge 

50 130 577 56 923 779 58 800 836 44 127 512 34 470 631

Total expenses 
under the budget 

program

Thousand 
tenge 

50 130 577 56 923 779 58 800 836 44 127 512 34 470 631

IIOR budget program for 2021-2023

The volume of finances that the state invests in the media became a record in 2021, reaching 
$150 million, which is comparable to the advertising market of Kazakhstan7. This has further 
distorted the media market, as the state has essentially become the main advertiser, influencing 
the content and editorial policy of many publications.  The content of state media is not unbiased, 
as editorial boards are dependent on the owners of state media - the Ministry of Information and 
Public Development of the RK, akimats8. In 2021, there was no coverage of unauthorized actions, 
strikes, protests, etc. on the air of state media. 

Media activities are also restricted by the Law on the State of Emergency, which provides for 
additional measures and restrictions during a “social emergency. During such a period, state 
authorities may require the media to submit copies of printed, audio and video information for 
approval within 24 hours before they are published or broadcast, and may also block the Internet 
and communication facilities if necessary. 

The 2017 Media Law introduced the official concept of “propaganda. A note to Article 2 of the 
Media Law states that propaganda in the media is “the dissemination of views, facts, arguments, 
and other information, including intentionally distorted information, to form a positive public 
opinion about information prohibited by the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan and (or) 
incitement to commit an illegal action or inaction by an unlimited number of people. Since the 
wording is rather vague, the media run the risk of being prosecuted for propaganda, even if they 
disseminate reliable information. 

The situation with freedom of speech is clearly demonstrated by the ratings of reputable 
international organizations. For example, in the 2021 world press freedom index ranking of 

7 https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/documents/details/268029?lang=ru
8 Akimat - local municipal authorities similar to city halls
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the international non-governmental organization Reporters Without Borders, Kazakhstan ranked 
155th9. 

Since its adoption in 1999, 167 amendments have been made to the media law, mostly aimed 
at regulating and tightening requirements for the media. The media community has stated for 
many years that Kazakhstan needs a new media law10. In 2021, the Ministry of Information and 
Public Development said it was ready to begin work on adopting a new media law.  In May 2022, 
a working group on the media law was formed11.

One of the progressive changes was that in 2020 the Law “On amendments and additions to 
some legislative acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan on improvement of enforcement proceedings 
and criminal legislation” was adopted, according to which defamation was transferred from the 
Criminal Code to the Administrative Code. Whereas previously the sanction was up to three years’ 
imprisonment, now it is a fine of up to $4,000 or administrative arrest for up to 30 days12.

The main problems faced by journalists are access to information, violations of journalists’ rights 
related to the implementation of professional activities, pre-trial claims, publicity of trials, etc.13

Compared to 2020, the number of trials involving journalists decreased in 2021, but there were 
trials involving bloggers and activists14.

Number of allegations and lawsuits filed

Year, lawsuits have 
been filed

As a criminal matter Administratively As a civil matter

2020 58 35 62

2021 28 29 67

Collected amounts of compensation for moral damage - 1 million 475 thousand 993 tenge (3000 
dollars). Authors of claims against the media: civil servants - 15, legal entities - 20, citizens - 1915 

In 2015, the concept of “online publication” appeared in the legislation. Internet sites in 
Kazakhstan, even if they are recognized as media, can be registered as a network publication. 
The advantage of this status is that an ordinary website can be blocked without a court decision, 
while to restrict access to an online publication, a court decision is required. At the same time, 

9 https://rsfhttps://rsf. org/en/index/en/index? year=2021=2021
10 https://informburo.kz/stati/zakon-o-smi-dvadcat-devyatyy-remont-za-20-let.html
11 https://wwwhttps://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/press/news/details/378044/memleket/entities/

qogam/press/news/details?lang=en=ru
12 https://online.zakon.kz/document/?doc_id=31577399#sub_id=0
13 https://lmchttps://lmc. kz/map/#/./map/#/
14 http://wwwhttp://www. unesco. kz/publications/2021/ci/jsi/JSI-Kazakhstan-Final-Report-270921-draft/

publications/2021/ci/jsi/JSI-Kazakhstan-Final-Report-270921-draft. pdf
15 Violations of freedom of speech in Kazakhstan. January 2021 http://wwwhttp://www. adilsoz. kz/monitoring/

show/id/235/monitoring/show/id/235
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the certificate of registration of an online publication is deemed invalid if state control reveals 
that the information and communication infrastructure of the owner of an online publication is 
located outside the country. 

1.2 The right to information is guaranteed by law and respected in practice

The right of access to information held by public authorities is guaranteed by the ratification of 
the ICCPR and the Constitution of the RK, the Law on Access to Information, the Law on Mass 
Media and other legislative acts.

Article 18, paragraph 3, of the Constitution expressly obligates state agencies, public associations, 
officials, and the mass media to ensure the right of every citizen to know documents, decisions, 
and sources of information that affect his rights and interests. However, not all information, 
including state structures, is open to citizens and journalists (state secrets and confidential 
information, secrets and information marked “for official use”). 

Society is for the most part aware of its right to receive official information and actively uses 
digital technology to do so. But often public authorities deny information. The law provides an 
opportunity to protect the right through the judiciary, but there are no effective mechanisms for 
appeals through independent administrative bodies. The Commission on Access to Information 
has no authority to review individual complaints.   

According to the global ranking of the right to information16, Kazakhstan ranks 61 out of 150. As 
noted in the rating, Kazakhstan has one of the most volatile laws in the world, which has both 
strengths and weaknesses. It receives an excellent rating in terms of scope of application, and 
the procedure for filing a request is quite complete and clear. However, it scores only one point 
in the category of exceptions due to its almost complete lack of compliance with international 
standards. Disclosure is not required for information that is classified under very flexible 
categories, such as “proprietary use only,” other secrecy laws remain in place, and there is no 
public interest override. There is also no administrative oversight body for appeals, any system 
of sanctions or protections or virtually any statutory promotional measures17.

The current Law “On Mass Media” contains Chapter 4, which has articles that regulate issues of 
access to information by journalists. 

Access issues are also regulated by the norms of the law “On Access to Information”, the 
Resolution of the Government of the RK “On Approval of the Rules of Classifying Information 
as Official Information of Limited Distribution and Working with it” 18and other legislative acts. 

16 Country Detail | Rti Rating (rti-rating.org)
17 Analysis of the draft Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Access to Information” by indicators of the Global 

Rating of Freedom of Information (RTI)  
http://library.unesco.kz/_files/61_Analysis-KZ-RTI-RU1.pdf

18 https://adilethttps://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Pkz/rus/docs/P1500001196
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The procedure for appealing an unlawful restriction of the right of access to information is 
contained in the Code of Administrative Offences19, as well as in the new APPA20.

In practice, journalists regularly encounter problems in this area, among which the most common 
are21: 

 � Violation of the deadline for responses from government agencies; 

 � formal uninformative answers; 

 � complete ignoring of requests;

 � categorizing information as “For Official Use” (FOU) without sufficient 
reasoning;

 � Lack of adequate punishment for holders of information for 
non-compliance with the law;

 � increase in the number of stages of approval, tightening internal rules 
in government agencies; 

 � difficulties in obtaining information in the Kazakh language, a 
shortage of speakers who speak the Kazakh language;

 � selectivity in inviting journalists to events.

According to the Monitoring of the International Foundation for the Protection of Freedom of 
Speech “Adil Soz” in 2021 there were 212 cases of violations of the rights of journalists in terms 
of access to information22.

In 2020, more than 160 Kazakhstani journalists signed an appeal to the president of the country, 
in which they expressed indignation at the work of the Central Communications Service and the 
“prolonged neglect of sensitive issues in the country. They called the situation with access to 
information catastrophic23.

In 2021, Kazakhstani journalists published a statement in which they expressed concern 
about the violation of their professional rights to access information. Despite the relaxation 
of quarantine measures, media workers were still restricted from entering the government and 
Parliament. Over the course of several days, an appeal to the president, attorney general, and 
prime minister collected some 400 signatures. Access to the sessions was open, but journalists 
claimed that members of the government had lost the ability to communicate with the press24. 
A particular problem for journalists was the online format of briefings and press conferences, 

19 https://cutihttps://cuti. cc/qYnoo/qYnoo
20 https://cutihttps://cuti. cc/2dco5/2dco5
21 https://lmchttps://lmc. kz/map/#/dostup_k_informacii/map/#/dostup_k_informacii 
22 http://wwwhttp://www. adilsoz. kz/politcor/show/id/316/politcor/show/id/316
23 https://drflhttps://drfl. kz/ru/zhurnalisty-kz-obratilis-k-presidentu//ru/zhurnalisty-kz-obratilis-k-presidentu/
24 https://drfl. kz/ru/chinovniki-razuchilis-obshchatsia-s-zhurnalistami/
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where questions were ignored and the moderator could turn off a journalist who asked an 
unwanted question25.

There is no special commissioner for access to information in Kazakhstan, the Commission on 
Access to Information has some functions.

The activities of the Commission are regulated by the Law on Access to Information, it functions 
under the authorized body. Unfortunately, the Commission’s decisions are recommendatory in 
nature; it does not consider citizens’ appeals. It consists of representatives of both state bodies 
and civil society. 

In April 2021, the Ministry of Digital Development, Innovation and Aerospace Industry (MDRIAP) 
published the text of a draft law that proposed to introduce the right to oblivion: “In the case 
of an application by an individual or his legal representative, the owner or owner of an Internet 
resource is obliged to remove outdated or irrelevant personal information from search data by 
the presented Internet resource identifier. Immediately after the publication of the document, 
the text was criticized by journalists, bloggers, and experts because of its excessive categorical 
wording and the possibility of abuse of power by officials, as well as threats to freedom of speech. 

According to experts, the “Right to Forget” contradicted the constitutional right to seek and 
receive information, and if adopted, would create an obvious imbalance between private and 
public interests. The experts felt that the introduction of the “right to be forgotten” in Kazakhstan 
was premature and dangerous, and demanded that this provision be removed from the draft law.  
The amendments were actively discussed for two months, and as a result the amendment was 
withdrawn.

The Law “On Personal Data and Their Protection” establishes a list of cases in which personal 
data is collected without the consent of the subject or his/her legal representative, including for 
the legitimate professional activities of a journalist. 

1.3 Editorial independence is guaranteed by law and respected in practice

The norms of the RK Constitution, the Law on Mass Media, and Article 158 of the RK Criminal 
Code guarantee the protection of the right to freedom of speech, editorial independence, and 
protection of journalists’ activities. However, there are restrictive norms, such as administrative 
penalties for defamation, criminal liability for inciting discord and disseminating knowingly false 
information, and insulting and honoring the president and other officials, which do not meet 
international standards. 

25 https://wwwhttps://www. paryz. kz/obshchestvo/5531-zhurnalista-udalili-iz-zoom-za-vopros-o-koronaviruse-
neposredstvennomu-predsedateliu-mvk/obshchestvo/5531-zhurnalista-udalili-iz-zoom-za-vopros-o-
koronaviruse-neposredstvennomu-predsedateliu-mvk
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As a rule, recently these laws have been applied for preventive purposes.

Censorship is officially prohibited, and censorship is defined as “prior coordination of reports and 
materials with state bodies, officials and other organizations at their request or on other grounds 
for the purpose of limiting or imposing a ban on the distribution of reports and materials or 
parts thereof. 

The law “On the State of Emergency” provides for additional measures and restrictions in time of 
a so-called “emergency of a social nature”26.

It should be noted that Kazakhstan law does not provide for such a type of restoration of violated 
rights as the removal of material, so any demand to the editorial board related to the removal of 
materials is a violation of the Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Article 158 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, “Obstruction of the lawful 
professional activities of a journalist,” is meant to protect media workers27.

A total of 77 cases of obstructing the lawful professional activities of journalists and media 
outlets were recorded in 202128, but none went to trial under Article 158 of the Criminal Code 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan.  

In November 2021, the MIDR RK published regulations to support journalists when their rights 
are violated. The document is a methodological guide of informational and explanatory nature 
for state bodies and media representatives.  The regulations reflect the rights and obligations of 
journalists, state bodies, and the ministry’s actions in cases of violations of journalists’ rights29.

1.4 The right of journalists to protect their sources is guaranteed by law and 
respected in practice.

According to the Law “On Mass Media,” a journalist has the right “to maintain the secrecy of 
authorship and sources of information, except when these secrets are made public at the request 
of a court. There is no special law protecting the confidentiality of sources, and there are no 
documented cases of journalists being forced to reveal their sources.  

The Journalists’ Code of Ethics of Kazakhstan says that a journalist makes the independent 
decision to disclose or maintain the confidentiality of a source of information if a deliberate 

26 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z030000387_
27 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/K1400000226
28 http://www.adilsoz.kz/politcor/show/id/316
29 https://wwwhttps://www. gov. kz/memleket/entities/qogam/documents/details/237031/memleket/entities/

qogam/documents/details?lang=en=ru
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distortion of an event has occurred or its disclosure is the only way to prevent panic, political or 
socioeconomic destabilization, or material damage on a nationwide scale30.

Another problem faced by Kazakhstani journalists is the disclosure of pre-trial data. At the 
beginning of last year, after the publication of the investigative material “Land Scandal in Uralsk 
- Prosecutor’s Mother Owns Five Land Plots”, which dealt with document fraud, the editor-in-
chief was summoned for questioning by the police. There it became known that the prosecutor’s 
office had initiated an investigation into the disclosure of pre-trial proceedings (article 423 of 
the Criminal Code), and the journalist was being investigated as a witness with the right to 
defense. He was forced to go to interrogations every day and received seven subpoenas31.

1.5 The public and civil society organizations (CSOs) participate in shaping 
public media policy

There is an opportunity for CSOs in terms of policy making and development of the regulatory 
framework for the media. The state consults widely with stakeholders, including including CSO 
representatives in working groups on law reform, as well as by inviting them to various dialogue 
platforms.   

In 2021, there were many initiatives related to the broad involvement of NGOs in the process 
of government decision-making, but in practice they have not yet been implemented. For 
example, the drafting of the bill “On Public Control” has begun, which involves the introduction 
of new forms of civil society participation, online petitions, where citizens can express their 
opinions and vote for it. This is how the new platform32 appeared, where every citizen can leave 
an appeal. The Digital Rights Group (an initiative of experts, human rights activists, lawyers 
and researchers) actively participated in the development of amendments to the law on the 
protection of personal data and insisted on the implementation of some progressive norms.

The group was formed against the backdrop of the adoption of a massive package of amendments 
on digital regulation, which dealt with a multitude of human rights in the digital environment, 
including the regulation of personal data. At that time, experts made a series of statements 
and internal discussions to determine how to mobilize and act as civil society in response to 
the new challenges. The group has 16 participants, 5 consultants - all representing different 
organizations and expertise33.

30 https://onlinehttps://online. zakon. kz/Document//Document? doc_iddoc_id=31280229& pospos=3;pos-
80#pos=3;-80

31 https://mediazonahttps://mediazona. ca/article/2021/02/06/ahmedyarov/article/2021/02/06/ahmedyarov
32 https://eotinish.kz/agreement
33 https://webhttps://web. facebook. com/dreg/dreg. kz?_rdc=1&_rdrrdc=1&_rdr
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B. BROADCASTING REGULATORY SYSTEM

1.6 Regulatory independence is guaranteed by law and respected in practice

In Kazakhstan, a state monopoly has been established in the sphere of television and radio 
broadcasting; the main source of information and news for Kazakhstanis are still television 
channels that are transmitted via digital terrestrial broadcasting, satellite and cable broadcasting, 
and via the Internet34. While there are still private operators and competition in satellite, cable 
and Internet broadcasting, there is no competition in digital terrestrial broadcasting (DAB); there 
is only one monopoly and 100% state operator, KazteleRadio JSC, which dictates conditions and 
prices to television channels and consumers. 

There is also no public form of broadcasting in the country; on the contrary, the state, represented 
by the Ministry of Information and Public Development, owns many media outlets with national 
and regional coverage and creates favorable conditions for them. Such media receive budget 
financing, participate in government purchases, and sell advertising time.  This form of state 
entrepreneurship in the media market does not promote competition, but expands the state 
monopoly in the information sphere, where the media are used as an instrument of ideology. 
There are no self-regulatory industry institutions in the country, like the National Councils or 
media committees of other countries. 

1.7 Regulatory system works to ensure media pluralism and freedom of 
expression and information

The country lacks self-regulatory industry institutions like foreign National Media Councils or 
Media Committees. An independent and publicly accountable body would be able to ensure the 
openness of the democratic processes of civil society in the media. 

C. DEFAMATION LAWS AND OTHER LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON 
JOURNALISTS

1.8 The state does not impose unreasonable legal restrictions on the media

There are no legal restrictions on practicing the profession of journalism in Kazakhstan, nor is 
there any licensing for journalists. 

34 https://newreporter.org/mediastudy2021/?fbclid=IwAR2H4r0iULPv_sMI0gZJCCmnraIEBsB1rwED_CI2uKAR_
RY5LCa_WkxeXtI
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Article 22 of the Republic of Kazakhstan Law “On Mass Media” is devoted to the institution of 
accreditation. According to the law, mass media, by agreement with government agencies, public 
associations and organizations, may accredit their journalists. 

State bodies shall be obliged to notify the journalist in advance about their meetings and provide 
him/her with verbatim reports, minutes and other documents. A journalist may be de-accredited 
for violating the accreditation rules or for disseminating untrue information that discredits the 
honour and dignity of the state bodies, public associations and organisations that accredited 
him/her.

In February 2021, the portal egov. kz posted the draft “Rules for Accreditation of Journalists” 
for public discussion. They stipulated, in particular, that “the journalist must comply with the 
requirements of the moderator” in the case of accreditation. Some media experts believe 
that this interpretation leaves much room for discretionary interpretation, which may restrict 
journalists’ rights and interfere with their professional activities. It was proposed to remove this 
norm from the rules, but the document was adopted in March.

1.9 Defamation laws impose the narrowest restrictions necessary to protect 
the reputation of individuals

Honor, dignity and reputation are protected by both civil and administrative legislation of 
Kazakhstan. The civil procedure deals with cases of dissemination of untrue defamatory 
information, and the administrative procedure deals with cases of defamation. Criminal 
defamation is a criminal offence. It should be noted that Article 143 of the RK Civil Code is the 
most “popular” against journalists. 

Article 21 of the Media Law obliges journalists “not to disseminate information that does not 
correspond to reality. A citizen or legal entity has the right to demand in court a refutation of 
information that discredits his honor, dignity, or business reputation, unless the person who 
disseminated such information proves that it is true.

Defamation laws do not prohibit public debate about the conduct of officials or the activities of 
official authorities in the media. At the same time, however, the laws do not provide for sufficient 
legal protection, e.g. in court cases, this is also due to the fact that concepts such as “public 
interest” and “public person” do not exist in the law. There is also no statute of limitations on 
defamation disputes. The burden of proof is on the defendant. Regarding remedies, it should 
be noted that the legislation contains alternative remedies, such as the statutory right of reply.  

Article 18 of the Constitution of Kazakhstan stipulates that everyone has the right to privacy, 
personal and family secrets, and protection of their honor and dignity.
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In 2021 the Kazakhstani courts considered a total of 124 court cases, of which 67 were civil 
cases (59 of them under Article 143 of the Civil Code), 28 criminal cases, and 29 administrative 
cases (of which 13 were defamation cases). 3935

Claimed amounts of compensation for moral damage - 28 million 700 thousand tenge. Collected 
amounts of compensation for moral damage - 1 million 490 thousand tenge. The authors of the 
claims against the media: government officials - 23, legal entities - 14, citizens - 22. Of these, in 
favor of the defendants - 39  . 

In addition, the Criminal Code contains five articles that provide enhanced protection for the 
personal non-property rights of public officials, including the president of the country, members 
of parliament, and other representatives of government. 

Civil legislation provides for a pre-trial regulation procedure - the right of reply and refutation 
(Article 19 of the Media Law)36. According to this norm, a citizen or legal entity has the right to 
demand that a media outlet refute information that does not correspond to reality and discredits 
his honor, dignity and business reputation and that was disseminated in that media outlet. If a 
citizen or a legal entity applies for a refutation, the editorial board of the media outlet, which 
does not have evidence that the information disseminated by the media outlet is true, is obliged 
to refute it in the same media outlet.

Article 26 of the Law “On Mass Media” provides a list of grounds for exemption from liability for 
disseminating information that does not correspond to reality (this does not apply to information 
that is prohibited or otherwise restricted for dissemination by judicial acts or laws that have 
entered into legal force) in the following cases:

 � if the information was contained in official communications (e.g., a 
press release from a government agency);

 � if the information was contained in the response to a media request; 

 � if the information is obtained from advertisers and advertising 
producers;

 � if the information was a verbatim reproduction of official speeches of 
deputies, government officials, local authorities, individuals and legal 
entities, except for the dissemination of information that is prohibited 
or otherwise restricted for dissemination by judicial acts or laws that 
have entered into legal force, that is, if a person spoke at a meeting, 
rally or other public event, you quoted him, but it turned out that his 
speech contained false information, you will not be responsible for 
his statement 

35 http://wwwhttp://www. adilsoz. kz/politcor/show/id/316/politcor/show/id/316
36 https://onlinehttps://online. zakon. kz/Document//Document? doc_id=1013966& _id=1013966&sub_

id=190000& _id=190000&pos=557;-36#pos=557pos;-36
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 � if the information was contained in author’s speeches broadcast 
without prior recording, or texts not subject to editing in accordance 
with this Law; 

 � If inaccurate information was disseminated by another media outlet, 
you reprinted it and provided a link to the original source, but the 
original media outlet must be registered with the authorized agency.

Article 104 of the Code of Administrative Offences contains an article “Dissemination of 
knowingly false information about candidates or political parties that discredits their honor, 
dignity and business reputation in order to influence the outcome of elections,” with a sanction 
of a fine37.

In October 2021, a Public Committee for Media Self-Regulation was established in Kazakhstan. 
Its goal is to create a platform for professional dialogue and the consideration of disputes on 
the observance of ethical norms. The committee’s decisions are advisory in nature and have no 
legal force, but it serves as an instance that will allow conflicts in the media space to be resolved 
without bringing them to court38.

1.10 Other restrictions on freedom of expression based on national security, 
hate speech, privacy, contempt of court and obscenity should be clearly 
and narrowly defined in law and justified as necessary in a democratic 
society in accordance with international law.

Legislation provides for restrictions on statements in such areas as privacy, national security, calls 
for unauthorized rallies, insulting the president, high treason, etc. A complete list of prohibited 
information is contained in the Law on Mass Media. In addition, there are laws stipulating 
criminal responsibility for inciting discord and disseminating deliberately false information.  

Among the laws that should be aimed at maintaining public order is Article 174 of the Criminal 
Code “Inciting social, national, tribal, racial, class or religious hatred. All of the recent high-
profile lawsuits over publications on the Internet are related to this article. This article is used 
to prosecute not so much journalists as civil activists and bloggers. In 2020, 14 people were 
convicted under Article 174 of the Criminal Code, in 2021 - 19 people39. Sanctions under this 
article - a fine of up to 36,000 dollars, imprisonment of up to 20 years. 

37 KOAP Code of Administrative Offences of the Republic of Kazakhstan 2022 https://onlinehttps://online. zakon. 
kz/document//document? doc_id=31577399& _id=31577399&sub_id=1300000& _id=1300000&pos=2428;-
54#pos=2428pos;-54

38 https://mediaprincipleshttps://mediaprinciples. kz/./
39 https://qamqorhttps://qamqor. gov. kz/crimestat/statistics/crimestat/statistics
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Judicial practice shows that acquittals in this category of cases are extremely rare. The main 
problem with Article 174 of the Criminal Code is the problem of ensuring a balance between 
freedom of expression and countering hate speech. Practice shows that this balance is often 
violated not in favor of freedom of expression.

Another article of the Criminal Code - 274 - provides liability for “Dissemination of knowingly 
false information, endangering the violation of public order or causing substantial harm to the 
rights and lawful interests of citizens or organizations or to the legally protected interests of 
society or the state. The use of “mass media or telecommunications networks” is qualified as an 
aggravating factor, i.e. the punishment will be more severe if the information is disseminated on 
the Internet. This article was the basis of businessman K.’s claim against Ratel. kz and Forbes. kz40 

D. CENSURE

1.11 The media is not subject to prior censorship, both in law and in practice

Officially, there are no mechanisms in Kazakhstan that would require or permit censorship in the 
media, except during a state of emergency. 

Legislation contains an exhaustive list of grounds for suspending and terminating media 
products. The Code of Administrative Offences of the Republic of Kazakhstan contains a list of 
offences in the sphere of press and information, among which is responsibility for distributing 
media products, messages and materials of an information agency and network publication 
without being registered or after a decision to suspend or terminate their release (broadcasting) 
or recognizing the certificate of registration as invalid, as well as production, production, 
duplication and distribution of media products, messages and materials in the media. It should 
be noted that the legislation does not provide for such type of punishment as termination of 
the activities of the media for the above-mentioned technical violations. Termination of media 
outlets may follow in the case of dissemination of prohibited information.

Article 13 of the Media Law contains a list of suspensions and terminations of media outlets. 
According to this article, actions with regard to a media outlet registered with the authorized 
body are possible by decision of the owner or the court. The law defines suspension as temporary 
suspension of one or more issues of a publication, the broadcasting of television or radio 
programs, television or radio channels, the temporary suspension of a network publication, as 
well as the distribution of media products until the causes that served as the basis for the 
suspension are eliminated. Suspension of the media outlet or distribution of media products 
shall be allowed for a period not exceeding three months.

Grounds for suspension are: propaganda or agitation of the cult of cruelty and violence, social, 
racial, national, religious, class and clan superiority, disclosure of information constituting state 

40 https://ratelhttps://ratel.kz/scandal/politsija_zaderzhala_zhurnalistov_ratelkz_i_forbes_kazakhstan/scandal/
politsija_zaderzhala_zhurnalistov_ratelkz_i_forbes_kazakhstan
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secrets or other secrets protected by law, distribution of information advocating suicide, disclosing 
technical methods and tactics of anti-terrorist operations during their conduct, propaganda of 
narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, their analogues and precursors, distribution of television 
or radio programs, etc. 

Grounds for stopping the publication include propaganda or agitation for violent change of the 
constitutional system, violation of the integrity of the Republic of Kazakhstan, undermining state 
security, war, propaganda of extremism or terrorism, publication of materials and distribution 
of information aimed at inciting interethnic and inter-confessional enmity, as well as failure 
to eliminate the reasons for stopping the media outlet or distribution of media products in the 
prescribed period41.

Termination of the media outlet entails cancellation of the certificate of registration. No cases of 
suspension and termination of media outlets were recorded in 2021.

1.12 The state does not seek to block or filter Internet content deemed 
sensitive or harmful

Practice shows that Internet content in Kazakhstan is filtered and blocked by the state. Users are 
liable for publications that contain hate speech and spread knowingly false information. The Law 
on Communications contains procedures and terms of blocking, as well as a list of state bodies 
with the power to block. The legislation provides a list of information for which content can be 
blocked.  Unfortunately, all recent initiatives in the field of the Internet are aimed at regulating it.  

In Freedom House’s annual ranking of the state of Internet freedom in the world in 2021, 
Kazakhstan is categorized as a “not free” country42. According to the law, Internet resources 
are equated with the media. On this basis, all the requirements concerning the media apply to 
websites as well. As for mandatory registration, there are no such requirements for an Internet 
resource, but it is possible to register a site as a network publication voluntarily.

The requirements for network publications to the server equipment of the site states that its 
physical location must be on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Rules of registration, 
use and distribution of domain space of the Kazakhstan segment of the Internet43). 

The site can be blocked in two ways: by court order and extrajudicially. The Prosecutor General 
or his deputies, the Chairman of the National Security Committee, his deputies or the heads of 
the territorial bodies of the National Security Committee or their replacements have the right to 
block. And during a state of emergency - the Prosecutor General’s Office, the KNB, the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs, the Ministry of Defense - in case of a threat or emergency of a social, natural 

41 The Law on Mass Media  https://adilethttps://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Zkz/rus/docs/Z990000451_
42 https://freedomhousehttps://freedomhouse. org/sites/default/files/2021-09/FOTN_2021_Complete_

Booklet_09162021_FINAL_org/sites/default/files/2021-09/FOTN_2021_Complete_Booklet_09162021_FINAL_
43 Rules for Registration, Use and Distribution of the Domain Space of the Kazakhstan Segment of the Internet 

https://adilethttps://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Vkz/rus/docs/V1800016654
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and man-made nature, as well as the introduction of a state of emergency on priority use, as 
well as the suspension of the networks and means of communication, except for government 
and presidential communications, networks and means of communication of emergency services.

To check whether the site is accessible in Kazakhstan, as well as to complain about the 
distribution of illegal information, visit the website of the Ministry of Information and Social 
Development at44.

According to statistics based on data from the IEER, between January 1 and December 31, 2021, 
a total of about 15,339 Internet resources, accounts and materials were restricted in Kazakhstan. 
Common grounds are the promotion of ideas of terrorism and religious extremism and the 
distribution of pornography. 

Complaints from Kazakhstani Internet users about the problem with Internet access were voiced 
on March 29, 202145. In this regard, Kazakhtelecom JSC reported that no damage was found on 
the company’s network. In turn, the Ministry of Digital Development, Innovation and Aerospace 
Industry assured that there were no restrictions on their part. Telecom operators at the request 
of the Ministry reported “that there is no work on the network, everything is working in normal 
mode. 

One of the unlawful actions against Internet resources is their blocking, but as practice shows, 
this is not always justified by a violation of the law. According to experts, it is not clear what 
content or what technical circumstances caused the portal holanews.kz to be blocked, which 
agency made that decision, whether it was a result of a violation of the requirements of the 
law or whether it is a situation where access to the site is blocked not by the state, but at the 
initiative of private individuals and companies as revenge for publishing critical or negative 
materials46.

The editorial board of holanews.kz distributed a message about the blocking of its resource since 
October 4. “The site is inaccessible through all major providers in Kazakhstan: “Kazakhtelecom”, 
Kcell, Beeline, TELE2, etc. Our users abroad are also deprived of access to the site, since the 
server of the site, according to Kazakh law, is located in Kazakhstan,” the editorial board said in 
a statement. According to technical specialists, the inaccessibility of the holanews.kz resource 
was caused by the blocking of IP-address port 443 at the provider level. Using DPI technology.  
This is confirmed by the fact that the open DPI circumvention tools allow you to connect to the 
site. DPI technology allows you to analyze the content transmitted between users and sites and 
restrict access to it. The editorial board has not received any official notifications or explanations 

44 http://michttp://mic. gov. kz/ru/complain/ru/complain
45 https://tengrinews.kz/kazakhstan_news/o-problemah-s-internetom-soobschili-kazahstantsyi-432905/
46 https://newreporter.org/2021/10/07/chto-delat-esli-vash-sajt-zablokirovali-opyt-hola-news-i-rekomendacii-

yuristov/?ysclid=l9h3ut7chw695878525
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about the blocking. In addition, during the weeks before the blocking, the website was several 
times subjected to various attacks, which the technical service of the portal managed to repel47.

In 2019, Kazakhstan adopted the Rules for Media Monitoring, according to which monitoring 
is carried out by the authorized body in the field of mass media and television and radio 
broadcasting in order to identify and record violations of the norms of the legislation of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan. Unfortunately, the monitoring data is not publicly available48.

As for moderation, not all editors have the ability to provide a reliable system for pre-moderation 
of comments and user content on their sites. Several years ago, Kazakhstan adopted amendments 
to the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Informatization” on mandatory registration of 
Internet users who comment on publications. After that, many media outlets refused to support 
comments and the system of pre-moderation on their sites, and all commenting moved to social 
networks. Consequently, false information is very often spread in comments, and the systems of 
pre-moderation of content do not always have time to track and remove such information.

In the fall of 2021, the Majilis of Kazakhstan approved in the first reading amendments to the 
legislation “on the protection of children’s rights,” providing, among other things, for the blocking 
of social networks and messengers in case of failure to comply with the updated norms of the 
law. According to the Majilismen who initiated the amendments, the amendments are primarily 
needed to protect children from cyberbullying.

In terms of regulating Internet resources, the bill provided for the introduction of new concepts 
in the Law “On Informatization,” namely definitions of “social network” and “messenger” as “online 
platform” and “instant messaging service,” respectively49.

Representatives of civil society declared a demand to completely eliminate the amendments 
relating to the activities of foreign online platforms, including social networks and messengers, 
on the territory of Kazakhstan, and for the state, together with the public and experts, to develop 
effective mechanisms to respond to cyberbullying. More than 18,000 people signed a petition 
on the need to reject the adoption of amendments to the legislation allowing to restrict the 
operation of foreign Internet resources, social networks and messengers50.

According to the Ministry of Information and Social Development, at the beginning of 2021 in 
respect of Internet resources (anonymizers, proxy servers such as TOR, VPN-servers, etc.) that 
were used to bypass the technical capabilities of telecommunications operators, 20 prescriptions 

47 https://m.facebook.com/holanewskz/posts/1069669147168512?_rdr
48 https://adilethttps://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Vkz/rus/docs/V1900018617
49 https://rushttps://rus. azattyq. org/a/31461224/a.html
50 https://securehttps://secure. avaaz. org/community_petitions/ru/administratsiia_prezidenta_parlament_

kazakhstana_leumettik_zhelini_bugattauga_karsy_protiv_popravok_v_zakony_o_sotssetiakh//community_
petitions/ru/administratsiia_prezidenta_parlament_kazakhstana_leumettik_zhelini_bugattauga_karsy_protiv_
popravok_v_zakony_o_sotssetiakh/
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to restrict access in the Republic of Kazakhstan and 4 warning letters to take measures to remove 
illegal content for 774 violations were issued. 

Portal “Informburo. kz” in September 2021 published an article “Kazakhstan most often asked 
Google to remove content criticizing the government, least often - with cyberbullying,” which 
provides an analysis of statistics of requests from government agencies to remove content that 
is freely available.

According to Google, since 2011, Kazakhstan has submitted an official request to Google to 
remove content 373 times. There were various reasons for removing content, but the most 
common ones were threats to national security and criticism of the government. Google received 
the most requests about threats to national security (97) in 2017. Most often, the content that 
Kazakhstan’s government agencies considered illegal was posted on YouTube51.

RECOMMENDATIONS (Category 1)
� Bring the legislation and practice of Kazakhstan in terms of freedom 

of expression into full compliance with international obligations 
and recommendations of conventional international organizations. 
Decriminalize insult, attempt on the honor and dignity of senior 
officials of  the country, br ing in  line wi th the pr inciples of  certainty 
and predictability the norms of responsibility for inciting discord 
and disseminating knowingly false information, and adopt a new 
Media Law.

� Bring media legislation into line with standards that promote freedom 
of expression, pluralism, and diversity of the media.

� Introduce the concepts of “public interest,” “public place,” and “public 
person” into national law.

� Cancel the norm that equates an Internet resource that is not 
registered as a mass medium with the mass media. 

� Restrict access to sites only on the basis of court orders. 

� Abolish the requirement for mandatory identification of users on 
information resources when posting information on the Internet. The 
grounds for blocking the distribution of illegal information should be 
clarified and all restrictions in the Law on Communications should 

51 https://informburo.kz/novosti/kazahstan-chashe-vsego-prosil-google-udalit-kontent-s-kritikoj-pravitelstva-
rezhe-vsego-c-kiberbullingom?ysclid=l9guvckpaf280956278
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be reviewed in terms of compliance with international law regarding 
freedom of expression. 

 � Reform the system of state information order. Limit the list of topics 
and lots, focusing on analytics, but not news. 

 � Establish a limitation period of one year for publications in the media.

 � Demonopolize state participation in the broadcasting regulatory 
system.

 � Initiate the creation of an independent and publicly accountable body 
to regulate the media and the media.

 � The procedure of media registration should be notified.

 � Eliminate the division into official communication and requests 
for information and provide for a single deadline for providing 
information (3 days).
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Category 1  
Pluralism and diversity of media, a level 
economic playing field, and transparency of 
ownership

A. CONCENTRATION OF MEDIA
2.1 The state is taking positive steps to develop pluralistic media

In Kazakhstan, there are only two forms of ownership of media resources - private and state. 
There are no public or communal forms of ownership. The current law “On Mass Media” contains 
very brief provisions on the regulation of media ownership and mainly concerns private owners 
of media resources and their legal relations with editorial boards, editor-in-chief, publisher, and 
broadcaster, as well as media registration and licensing. Issues of state ownership of media 
resources are not defined either in the RK Law “On Mass Media”52 or in the RK Law “On Television 
and Radio Broadcasting”53 , nor are there any prohibitions on monopoly ownership of media 
resources or provisions on limiting the concentration of media resources. 

Kazakhstan has developed and operates anti-monopoly legislation54, which protects economic 
competition and restricts monopolistic activities on commodity markets. 

The general antimonopoly legislation in force in the country may not cover the media sphere, 
which is traditionally dominated by state media (TV channels, press, network publications), 
infrastructure enterprises with state participation (digital broadcasting operator, printing 
enterprises), due to the fact that it is not considered as a commodity market. For example, 
the Road Map (detailed plan)55 on the development of competition in key commodity markets 
contains no plans for any measures to protect competition in the media industry, including the 
broadcasting sphere.

52 “On Mass Media”. Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 451-I of July 23, 1999. The document is available at 
the following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Z990000451_

53 Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 545-IV of January 18, 2012  “On TV and Radio Broadcasting”. The 
document is available at the following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Z1200000545

54 Section 4. Economic Competition. Entrepreneurial Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Code of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan of October 29, 2015 No. 375-V ЗРК. The document is available at the following link: https://adilet. 
zan. kz/rus/docs/K1500000375

55 Roadmap (detailed plan) on the development of competition in the key commodity markets of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan dated January 14, 2020. The document is available at: https://www. gov. kz/memleket/entities/zk/
documents/details/27118?lang=en

Category 2
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The National Information Development Plan 2020-2022 identifies television as the most 
popular source of information among the population56.

According to a study by Internews, television as the main source of information ranks third 
(30.4%) after social media (45.7%) and Internet sites (42.8%)57.

During the transition to digital terrestrial broadcasting (DTB), the technical infrastructure of 
analog broadcasting was transferred in 2012 to the single National DTB operator, KazteleRadio 
JSC58. Although the possibility of licensing private DETV operators exists at the legislative 
level, in practice it is impossible. In addition to owning the technical infrastructure for signal 
transmission, the state included all state television channels and their digital versions in the 
national multiplex (a free package of compulsory channels available throughout the country). 
The inclusion of private channels in the national multiplex is implemented in practice, but the 
tariffs of the national broadcasting operator and other conditions are often criticized by private 
broadcasters.

In general, international standards and recommendations are based on positive measures on 
the part of the state to “prevent excessive concentration, and they should promote diversity, 
ownership both in the broadcasting sector and between broadcasting and other media sectors. 
ARTICLE 19 also emphasizes that such measures “should be economically viable”59.

Only television and radio broadcasting operators (satellite, digital terrestrial and cable, and over 
the telecommunications network) are licensed. The qualification requirements are excessive and 
limit the participation of many potential private operators who could offer the public other 
sources of information. 

The state, represented by the Ministry of Information and Public Development, controls the 
licensing process, since there is no independent and autonomous body responsible for licensing 
and distributing frequencies for television and radio broadcasting purposes in the country. 

Applications for licensing from operators are received and reviewed by the Commission on the 
Development of Television and Radio Broadcasting, established under the Ministry.

56 “As of today, there are more than 3,600 registered media outlets in Kazakhstan. Television is still the most 
popular medium in terms of audience coverage. Internet resources came in second place, with traditional print 
media in third place. Radio is the least popular media. Source of information: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/
P2000000183

57 “As of today, there are more than 3,600 registered media outlets in Kazakhstan. Television is still the most 
popular medium in terms of audience coverage. Internet resources came in second place, with traditional print 
media in third place. Radio is the least popular media. Source of information: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/
P2000000183

58 The sole shareholder of KazteleRadio JSC is Zerde National Infocommunication Holding JSC. Reference to the 
Charter:  https://kazteleradio.kz/uploads/files/file5d885518a2640.pdf

59 Access to the Airwaves. Principles on Freedom of Expression and Broadcast Regulation. Article 19. 2002. 
https://www.article19.org/data/files/pdfs/standards/accessairwaves.pdf
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The distribution of frequencies for television and radio broadcasting purposes is regulated by 
the RK Law “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”60 and bylaws61. Frequencies for the formation 
of the national multiplex (as well as all regional multiplexes) were transferred to the national 
operator of DTTV, KazteleRadio JSC, without a tender. The Ministry of Information and Public 
Development announces tenders for the allocation of frequency bands for television and radio 
broadcasting purposes, and the Commission on Television and Radio Broadcasting Development 
conducts and makes decisions62. In general, the distribution of frequencies now takes place 
for radio broadcasting purposes63, since the transition to DETS has been completed almost 
throughout the country.

As a broadcasting advisory body64, the Commission on Broadcasting Development “legitimizes” 
decisions on frequency allocation and broadcasting licensing. Since the commission was created 
under the state authorized body and is governed by it65, the commission does not include 
representatives of some broadcasting associations66.

Kazakhstan also restricts the right of foreign owners to media resources under the pretext of 
national information security67. Information security is defined as “the state of protection of the 
information space of the Republic of Kazakhstan, as well as the rights and interests of man and 
citizen, society and the state in the information sphere from real and potential threats, which 
ensures sustainable development and information independence of the country.

The “threshold” of foreign ownership (both for individuals and legal entities) for all categories 
of media (TV channels, print press, radio, network publications, news agencies) is set at 20%68. 
The same restriction applies to enterprises operating in the media sphere. At the same time, for 
example, in the field of telecommunications this limit is 49%.

60 Article 15 of the RK Law “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”.  
https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Z1200000545 

61 Rules for the allocation of frequency bands, radio frequencies (radio frequency channels) for television and 
radio broadcasting purposes. https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/V1500011264

62 The Commission is not an autonomous and independent body for the allocation of frequencies for television 
and radio broadcasting purposes, and

63 For example, the latest results of the band allocation contest are available at: https://www.gov.kz/
memleket/entities/qogam/press/news/details/ob-itogah-konkursa-po-raspredeleniyu-polos-chastot-
radiochastot?lang=ru

64 Article 11 of the RK Law “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”. The document is available at the following 
link: https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z1200000545

65 Order No. 257 of the Minister of Information and Social Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated 
July 24, 2020 “On amending the Order of the Acting Minister of Investment and Development of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan No. 110 of October 30, 2014 “On the Commission on the Development of Television and 
Radio Broadcasting”. https://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=31656419&doc_id2=38137918#activate_
doc=2&pos=8;-81.16667175292969&pos2=1;-8.166671752929688

66 For example, NAT RK (National Association of Television and Radio Broadcasters of RK)
67 Article 23 of the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On National Security.   https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/

Z1200000527
68 Paragraph 6 of Article 23 of the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On National Security”.   https://adilet.zan.

kz/rus/docs/Z1200000527
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The lack of foreign investment and technology in the media sphere is one of the factors behind 
the lack of competitiveness of Kazakhstan’s media. The media sphere is very different from 
other spheres of the economy, where foreign investment is welcomed and actively attracted, 
but these processes are not active at all in the media market (excluding the advertising market). 
If restrictions on foreign ownership of television and radio resources are explainable from the 
standpoint of protecting the radio frequency spectrum in the public interest (such restrictions 
exist in many countries of the world), then restrictions for foreign owners in the print press or in 
the sphere of Internet media lack any logic. 

Since 2021, Kazakhstan began the process of de-monopolization of economic spheres, a special 
commission was established69 and an action plan was developed. In particular, paragraph 5 
of the Regulation on the Commission on Demonopolization of the Economy states that “the 
task of the Commission is to develop recommendations on the issue of demonopolization in 
the areas of telecommunications, railway infrastructure, media assets and others. The action 
program of the government of Kazakhstan also provides for “reduction of participation in the 
economy and development of entrepreneurship”70 , but there are no real actions or activities 
that would be aimed at reducing state participation in the media market, including both media 
and infrastructure enterprises. Thus, the state does not pay due attention to pluralistic media.

2.2 The state enforces legislative measures to promote pluralistic media

In 2020, the National Information Development Plan for 2020-202271 (hereinafter referred to as 
the Plan) was adopted, in which its main objectives were defined as follows

1. increasing the competitiveness of domestic media;

2. development of human capital;

3. improvement of the legal regulation of the sphere of information.

The first task calls for “revision of approaches to state support of local media”, changes in the 
management and localization of television channels, measures to support the print media, and 
“optimization of subjects of the quasi-public sector in the sphere of information”72. Optimization” 
is understood to mean “the creation of media holdings, including the centralization of 
organizational activities, the possibility of prompt financial and economic solutions to issues, 
and cost optimization, including savings on administrative and technical personnel.

69 “On Establishment of the Commission on Demonopolization of the Economy”.Order of the Prime Minister of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan dated March 22, 2022 № 57-r. https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/R2200000057

70 “On Approval of the Action Program of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 2022.Decree of 
the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 241 of April 25, 2022. https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/
P2200000241#z97 

71 “On Approval of the National Plan for the Development of the Information Sphere for 2020-2022. Decree No. 
183 of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated April 7, 2020. https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/
P2000000183

72 Chapter 4, paragraph 1 of the National Information Development Plan for 2020-2022”. Decree No. 183 of the 
Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated April 7, 2020. https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/P2000000183
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There is a mechanism called “state assignment” for financing the state media73. Through a 
state assignment, “state information policy, including work on its technical and methodological 
support” is carried out. In other words, all state media receive funding for the maintenance of the 
editorial office, production, and distribution of content from the state budget. 

Financial support for private media is provided through a system of “state order to conduct state 
information policy74. Financing of private media is realized through the purchase of information 
services - publication of articles, preparation of programs and other media materials on given 
topics (lots). Most often, these topics are related to the coverage of the activities of state 
authorities, both central and local. Such materials are not labeled as paid materials. Funding is 
allocated from state and local budgets. 

Despite the fact that there are several forms of budget support for media resources in Kazakhstan, 
in general, this system is characterized by lack of transparency, lack of proper accountability, and 
lack of analysis of the effectiveness of budget financing. Data on the financing of private media 
through the state order system is declared as CPD information, which means that access is 
restricted and it is impossible to analyze, process and disseminate this information. 

In general, the volume of budget financing of the media exceeds or has equaled the volume of 
the advertising market in Kazakhstan. But the key problem here is the following: state funding 
most often has a negative effect on the editorial policy of the media, and a certain dependence 
appears both financially and creatively. Thus, the state does not fully create the prerequisites for 
pluralistic media because: 

 � The National Plan for the Development of the Information Sphere 
does not contain a direct goal of increasing the number of non-state-
owned media, and current legislation on media and television and 
radio broadcasting does not provide for any form of ownership of 
media resources other than public and private;

 � The state is not reducing its media resources, nor is it transferring 
them to a competitive environment, but only “optimizing; 

 � Various forms of state support for the media could be a positive factor 
in the development of the media market, but this is hindered by a 
lack of transparency, analysis of the effectiveness of the media’s use of 
budgetary funds, and a lack of accountability. 

73 Article 41 of the Budget Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The document is available at the following link: 
https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/K080000095_

74 “Rules for the placement of state order for the implementation of state information policy at the national 
and regional levels. Order No. 415 of the Minister of Information and Social Development of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan dated December 21, 2021. The document is available at the following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/
rus/docs/V2100025890
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In Kazakhstan, the procedures for licensing and issuing other permits in the broadcasting and 
media sphere are public and transparent75, fully automated and accessible through the “Electronic 
Licensing” portal76. The timeframe for services does not exceed 13 working days and the cost is 
relatively low. There are no restrictions for non-profit organizations or private applicants. There 
are benefits if the media has a children’s or scientific theme. 

B. A DIVERSE MIX OF PUBLIC, PRIVATE, AND PUBLIC MEDIA
2.3 The state actively promotes the development of a variety of public, 

private, and public media

In Kazakhstan, media legislation regulates ownership of media resources in detail only for private 
owners - this was discussed in more detail in Indicator 2.1.  State participation in the media 
sphere is significant, mainly in television broadcasting, where the state channels dominate in 
CETV, satellite broadcasting, and are leaders in terms of audience coverage, number of views, 
and attraction of advertising budgets77.

However, in other categories of media - the print press, online publications, and news agencies 
- private media are significantly represented, but even so, these categories of media receive 
much less advertising revenue (especially the print press). An attempt to create a public service 
broadcaster (PSB) in 2003-2004, failed due to the lack of a separate law on PSB).

UNESCO notes that public and community media, whether broadcast or online, are crucial for 
media pluralism and freedom of expression and are an indicator of a healthy democratic society. 
As alternatives to state and commercial media and social media, they are characterized by their 
accountability and participation to the community they report on and advocate for. They pay 
more attention to local issues and create public platforms for debate and discussion78.

The Council of Europe defines community media as “the third media sector” alongside private 
and public media (where they still exist) and recognizes their important role in protecting the 
right to freedom of expression and information as enshrined in Article 10 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights79. Community media generally take the form of broadcast and/or 
multimedia projects and have the following characteristics:

75 “On Approval of the Rules of Public Information Services”. Order No. 10 of the Minister of Information and 
Social Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated April 2, 2020. The document is available at the 
following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/V2000020296 https://elicense. kz/.

76 The “Communications and Media” section of the “Electronic Licensing” portal. Information is available at the 
following link: https://elicense. kz/.

77 For more information, see https://kantar.kz/uploads/Reports/obzor_reklama_rinok_jan_dec_2021.pdf and 
http://tsetv.kz/ , https://kazteleradio.kz/

78 Recommendations for Community Media Sustainability. For more information: https://en.unesco.org/themes/
community-media-sustainability

79 European Convention on Human Rights, as amended and supplemented by Protocols 11 and 14, which entered 
into force on 1 June 2010, Rome, 4.XI.1950 The document is available at: https://www.coe.int/ru/web/
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 � independence from government, business, religious institutions, and 
political parties;

 � non-profit orientation; 

 � the voluntary participation of civil society members in the development 
and management of

 � activities aimed at social and public benefit;

 � responsibility and accountability to the local community and/or the 
communities of interest they represent; 

 � A commitment to inclusive and intercultural practices.

Community media have a distinct identity alongside the national public service media and 
private commercial media, the Council of Europe stresses80.

In the context that community media can take various forms, including web resources and 
multimedia projects, then in Kazakhstan such media can include city, district, village “publics” 
(public pages on social networks), local self-governments as associations of property owners 
(POPs) in social networks or Telegram channels, which essentially act as community media, 
keeping the focus on local news and events. They are also a feedback channel between local 
executive authorities and the population, which increases their importance (now, for example, 
rural akims in Kazakhstan are elected by residents of the local community) and popularity. 
However, the absence of any mention in the RK Law “On Mass Media” of such a category of media 
limits their progressive development and sustainability. For example, the state could provide for 
the following preferences for community media: 

 � training and assistance in preparing multimedia content;

 � Increased opportunities to reach an audience; 

 � support for multilingual content.

At the same time, the existing district newspapers cannot be called community media, since their 
editorial policies are not formed by the local community and are dependent on the executive 
branch, despite privatization and their current status as private media.  Another example of 
media that cover the activities of ethnic communities is the media of national diasporas that 
live in Kazakhstan.

In 2021, there were no changes on community media issues in Kazakhstan. Perhaps the state is 
not attempting to create a “third media sector” in the country, as recommended by the UN Human 
Rights Committee81 and international obligations to comply with Article 19 of the International 

compass/the-european-convention-on-human-rights-and-its-protocols
80 For more information about public media support at the Council of Europe,see https://www.coe.int/en/web/

freedom-expression/community-media
81 Paragraph 40. General Comment No. 34. Article 19: Freedom of Opinion and Expression. Document available 

at:
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Covenant on Civil and Political Rights82, due to the rapid development and great popularity of 
mass social media. Public opinion leaders often compete with state media not only in the news 
agenda, but also in the implementation of effective measures for the benefit of civil society by 
the state. 

It should be noted that the media registration procedure in Kazakhstan is as simplified as 
possible and fully automated; all citizens with an electronic digital signature have access to it83.

The simplification of the registration procedure has led to an increase in the number of media 
outlets. As of June 2022, 5,189 media outlets were registered in Kazakhstan, of which 3,676 were 
periodicals, 191 - TV channels, 84 - radio, 959 - news agencies and online publications (539 - IA, 
420 - SI, 4,910 - domestic media, 279 - foreign media). Print media remain the most numerous 
- 3,676 of the total number of registered media, of which 2,180 are newspapers and 1,496 are 
magazines. The number of media that use the Kazakh and Russian languages is 1,85284.

The quantitative indicators of mass media in 2022 have changed significantly upwards 
compared to 2019. For example, as of January 15, 2019 there were 3,328 registered media 
outlets, including 2,790 print periodicals, 128 television stations, 70 radio stations, 340 news 
agencies and online publications. By number of the total number of registered media outlets, 
the leaders are print publications - 2,790 (or 83.8%), of which 1,800 are newspapers and 990 
are magazines85.

2.4 Independent and transparent regulatory system

Despite the fact that the transition to digital terrestrial broadcasting (DTB) has completely 
changed the approaches to the licensing of broadcasting stations, nevertheless the allocation 
of frequencies for broadcasting purposes remains a significant factor for the diversity of media, 
both in terms of ownership and thematic focus of the media resource.  The Law of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan “On Television and Radio Broadcasting” established the following provisions for 
the allocation of the radio frequency spectrum: 

1. Allocation of frequency bands, radio frequencies (radio frequency 
channels) for the purposes of television and radio broadcasting is carried 
out on a competitive basis.

82 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Adopted by General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXI) of 
16 December 1966. The document is available at: https://www. un. org/ru/documents/decl_conv/conventions/
pactpol. shtml

83 For more information, click here:  
https://elicense.kz/LicensingContent/ServicesList?scode=2018.%D0%9C%D0%98%D0%9A.%D0%A02 

84 Data from the Ministry of Information and Public Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan. More 
information is available at: https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/press/article/details/59221?lang=ru

85 The statistics is published in the survey “Survey of the needs of the media community of Kazakhstan. 
The document is available at the following link: https://ru. internews. kz/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/
issledovanie-potrebnostey-mediasoobschestva-kazahstana. pdf
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2. The decision to hold a tender for the allocation of free frequencies, 
radio frequencies (radio frequency channels) for television and radio 
broadcasting purposes is made by the authorized body, the MIDR RK. 
The decision is subject to publication. 

3. The Commission on Television and Radio Broadcasting Development 
considers applications for participation in the contest and makes 
recommendations for determining the winners.

4. Permission to use frequency bands, radio frequencies (radio frequency 
channels) for TV and radio broadcasting purposes is issued by the 
authorized body in the field of technical support of TV and radio 
broadcasting on the basis of the decision of the Commission on TV and 
Radio Broadcasting Development.

5. The permit for the use of frequency bands, radio frequencies (radio 
frequency channels) for television and radio broadcasting purposes 
must specify the location of technical facilities, including the location of 
antenna devices, indicating their type, geographic coordinates, as well as 
the actual power of the transmitting radioelectronic means used.

6. Calculation, coordination with radio frequency authorities and 
international coordination of radio frequencies for the purposes of 
broadcasting are carried out by the authorized body in the field of 
technical support of TV and radio broadcasting, the Radio Frequency 
Service of the RK86.

For television and radio broadcasting purposes, the allocation of frequencies is also regulated 
by the Frequency Allocation Plan87. Since Kazakhstan does not have an independent body for 
media licensing88, as recommended by the UN Human Rights Committee and other international 
institutions, its functions are performed by the Commission for Broadcasting Development under 
the Ministry of Information and Social Development. The status of this commission is defined 
in the RK Law “On Television and Radio Broadcasting” as advisory and consultative89. Thus, the 

86 Article 15 of the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”. The document is 
available at the following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Z1200000545

87 “On approval of the Table of distribution of frequency bands between radio services of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan in the frequency range from 3 kHz to 400 GHz for radioelectronic means of all purposes. Order of 
the Acting Minister for Investment and Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan of January 20, 2015 No. 22. 
https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/V1500010375

88 Pursuant to paragraph 39 of General Comment 34 on Article 19 of the ICCPR of the UN Human Rights 
Committee:

89 Article 11 of the RK Law “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”. The document is available at the following 
link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Z1200000545
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decisions made by the commission on the issuance of permits for the use of frequencies are 
advisory in nature. 

International standards and recommendations for the broadcasting sphere provide for the 
creation and operation of an “independent regulator” in this sphere90. In practice, this means 
autonomy and the ability to take independent decisions from (1) the government, (2) political 
parties and (3) the media sphere, since such an independent regulator should act only in the 
public interest. The example of such regulators established and operating in European countries91 
shows that broadcasting regulation can be carried out by state administrative bodies or courts 
(e.g. for the protection of fundamental rights). In addition, in some countries, such as Germany, 
public broadcasting may be subject to a form of self-regulation.

However, the most common organizational form in Europe is that of an independent regulatory 
body, characterized by the fact that it is not part of the actual structure of government and has 
at its disposal an apparatus that does not serve any other body.

Broadcasting regulation typically includes the power to license broadcasters, to ensure that 
broadcasters meet their legal obligations, and to impose sanctions if they do not meet those 
obligations. To these traditional functions can be added the functions of organizing and 
coordinating the broadcasting landscape92.

90 Broadcasting Pluralism and Diversity, Recommendations for Article 19 for broadcasters and officials. 2006. This 
document is available at the link https://www.article19.org/data/files/pdfs/tools/broadcasting-manual.pdf

91 European platform of regulatory authorities. More information is available at the link https://www.epra.org/
92 About regulatory authorities of broadcasting in Europe. More information is available here https://www.epra.

org/articles/about-regulatory-authorities

Radio frequencies were transferred out of competition for 
the formation of a multiplex on the basis of Article 25 of 
the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan «On Television and 
Radio Broadcasting»

Only JSC «Kazteleradio» has full and exclusive access to 
the technical network of TsETV, built on budgetary funds

National operator of 
digital broadcasting (JSC 
«Kazteleradio») state-
owned company

Private broadcasting 
operators

Obtaining permission 
to use frequencies for 
television 
broadcasting purposes Presented in the segments of cable, satellite and IP 

broadcasting. There are no private operators in the field 
of DTTV

Frequencies are allocated only for radio channels, the vast 
majority of which are music stations

Figure 1. Unequal opportunities for public and private TRV operators
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Thus, Figure 1 reflects the main problems with the lack of an independent and transparent 
system of broadcasting regulation, including the following aspects important for promoting 
media diversity:

 � in the sphere of digital terrestrial broadcasting, accessible to the 
majority of the population and conditionally free of charge, there 
is only one operator that has access to the technical network of 
transmitting stations throughout the territory of Kazakhstan - it is the 
state operator KazteleRadio JSC93; 

 � private operators cannot join the CETV network to transmit their 
packages of TV channels, despite the fact that the technical network 
of CETV has been upgraded at the expense of the budget94; 

 � which channels will be included in the digital multiplex is determined 
by the MIDR RK on the recommendation of the Commission on 
Television and Radio Broadcasting Development. Analysis of the 
composition of the multiplex shows that most of the television 
channels included there are state-owned, which eliminates diversity 
and pluralism in television content95.

Cable, satellite and IP-television broadcasting are paid, in addition, not available in the entire 
territory of Kazakhstan and not to all groups of the population. Both private and state television 
operators are represented here. In the free national multiplex, state TV channels prevail96. 

2.5 The state and CSOs actively promote community media

In 2021, no such work was carried out at the regional level because the issue of community 
media is not legally regulated. In this context, community media should not be confused with 

93 More information can be found at: https://kazteleradio.kz/
94 Data on DETB coverage. The “Introduction and Development of Digital Terrestrial Television and Radio 

Broadcasting in the Republic of Kazakhstan” (hereinafter referred to as the DETB Project) plans to build and 
reconstruct 827 radio and television stations (hereinafter referred to as RTS) with coverage of more than 95% 
of the country’s population. As of July 2021, 546 RTSs were put into operation, covering more than 91.11% 
of the country’s population. A complete transition to DTTV with disconnection of analog television in SKO, 
Pavlodar, Kostanay, Almaty, Zhambyl, Turkestan, Mangistau regions and the cities of Almaty and Shymkent 
was carried out”. For more information, see the link: https://www. gov. kz/memleket/entities/inf/documents/
details/202409?lang=en

95 The composition of the free package (multiplex) Otau TV. More information is available at: http://www.otautv.
kz/#channels

96 The list of free access television and radio channels distributed by the national television and radio 
broadcasting operator. Information is available at: https://www. gov. kz/memleket/entities/inf/press/article/
details/59646?lang=en
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private media, which are created in the regions, as they do not always meet the criteria of 
community media. 

The plan for the allocation of frequencies does not provide for the reservation of frequencies for 
community radio stations. The National Information Development Plan adopted in 202197 notes 
that radio stations in Kazakhstan are developing unevenly. The popularity of radio in comparison 
with other media is low. The level of demand is 3.3%. In general, forecasts for the development 
of this media segment are positive. There is a growth of radio stations from 62 in 2016 to 73 
in 2019.

At the same time, the main problems of radio development - (1) there is an imbalance in the 
development of non-state stations at the national and regional levels. Thus, the majority of 
radio stations operate in the territories of large cities. The second aspect - (2) in the legislation 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the field of broadcasting radio is considered in the context of 
television, which, accordingly, does not reflect its individual functionality.

C. LICENSING AND SPECTRUM ALLOCATION

2.6 State plan for the allocation of broadcasting frequencies promotes their 
optimal use in the public interest

Paragraph 1 of Article 15 of the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Television and Radio 
Broadcasting” determines that frequencies for television and radio broadcasting purposes are 
allocated on a competitive basis98. An exception to this general rule is the transfer of frequencies 
without competition to the National Broadcasting Operator KazteleRadio JSC for broadcasting 
free-to-air channels (“obligatory channels”99).

In Kazakhstan, information on the allocation of frequencies for various purposes, including the 
use of television and radio broadcasting, is publicly available. The table of frequency allocation 
was adopted in 2015 and approved by order of the Minister of Investment and Development 

97 “On Approval of the National Plan for the Development of the Information Sphere for 2020-2022”. Decree No. 
183 of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated April 7, 2020. The document is available at the 
following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/P2000000183

98 “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”. Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 545-IV of January 18, 2012. The 
document is available at the following link: https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z1200000545

99 Mandatory television, radio channel - television, radio channel included in the relevant list approved by the 
authorized body, mandatory for distribution through multi-channel broadcasting throughout the territory 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Article 1, subparagraph 6 of the Law “On TV and Radio Broadcasting”. The 
document is available at the following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Z1200000545
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of the Republic of Kazakhstan100. The Ministry of Information and Public Development, as the 
authorized state body in the sphere of television and radio broadcasting, decides to hold a tender 
for frequency allocation. This decision is announced in advance and published on the website 
of the ministry101.

In 2021, a radio frequency allocation contest was held to allocate 134 frequencies in the 86 to 
107 MHz band nationwide102.

As previously emphasized, in Kazakhstan, frequencies are allocated on a competitive basis only 
for radio broadcasting. There are no opportunities for private operators to obtain frequencies and 
broadcast television multiplexes in the CETS, although the law recognizes the right of private 
operators “to broadcast and/or retransmit packages of television and radio channels103. At the 
same time, the audiences of radio and television stations are not comparable, as well as revenues 
from advertising. The portal kantar. kz notes that despite the fact that the offline television 
audience is declining, video remains the most popular content and television continues to retain 
its popularity in competition with the multimedia consumption of the audience104.

Thus, it is clear that in digital broadcasting there is no allocation of frequencies, but in 
broadcasting frequencies are allocated on a competitive basis, which is consistent with the 
public interest and obligations to support a pluralistic media and diversity of information sources. 

The procedure for conducting the competition, the requirements for applicants, and the rules for 
selecting media outlets that apply for frequencies are defined in special rules105. In particular, it 
stipulates that applicants must submit (1) creative, (2) technical proposals, as well as (3) legal 
and financial documentation in order to receive frequencies. The diagram below shows a large 
list of documents that applicants for frequencies are required to submit.

100 “On approval of the Table of distribution of frequency bands between radio services of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan in the frequency range from 3 kHz to 400 GHz for radioelectronic means of all purposes. Order of 
the Acting Minister for Investment and Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated January 20, 2015 № 
22. The document is available at the following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/V1500010375

101 Paragraph 2 of Article 15 of the RK Law “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”. The document is available at 
the following link: https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z1200000545

102 The Ministry of Information and Social Development announces a tender for the allocation of frequency bands, 
radio frequencies (radio frequency channels) for television and radio broadcasting purposes, January 22, 2021. 
The publication is available at the following link: https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/inf/press/news/
details/149829?lang=ru

103 Subparagraph 1 of paragraph 1 of Article 24 of the RK Law “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”. The 
document is available at the following link: https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z1200000545

104 Media content  consumption in Kazakhstan. Influencing factors and development trends.  https://kantar.kz/
public/uploads/presscenters/2022/NMA_Conf_NurSultan22_Auditoria_TV_media_mix_2022.pdf

105 “On Approval of the Rules for the Allocation of Frequency Bands and Radio Frequency Channels for Television 
and Radio Broadcasting Purposes”. Order of the Minister of Investment and Development of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan dated April 24, 2015 № 489. The document is available at the following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/
rus/docs/V1500011264
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• radio channel broadcasting grid (for the next month);
• information containing the following information:
• the thematic focus of the radio channel;
• the language ratio of broadcasting, the time of broadcasting radio programs in the 

Kazakh language; 
• the ratio of own radio programs, purchased radio programs and rebroadcasting; 
• average daily broadcast time;
• personnel potential of creative and technical workers in quantitative terms

• a map of the area of   the proposed service area with the boundaries of the coverage 
areas of television and radio channels and an indication of the location of the 
installation of radio transmitting equipment;

• an explanatory note, which reflects the following information: type of sound 
accompaniment of the television signal (single-speech, multi-speech); information 
on the availability, characteristics, condition and type of equipment planned for 
the distribution of television and radio channels.

• obligations to fulfill the standard for the distribution of television and radio 
channels; 

• obligation to maintain the average information rate per channel and planned 
broadcasting quality standards;

• a scheme for organizing a television and radio broadcasting network or single-
program broadcasting; 

• in case of using satellite communication channels additionally: name, location and 
ownership (satellite operator) of the artificial earth satellites used, their standing 
point, service area; a copy of the transmission plans used in the network of 
satellite transceiver stations provided by the satellite operator; occupied frequency 
band (the size of the used satellite resource).

• an obligation to ensure the delivery of a signal (radio channel) and the connection 
of the technical means of the applicant to the network of the national operator 
within six months from the date of approval of the list of frequency bands, radio 
frequencies (radio frequency channels) if the radio channel is included in the speci-
fied list, indicating the planned communications operator (terrestrial or satellite).

• an extract(s) on the balances and movement of money on the applicant’s accounts 
in second-tier banks of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

• financial statements of the applicant, compiled in accordance with the legislation 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan on accounting and financial reporting for the 
previous calendar year preceding the date of filing an application for participation 
in the tender, and for applicants participating in the tender for distribution in the 
territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan, financial statements, confirmed an audit 
report drawn up in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
on audit activities;

• a certificate from the tax authority stating that the applicant has no tax debts, as 
well as debts on mandatory payments, issued no earlier than the date of publica-
tion of the information message on the tender;

• a certificate of the absence of overdue debts to the national broadcasting operator 
for the distribution of a television and radio channel through the digital terrestrial 
and satellite broadcasting network, lasting more than one month preceding the 
date of issuance of the certificate by the national broadcasting operator.

Сreative 
suggestionsя

Technical 
proposals

Legal and financial 
proposals
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The Commission on Broadcasting Development considers the received applications for 
frequencies within 15 working days. The Commission also determines the winners. When 
deciding on the tender, the Commission is guided by the following criteria:

 � financial proposals (availability of anticipated funding sources, 
positive balance of planned costs and revenues);

 � technical proposals (availability of equipment that meets the technical 
requirements for the use of a particular frequency rating specified in 
the information message, allowing to cover the largest number of the 
population);

 � creative proposals (number of rebroadcast TV and radio channels, 
diversity of their thematic focus)106

The permit for the use of frequency bands, radio frequencies (radio frequency channels) for 
television and radio broadcasting purposes must specify the location of technical facilities, 
including the location of antenna devices, indicating their type, geographic coordinates, as 
well as the actual power of the transmitting radioelectronic facilities used. The minutes of 
the opening of envelopes and the final decision of the Commission on Television and Radio 
Broadcasting Development are published on the website of the Ministry of Information and 
Public Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Only 121 applications were submitted for 134 frequencies that were distributed in 2021. No 
applications were submitted for 13 frequencies. 

Six applicants were allowed to participate in the competition (one applicant was not allowed to 
participate due to violation of the requirements): 

1) JSC “Republican TV and Radio Corporation “Kazakhstan”,

2) Baylyk Innovation LLP,

3) Radio-102 LLP,

4) TV Channel Zhetysu LLP,

5) “TRK “Shahar” LLP,

6) Shalkar Shyndary LLP.

106 Paragraph 26 of the Rules for Allocation of Frequency Bands, Radio Frequencies (Radio Frequency Channels) 
for the Purposes of Television and Radio Broadcasting. Order of the Minister of Investment and Development 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated April 24, 2015 No. 489. The document is available at the following link: 
https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V1500011264
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Contest results: 

1) “Republican TV and Radio Corporation “Kazakhstan” JSC 107 frequencies,

2) Bailyk Innovation LLP 1 frequency,

3) Radio-102 LLP - 1 frequency,

4) TV Channel Zhetysu LLP 9 frequencies,

5) TRK “Shahar” LLP 2 frequencies,

6) “Shalkar Shyndary” LLP 1 frequency. 

The total of 6 admitted applicants for 121 frequencies107. Below is a diagram of the percentage 
ratio of frequencies, which received applicants. For the purposes of this review, we note that 88% 
of frequencies or 107 frequencies received the state media holding JSC “RK TRK “Kazakhstan”. 
The rest - private media - received permission to use from 1 to 9 frequencies. The low number 
of applicants for frequencies can be explained by the rather long list of requirements and 
documents they must submit to the commission for consideration. The rules on the allocation 
of frequencies do not make any segregation among applicants - small local radio stations must 
meet the same requirements as the state national holdings, although it is clear that their income 
and audience coverage cannot be compared. 

107 Results of the opening of envelopes with bids for participation in the tender for the allocation of frequency 
bands, radio frequencies (radio frequency channels) for television and radio broadcasting purposes. February 
18, 2021.  The publication is available at: https://www. gov. kz/memleket/entities/qogam/documents/
details/134369?lang=en

JSC  «Kazakhstan» 
88%

LLP «Bailyk Innovation» 
1% LLP «Radio-102» 

1%

LLP «Zheticy» ТV» 
7% LLP «TRK«Shahar»

2%

LLP «Shalkar shyndari» 
1%Other

3%

Figure 4. Percentage of radio frequencies received by applicants in 2021
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2.7 The state plan for the allocation of broadcast frequencies promotes 
diversity of ownership and content

In Kazakhstan there is no plan for the allocation of frequencies, so it is impossible to conclude 
how and for what purposes radio frequencies are used, to whom and for how long permits to 
use frequencies are issued, whether the radio frequency spectrum is managed effectively and for 
the benefit of the whole society or most of the radio frequencies are in private hands, etc. The 
allocation of the radio frequency spectrum is reflected, including for the purposes of television 
and radio broadcasting, reflected in the general table of allocation of frequency bands among 
the interested services of Kazakhstan108.

2.8 Independent and transparent regulatory system

The broadcasting licensing process changed after the adoption of the Law of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan “On Television and Radio Broadcasting” and the intensification of the transition 
to digital terrestrial broadcasting (DTB). In 2021, there were no significant changes in the 
procedures and regulations of the licensing process.

Before the transition to DETS, the licensing process was carried out for satellite and cable 
broadcasting operators, as well as for owners of television and radio channels in analog 
format. With the transition to DETS, licensing of channel distribution activities remains only 
for operators in the field of broadcasting. TV and radio channels, since they now only join TV 
and radio broadcasting networks to broadcast the signal, use the procedure of registration 
or re-registration of TV channels to include them then in multiplexes available to audiences 
through satellite, cable, digital and IP broadcasting. 

The procedure for obtaining a license is automated, conducted by the Ministry of Information 
and Social Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan online, within 13 working days. The cost 
of the service is 18,378 tenge. Licenses are issued for broadcasting channels in satellite, cable, 
terrestrial broadcasting and broadcasting through telecommunications networks109.

The list of documents, as in the case of tenders for the allocation of frequencies for television 
and radio broadcasting purposes, which must be submitted by applicants is quite large110:

 � an electronic copy of the broadcasting network organization chart 
(drawn up in any form);

108 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/V1500010375
109 Link to the state’s online licensing service: https://elicense.kz/LicensingContent/TreeSelectedSubActivity?Sele

ctedSubActivityIds=47712&ServicesType=LicenseEl3&ServicesParameters=%7B%22ActivityTypeId%22%3A%2
229049%22%2C%22SelectedSubActivityIds%22%3A%2247712%22%7D&SingleSelectMode=False

110 “On Approval of the Rules of Public Information Services”. Order No. 101 of the Minister of Information and 
Social Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated April 2, 2020. The document is available at the 
following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/V2000020296
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 � electronic copy of the transmission plan used in the network of 
receiving and transmitting satellite stations provided by the satellite 
operator (if satellite communication channels are used);

 � electronic copy of the list of used measuring instruments and test 
equipment with indication of metrological characteristics;

 � electronic copy of certificates confirming verification or metrological 
certification of measuring instruments and test equipment;

 � request in the form of an electronic document certified by the service 
recipient’s EDS; 

 � electronic copy of the scheme of organization of notification of the 
population in case of emergencies (made in any form), etc. 

After obtaining a license, the operator is entered into a special register, which is public and is 
available on the website of the MER RK. For example, according to the latest data, there are: 

 � satellite operators - 10111;

 � cable operators - 104112;

 � CETV operators - 1.

The national plan for the development of the information sphere until 2022113 one of the 
indicators of progress determines the increase in the level of consumer demand for domestic 
information products by 2023 by at least 70%. For this purpose, the procedures for registering 
domestic channels are simplified as much as possible and are available through a link on the 
“e-licensing” portal114.

The applicant provides the following information: 

 � the name of the owner of the TV or radio channel;

 � address of the owner of the TV or radio channel; 

 � Thematic focus of the TV or radio channel;

 � the average daily volume of own broadcasts;

 � the average daily volume of rebroadcasting.

111 Registry of Satellite Broadcasting Operators in Kazakhstan, August 2022. The document is available at: https://
www. gov. kz/memleket/entities/inf/documents/details/42560?lang=en

112 Registry of Cable Broadcasting Operators in Kazakhstan, August 2022. The document is available at: https://
www. gov. kz/memleket/entities/inf/documents/details/42545?lang=en

113 “On Approval of the National Plan for the Development of the Information Sphere for 2020-2022”. Decree No. 
183 of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated April 7, 2020. The document is available at the 
following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/P2000000183

114 List of documents for registering a domestic television and radio channel: https://elicense.kz/
LicensingContent/Passport?servicesType=El4&servicesParameters=%7B%22PackageC
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The registration procedure takes 10 working days, the cost of the service from individuals or 
legal entities who create television or radio channel of children and scientific topics - 2 MPI from 
individuals or legal entities who create a TV or radio channel on other topics - 5 MCI115. 

The requirements for both licensing and registration are published in the public domain; 
the electronic format of the service eliminates bias and bias in the issuance of licenses and 
registration certificates for television and radio channels. 

Information about media and broadcast operators is open and available in the form of registers 
on the website of the Ministry of Information and Public Development at116.

D. TAXATION AND BUSINESS REGULATION

2.9 The state uses taxation and business regulation to develop the media 
without discriminating against them in any way

Taxation of entrepreneurial activity in the media sphere does not differ from general taxation 
and differs only depending on whether the media owner is an individual entrepreneur (here one 
can choose the simplified form of taxation) or a registered legal entity, both commercial and 
non-commercial (here the established procedure for reporting, tax rates are similar to those for 
legal entities in other economic spheres). 

In 2021, the general tax rates that media outlets were required to pay were as follows117:

Table 1. Rates of taxes and payments for employees

Name of tax Rate and how it is calculated

CIT, corporate income tax 20% withheld from taxable income

EIT, individual income tax 10% withheld at source from income of individuals

VAT, value added tax 12% to the amount of taxable turnover and taxable 
imports

Social tax 9.5%, calculated by legal entities118 

115 1 MRP in 2021 was equal to 2917 tenge
116 Information is available at: https://www. gov. kz/memleket/entities/inf/activities/directions? lang=en, as well 

as
117 Tax and Social Security rates for 2021. More information is available at: https://online.zakon.kz/

Document/?doc_id=36979588&pos=6;-109#pos=6;-109
118 Social tax calculated by individual entrepreneurs and persons engaged in private practice, except: during 

the period of temporary suspension of tax reporting; - individual entrepreneurs who apply SNR on the basis 
of a simplified declaration; persons who did not receive income during the tax reporting period is 2 MCI* for 
themselves and 2 MCI* for an employee 1 MCI*. 1 MPI - monthly estimated figure was 2,917 tenge as of January 
1, 2021
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Social contributions Social deductions for participants of the OSS system - 
from the object of calculation of social deductions, but 
not less than 3.5% of 1 MRWP119 and not more than 
3.5% of 7-fold MRWP

OPT, mandatory pension contributions 10% of employee income

OCMC, mandatory social health insurance 2% of the object of calculation of deductions payable 
to the social health insurance fund, not exceeding 10 
times the minimum wage 

Property tax 1.5%, calculated by legal entities120 

Transport tax Calculated depending on the object of taxation

Most media editorial offices are medium and small businesses, so they apply simplified taxation 
and reporting procedures. Nevertheless, tax rates do not remain the same for media outlets, 
despite the possibility of introducing other rates for different categories of business.

The discussion on reducing tax rates for media editorial boards in Kazakhstan has been going 
on for several years; in particular, it is proposed to introduce a zero VAT rate for media editorial 
boards. Despite the fact that such amendments are initiated by media owners and managers 
themselves and are supported by the Ministry of Information and Public Development, such 
amendments have not been adopted for many years because of the position of the Ministry of 
Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

A zero or reduced VAT rate for certain categories of taxpayers is a well-known measure to 
stimulate business and support small and medium-sized enterprises. And it would be logical to 
reduce VAT specifically for enterprises in the media sphere, as it would allow them to increase 
their expenses on the production of original, high-quality and competitive content. 

But despite repeated initiatives by the professional community and the authorized state body, 
the initiative has not yet found support from financial state regulators. For example, in 2019, the 
authorized ministry proposed the introduction of a zero-rate VAT for print media for a 10-year 
period with an effective date of 2021, in order to stimulate the development of print media and 
promote content on the Internet, the zero rate would be provided with the mandatory condition 
of having an online version, which was to give a massive start to the transition of media to 
digital format121. However, even these tax initiatives were not supported by the Ministry of 
Finance for the following reasons: 

119 MRWP - minimum wage. In 2021 was 42500 tenge
120 Property tax calculated by individual entrepreneurs and legal entities applying taxation on the basis of a 

simplified declaration was 0.5% in 2021
121 “For the Development of Print Media in Kazakhstan Plans to Apply Zero VAT,” September 27, 2019. The 

publication is available at: https://kazpravda. kz/n/dlya-razvitiya-pechatnyh-smi-v-kazahstane-planiruyut-
primenyat-nulevoy-nds/
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 � Taxes are accumulated in the budget, and a zero or reduced VAT rate 
would mean that the budget would not receive additional payments 
from media outlets;

 � on the other hand, the state allocates budgetary funds for state 
assignments for media with state participation and the purchase of 
information services (in the range of 45 - 40 billion tenge per year), 
this also means withdrawals from the budget;

 � If we assume that both of these mechanisms for stimulating the media 
business work simultaneously (the zero VAT rate and budget financing 
of the state and private media), the losses for the budget will be quite 
serious. 

In 2021, there were no initiatives to introduce preferential taxation. In 2022, amendments to 
certain legislative acts regulating the activities of the media are again being considered, and 
again it is proposed to reduce tax rates, primarily “zeroing out” VAT for media enterprises while 
preserving various forms of budget financing of the media, both public and private.

Employees of non-state (private) media were exempt from taxation on accruals from April 1 until 
October 1, 2020122. Thus, paragraph 1 of Article 341 of the Tax Code was supplemented with a 
new sub-paragraph 51), according to which the income of an employee of a taxpayer who is not 
a subject of the quasi-public sector and is engaged in: 

 � The activities of creating and broadcasting television programs and/or 
radio broadcasting, and (or) 

 � publishing newspapers, magazines and/or periodicals. 

Also, such income was excluded from the objects of social taxation. Thus, the income of 
employees of an entity that is not a quasi-public sector entity and is engaged in the publication 
of newspapers, magazines, and/or periodicals accrued from April 1, 2020, through October 1, 
2020, was not subject to individual income and social taxation. 

In 2021, there were no similar initiatives to reduce taxes assessed and withheld from the income 
of media editorial staff. 

Thus, we can state that the state does not use taxation and business regulation to encourage 
media development on a discriminatory basis, since preferential taxation would benefit every 
market participant, while budget financing through state assignment and state procurement is 
only applied to certain categories of media (for example, media with state participation). Today, 
taxation is not used to stimulate business both for legal entities and for editorial staff to reduce 
tax deductions from their income. 

122 More information is available at: https://pro1c.kz/news/zakonodatelstvo/rabotniki-negosudarstvennykh-smi-
osvobozhdeny-ot-nalogov-po-nachisleniyam-s-1-aprelya-do-1-oktyabrya/
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E. ADVERTISEMENT

2.10 The state does not discriminate through advertising policy

The total volume of advertising in the means of its distribution: TV, radio, outdoor advertising, 
press, Internet - was about 76.5 billion tenge in 2021, including VAT, which is 22.2% more 
compared to the previous year123. According to experts, the growth of advertising revenues was 
observed in all categories of media, except the print press (where the advertising revenues fell 
by 20% compared to 2020).  However, the growth of the advertising market is due to “the gradual 
recovery of the economy in the post-consumer period and the delayed effect of 2020, when many 
current and new advertisers postponed their starts, but carried them out in 2021, adapting to the 
new reality on the background of the recovery of consumer demand,” the experts said.

Media channels 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Dynamics 
21/20, %

ТV 23,0 27,9 30,1 28,8 33,6 16,5%

Radio 3,6 4,1 4,3 2,8 3,6 26,0%

Outdoor advertising 8,7 9,0 10,1 7,9 9,4 19,0%

press 3,0 2,8 2,5 1,7 1,3 20,0%

Internet 9,7 12,6 19,0 21,4 28,6 33,8%

total 44,5 56,3 66,0 62,6 76,5 22,2%

Table 2Ad volumes and share of each media channel, 2021

123 “The volume of Kazakhstan’s advertising market was 76.5 billion tenge in 2021,” March 2022. The publication 
is available at the link: https://tribune. kz/obem-kazahstanskogo-rynka-reklamy-sostavil-76-5-mlrd-tenge-v-
2021-godu/

Figure 7. Paid Content Labeling Data in Media, Kalam Foundation, 2020
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In addition to restrictive advertising laws, the lack of requirements for labeling paid content in 
the media, and ongoing initiatives to further restrict advertising in the media, there is another 
problem that is directly related to discrimination against the media as advertising media. This 
is the participation of state-owned media (state-owned media) in the advertising market on an 
equal footing with private media, without any restrictions. According to research by the portal 
kantar.kz124 for 2021, the top 10 TV channels on the advertising market include at least 4 TV 
channels with state participation - First Eurasia Channel (with a share of 21.8%), Mir, Kazakhstan, 
and Almaty TV.

TV channel “First Channel-Eurasia” was established by “Television News Agency” LLP (one of 
the two founders), which, in turn, was established by JSC “Republican TV and Radio Corporation 
“Kazakhstan”125. The TV channel “Almaty TV” was established by the Department of Public 
Development of Almaty126. The “MIR” TV channel is an interstate TV channel, which was 
established by the governments of the CIS countries127.

124 Overview of the advertising market (TV, Radio, Press, Outdoor, Internet) for January-December 2021. The 
research is available at: https://kantar.kz/analytic/analytic_obzor_reklama_rinok_KZ_jan_dec_2021/show_
author

125 Information about the JSC “Republican TV and Radio Corporation “Kazakhstan” is available at the following 
link: https://gr5.gosreestr.kz/p/ru/GrObjects/objects/teaser-view/172341?OptionName=BlockGrObjectsExtraIn
formation

126 Information about the TV channel “Almaty TV” is available at: https://gr5.gosreestr.kz/p/ru/GrObjects/objects/
teaser-view/171952?OptionName=BlockGrObjectsExtraInformation

127 For more information about the “MIR” TV channel, please visit: http://www.mirtv.ru/about/

Figure 8. Share of TV channels in the advertising market, 2021
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Newspapers and magazines, radio stations, news agencies, and network publications with state 
ownership also participate in the advertising market, just like television channels, without 
restrictions. This creates unfair competition in the advertising market for private media and 
significantly reduces their financial stability, since for many private media, selling advertising 
time is the only way to generate income. Whereas for media with state participation, in addition 
to revenues from advertising activities, there are also state subsidies from the budget. 

Strict regulation of advertising for the media in Kazakhstan has almost no effect on advertising 
on the Internet. Of course, traditional media with their own sites comply with the requirements 
for advertising when placing it online, but data from the portal kantar. kz shows that the share of 
the Internet as a media channel is 80%, with online video prevailing over other forms of content 
(60%)128. Most advertising restrictions do not apply to content (programs, etc. ) on the Internet129.

2.11 Effective regulation governing media advertising

In 2021, there was one change in the advertising legislation that directly affects the interests 
of the media. Amendments were adopted to the Law “On Advertising,” making exceptions for the 
media from the general ban on advertising of ethyl alcohol, alcoholic beverages, and trademarks 
of producers of such products. The exceptions applied only to the advertising of the trademarks 
of local producers and the names of wine (not the products themselves) in the media130 and 
were accompanied by additional conditions for advertisers. In particular, they were required 
to place social advertising along with advertising of their trademark or wine appellation on 
television (two clips of social advertising to promote a healthy lifestyle) and in the print media 
(one layout of social advertising, equal in size to the advertising layout). In addition, the media 
were required to place a warning about the health hazards of excessive wine consumption along 
with such advertising. 

Despite the exemptions for the media from the general ban on alcohol advertising, media 
advertising of wine brands and names is not becoming a popular channel for marketing to 
wineries131. Media editorial offices also do not receive sufficient advertising revenue despite 
these amendments. There is also a significant gap between the advertising revenues of national 

128 “TV Consumption: Current Situation and Influencing Factors. Kantarstudy, 2021-2022. The results of the study 
are available at: https://kantar. kz/news/Novosti_konferentsii_Potrebleniye_media_kontenta_Kazakhstane

129 Media content  consumption in Kazakhstan. Influencing factors and development trends.  https://kantar.kz/
public/uploads/presscenters/2022/NMA_Conf_NurSultan22_Auditoria_TV_media_mix_2022.pdf

130 Article 14-2 of the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Advertising” “Features of Advertising a Trademark 
and (or) the Name of Wine Produced in the Territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan”. The document is available 
at the following link: https://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Z030000508_

131 “How Not to Make Wine Advertising Incite Social Discord,” publication available at: https://tribune.kz/kak-ne-
sdelat-reklamu-vina-razzhiganiem-sotsialnoj-rozni/
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and regional media, as data on advertisers’ preferences show a predominance of advertising in 
national media132. 

In general, the government does not have a clear policy on advertising legislation, including its 
importance for the development and financial sustainability of the media, and often considers 
mutually exclusive amendments without changing the overall situation. In particular, on the 
one hand, it is proposed to allow advertising of non-alcoholic beer in the media133, on the other 
hand, it is proposed to limit media advertising of HFSS products (food and drinks high in fat, 
salt and sugar)134.

132 The results of the study of the advertising market in Kazakhstan, in 2021. Kantar. More detailed information is 
available at the link: https://kantar. kz/uploads/Reports/obzor_reklama_rinok_jan_dec_2021.pdf

133 The RK Ministry of Information and Public Development is considering such an initiative as part of the 
development of a package of amendments and additions to the RK Law “On Mass Media”.

134 The RK Ministry of Health proposes such restrictions as part of the World Health Organization (WHO) 
recommendations, including the Global strategy on diet, physical activity and health. The document is 
available at: https://apps. who. int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/20142/A57_R17bis-en. pdf

RECOMMENDATIONS (Category 2)
1. To de-monopolize and limit the concentration of media resources is 

proposed: 

1.1. Provide for measures to privatize state media assets.

1.2. Provide at the legislative level for limiting the concentration of media resources 
by one owner, regardless of which owner. Restrictions on concentration can 
be vertical - limiting the types of media resources and their number that one 
owner owns, manages and controls, or horizontal - limiting the number of media 
resources owned by one owner with national, regional and local coverage. 

1.3. Consider reducing restrictions on foreign investment in the media environment to 
support print media. 

2. On supporting a diverse mix of public (), private, and community media is 
suggested:  

2.1. Provide for the creation and support of community media, both in law and in 
practice.

2.2. Promote community media, help educate on multimedia content, expand outreach 
opportunities, and support multilingual content projects.

2.3. Provide other support to community media, including funding and advertising.
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2.4. Consider establishing a public broadcasting service in Kazakhstan as soon as 
possible.

2.5. Reform media legislation in accordance with international standards, since (1) 
there is no independent and autonomous body for licensing and distributing 
frequencies for television and radio broadcasting; (2) all issues of the media sphere 
are handled by an authorized state body, the MIDR of Kazakhstan. When reforming 
media legislation, consider the opportunities and advantages of self-regulation of 
this sphere, given that the spread of mass information on the Internet and through 
telecommunications is increasing. 

3. On licensing and spectrum allocation:  

3.1. Consider creating an independent regulator for television and radio broadcasting.

3.2. Publish the plan of frequencies for the broadcasting sphere at the beginning of the 
year on the official resource of the Ministry of Information and Public Development.

3.3. Consider the possibility of joining the technical infrastructure of DTTV for private 
operators of digital terrestrial television and radio broadcasting.

3.4. Provide for additional measures to support private regional channels and their 
representation in CETV, including reduced tariffs for inclusion of channels in 
multiplexes.

3.5. Provide for additional measures to retain the audience of private regional channels 
in CETV.

3.6. Expand opportunities for private channels to include them in the mandatory list of 
free channels (“the first multiplex”).

4. To improve the tax climate for the media: 

4.1. Reconsider approaches to budget financing of the media. Preferential taxation 
would benefit every subject of the market, while budget financing through state 
assignments and purchases applies only to certain categories of media (for 
example, media with state participation) and benefits certain subjects of the 
market. This appears to be a discriminatory approach.

4.2. Use taxation to stimulate the media business both for legal entities and for 
editorial staff to reduce tax deductions on their income.

5. On improving advertising laws for the media is suggested: 

5.1. Introduce a moratorium on additional restrictions and bans on the advertising 
market for the media (because the advertiser will use other channels to promote 
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their goods and services) and the effective use of the mechanism of social 
advertising.

5.2. Introduce at the legislative level a restriction and, in the long term, a complete 
ban on participation in the advertising market for state-owned media that receive 
sufficient budgetary subsidies. This will normalize fair competition in the media 
advertising market, focusing on consumer confidence both in the media and in the 
advertised goods and services, and avoid price dumping.

5.3. Introduce legal requirements for mandatory labeling of paid content in the media 
(paid content is defined as any material for which the editorial board receives 
payment or services). Such paid content should include all forms of budget 
financing of the media - state assignments, procurement of information services, 
grants, etc.

5.4. Regulate at the legislative level advertising on the Internet, taking into account 
the growth of the audience and activity of this media channel in Kazakhstan.

5.5. Provide for measures to reduce the imbalance in advertising revenues between 
national and regional media. 

A favorable development of the advertising market for the media would be the following actions: 

6. A moratorium on additional restrictions and bans on the advertising market for the 
media (because the advertiser will use other channels to promote their goods and 
services) and the effective use of the mechanism of social advertising.

7. Restrictions and, in the long term, a complete ban on participation in the advertising 
market for state-owned media that receive sufficient budget subsidies. This will 
normalize fair competition in the media advertising market, focusing on consumer 
confidence both in the media and in the goods and services advertised, and avoid price 
dumping. 

8. The introduction at the legislative level of a requirement for mandatory labeling of paid 
content in the media (paid content means any material for which the editorial board 
receives payment or services). Such paid content should include all forms of budget 
financing of the media - state assignments, procurement of information services, grants, 
etc.

9. Reducing the imbalance in advertising revenues between national and regional media.
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Category 1  
Media as a Platform for Democratic Discourse

A. THE MEDIA REFLECT THE DIVERSITY OF SOCIETY

3.1 The media - public, private, and community - serve the needs of all groups 
in society

3.1.1 Media use language/languages that reflect the linguistic diversity of the 
prescribed service area. 

The process of media renewal in Kazakhstan since independence has led to positive changes and 
contributes to the implementation of information policy. State, private and community or public 
media all together represent a variety of political views and a wide range of social interests, 
including the interests of the most vulnerable segments of society. The legal basis for the use of 
languages by the media in Kazakhstan is stipulated in Article 3 of the RK Law “On Mass Media”, 
where the first and second paragraphs stipulate that mass media are distributed in the state 
and other languages; the state shall ensure the right of everyone to use their native language 
when receiving and distributing mass media in accordance with the legislation of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan on languages135.

In the Republic of Kazakhstan the functioning of the state and other languages in the media 
shall be ensured in this way. In order to create the necessary linguistic environment and the 
full functioning of the state language, the volume of broadcasts on TV and radio channels, 
regardless of their form of ownership, in the state language should not be less than the total 
volume of broadcasts in other languages, as provided in Article 18. The language of the press 
and mass media of the law “On languages in the Republic of Kazakhstan”136. The main task of 
the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan (APK) with the status of an advisory body under the 
Head of State is to implement state ethnic policy, ensure social and political stability in the 

135 Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan On Mass Media https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z990000451_
136 Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan of July 11, 1997 № 151-I on languages in the Republic of Kazakhstan (with 

amendments and additions as of 21.11.2008) // adilsoz.kz - 02.02.2011 http://www.adilsoz.kz/acts/show/
id/70/parent/25

Category 3 
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Republic of Kazakhstan and increase the effectiveness of interaction between state and civil 
society institutions in the sphere of inter-ethnic relations. 

The official website of the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan provides all the information on 
the use of ethnic minority languages by the media. There are 52 registered ethnic media outlets 
in Kazakhstan137. In addition to the main languages (Kazakh and Russian), media outlets are 
published in Ukrainian, Polish, German, Korean, Uighur, Turkish, Dungan and other languages. 
Ethnic minority media is financially supported by the state138. Most frequently used by the 
population are Kazakh and Russian - 1,834 media outlets, Russian only - 853, Kazakh only - 690, 
in three or more languages (including other languages) - 1,496139.

3.1.2 Media use language/languages used by marginalized populations 

Kazakhstan is a state with a multi-ethnic population140. Overall, the 2018-2020 population 
statistics show a steady increase in the country’s population. Over the past three years, the 
population of Kazakhstan has increased by 2.6 percent141. Over the past 10 years, a steady 
decrease in ethnicity has become noticeable on the territory of the country. This means that 
the proportion of ethnic groups other than the indigenous population - Kazakhs - is gradually 
decreasing in the total population. Ethnic groups speak Kazakh and Russian, and some, such 
as Russians, Uighurs and Uzbeks, also speak their native language. Marginalized groups in 
Kazakhstan most often use Kazakh and Russian - 1,834 media, Russian only - 853, Kazakh only - 
690, in three languages or more (including other languages) - 1,496142.

3.1.3 Community media (print and broadcast) work for certain populations, such as 
indigenous peoples, tribes, and refugees 

There are no classic community media in Kazakhstan; their separate functions are performed by 
commercial media. In Kazakhstan as of July 2022 there were 5208 registered media outlets143. 
At the same time, there are 52 ethnic media outlets produced in different languages (Kazakh, 
Russian, English, German, Korean, Turkish, Uighur, Uzbek, Azeri, Kurdish and others144). There are 
also media outlets, mainly print media, which are oriented to the audience of certain ethnic 

137 www.assembly.kz, https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/activities/1382?lang=ru
138 Tyutebayeva A.M. Modern Kazakhstan mass media: prospects and development // Journal: Vestnik KazNU 

https://articlekz.com/article/22263
139 https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/activities/145?lang=ru.
140 https://tengrinews.kz/kazakhstan_news/opublikovanyi-dannyie-ob-etnicheskom-sostave-kazahstana-472009/
141 The Concept of Development of the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan until 2026 

https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/documents/details/318811?lang=ru
142 https://www. gov. kz/memleket/entities/qogam/activities/145?lang=en
143 https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/inf/press/article/details/59221?lang=ru
144 The website of the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan is www.assembly.kz. 

https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/activities/1382?lang=ru
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groups of the population145. Thus, in the field of information, the state seeks to meet the 
needs not only of the population who know two languages: the state language and the official 
language, but also various social groups, including ethnic minorities. 

3.1.4 State or public media represent, in practice, a variety of political views and a wide 
range of social interests, including those of the most vulnerable segments of 
society 

According to Article 29 of the Republic of Kazakhstan Law “On Television and Radio Broadcasting” 
in the period from 06.00 to 22.00 local time, television programs that may harm the physical, 
mental, moral, moral and spiritual development of children and teenagers, as well as films 
indexed in accordance with the Republic of Kazakhstan Law “On Culture” index “E 18 - films 
intended for viewers over eighteen years old” are not allowed. When distributing TV programs, 
TV and radio broadcasting operators, when re-broadcasting foreign TV channels, must take 
measures to limit access to watching these films and TV programs through organizational and 
technical measures146.

3.1.5 Information provided by the media is accessible to women and marginalized 
groups (e.g., what form of access to information these groups have, as well as 
their level of literacy, is taken into account).

All materials presented by the media are accessible to all segments of society, including women 
and marginalized groups. Public and private television channels accompany their news programs, 
social talk shows, and entertainment content with sign language interpretation. The activities 
of information resources in practice represent a wide range of social interests, including the 
interests of the most vulnerable segments of society. MEGOGO online movie theater launched 
an interactive channel of the same name for the hearing-impaired as part of the social project 
“See as You Hear”. The channel broadcasts all content without exception with sign language 
interpretation. Most of the content - about 70% - is designed for a children’s audience that has 
difficulty understanding subtitles. Therefore, cartoons and children’s movies will be shown here 
every day in the morning, and in the evening and at night there is a program with adult interest 
- movies and serials. In Kazakhstan, the new interactive channel “Look As You Hear It” is available 
in the subscription “Cinema and TV”147.

145 https://assembly.kz/ru/media-centr/smi-etnokulturnykh-obedineniy/
146 Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Television and Radio Broadcasting” (as amended and supplemented as 

of 01.01.2022) // Website of the International Foundation for the Protection of Freedom of Speech adilsoz. kz 
-18.07.2022 http://www. adilsoz. kz/acts/index/id/25

147 https://alserhttps://alser. kz/p/podpiski-megogo-kino-tv-1-mesyac/p/podpiski-megogo-kino-tv-1-mesyac
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3.2 Media organizations reflect social diversity in their employment practices
3.2.1 Women journalists are fairly represented in the media industry or media sector, 

including at the highest levels of management 

Kazakhstan has ratified the major UN human rights instruments, including the Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. 

Women in the media industry, along with men, occupy leadership positions, and the media sphere 
itself remains the most relevant to women in their professional choices. For example, according 
to the Chairman of the Board of the JSC “Republican TV and Radio Corporation “Kazakhstan”, the 
company employs more than 2,300 people, 53 percent of whom are women.  

When asked about the gender balance in the creative team, the former editor-in-chief of the 
national newspaper said that in 2021 women made up 85% of the staff148. The staff of Forbes 
Kazakhstan magazine consists of 26 people, of whom 10 are men and 16 women. Nine people 
occupy executive positions, of whom 5 are men and 4 are women149.

There is no statistical data on the number of women and men working in the media industry. 

3.2.2 Journalists from ethnic minority, linguistic, and religious groups fairly represented 
in the media industry or media sector, including the highest levels of management

There is a multi-confessional society in modern Kazakhstan. The two largest nationalities, 
Kazakh and Russian, belong to the two largest communities in the republic: Muslim (Sunni) 
and Christian (Orthodox). In addition, 3,834 religious associations covering 18 confessions 
are registered in Kazakhstan. Of these: 2,695 are Islamic, 345 are Orthodox, 88 are Catholic, 
592 are Protestant, 60 are Jehovah’s Witnesses, 24 are New Apostolic Church, 12 are Krishna 
Consciousness Society, 7 are Jewish, 6 are Bahai, 2 are Buddhist, 2 are Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints (Mormons), 1 is Moonies150.

At present, Kazakhstan’s model of social harmony and national unity, represented by the 
Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan, represents the interests of all ethnic groups living in the 
country. A club of journalists has been established under the auspices of the Assembly, which 
operates in all regions of Kazakhstan. The interests of various ethnic groups are represented in 
the Parliament by deputies from the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan151.

148 Asyl Ulanovich Sagimbekov, former editor-in-chief of the national newspaper Kazakhstanskaya Pravda
149 https://forbes.kz/pages/contacts
150 https://www.gov.kz/ memleket/entities/ qogam /activities/141?lang=en
151 The Concept of Development of the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan until 2026 

https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/documents/details/318811?lang=ru
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There have been no special studies in Kazakhstan on the religious faith of journalists and their 
ethnicity in the domestic media. 

B. PUBLIC BROADCASTING MODEL

3.3 The purposes of public service broadcasting are defined and guaranteed 
by law

3.3.1 The scope of PSB competence is clearly defined by law

In Kazakhstan, by the period under review, the legal basis for the functioning of public 
broadcasting is legally absent and their activities are not guaranteed152. Thus, it should be 
noted that an appropriate law has not yet been adopted and the scope of competence of public 
broadcasting services in the information space of the country has not been defined. 

3.3.2 PSBs have special guarantees of editorial independence and adequate and 
reliable funding

In Kazakhstan, since 2004, there have been discussions at various levels on the adoption of a 
law on public broadcasting. One of the main issues in these discussions has been that of funding, 
since the editorial independence of public television depended on it. 

Community media should be created through local initiatives and funded through charitable 
contributions. 

3.3.3 PSBs have adequate technical resources

Modern mobile technology is an alternative to costly broadcast communications. Digital 
technology makes it possible to create low-cost community media in the villages of Kazakhstan. 
The local population through mobile communications and devices has the opportunity to receive 
information about the life of their region. In Kazakhstan, such an effective way of presenting 
information is at the initial stage of development. With the direct participation of the UNESCO 
Almaty Cluster Office, community media is being tested in one of the regions of the country.

3.3.4 PSBs are accountable to society through their governing bodies

The governing body of community media consists of local residents who live in the broadcasting 
territory. Local executive bodies and political parties do not have managerial administrative 
rights over community media and do not participate in their editorial policy. 

152 Akkuli Sultan-Khan Failing to Create Public Television, Astana Targets Digital TV // azattyq. org - 14 September 
2009, https://rushttps://rus. azattyq. org/a/State_media_and_PTV_in_Kazakhstan/1813862/a/State_media_
and_PTV_in_Kazakhstan.html
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3.4 Activities of public broadcasters are not discriminated against in any area

Issues of discrimination should not arise, since community media organizers and participants 
come from different social and ethnic backgrounds.

3.5 Independent and transparent management system

Community media are non-profit organizations with independent governing bodies. The 
management structure is comprised of community members themselves and they can create 
various forms of management in the form of community media centers, councils, etc. Community 
members regulate the transparency of community media.

3.5.1 PSB is supervised by independent governing bodies, the autonomy of which is 
legally guaranteed

Public Service Broadcasting (PSB) is not practiced. In 2003-2004, attempts were made to 
discuss the principles of PSB legislation153, and the possibilities of adopting such legislation154, 
including it in one of the UN Development Agenda (UNDAF) indicators in the UN system, but 
were unsuccessful. The relevant UNESCO standards155 have been translated and are available 
for public discussion. State regulation of the media in Kazakhstan is carried out through legal 
provision, state control over compliance with the legislation on the media. 

3.5.2 The process of appointment to leadership positions is open, transparent and free 
from direct government interference or control by any political or commercial 
interest

The process of appointing community media executives is open and free from the control of any 
political or commercial interest. Due to the lack of public service broadcasting in Kazakhstan, 
there is no way to determine whether they have fulfilled their obligation to serve the public 
interest.

3.6 PSB interacts with the public and CSOs
3.6.1 PSBs consult with members of the public and CSOs, and a grievance system is in 

place

Community media always have a supervisory board that regulates management and financing, as 
well as handling all kinds of complaints and suggestions from civil society. 

153 Sub-regional Workshop on Public Service Broadcasting, Bishkek, 1-3 July 2002
154 International Seminar on Public Service Broadcasting, Asia-Pacific Institute for Broadcasting Development 

(AIBD), Khabar Agency, UNESCO, February 3-4, 2003, School-Studio of Television, Almaty, Kazakhstan http://
old.unesco.kz/ci/projects/aibd/psb2/index.html

155 Public Broadcasting Service: A Comparative Legal Study https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/
pf0000134191_rus
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In Kazakhstan, media representatives participate in the discussion of all public initiatives and 
are members of public councils at both the national and local levels. 

In 2015156, the Law “On Public Councils” was adopted, which defines the legal status, procedure of 
formation and organization of activities of public councils aimed at the implementation of state 
policy to form a state accountable to the population, ensuring broad participation of non-profit 
organizations and citizens in decision-making by state bodies of all levels, as well as national 
management holding companies, national holdings, national companies (hereinafter - subjects 
of the quasi-public sector). xml-ph-0. 

3.6.2 Participation of the society in the process of appointment to management 
positions in PSB

The issue of civil society participation in the process of appointing PSB board members is 
not relevant, as there is no relevant legislative framework. In Kazakhstan, the lack of public 
broadcasting services does not affect the direct interaction of the media with the public. Many 
editorial offices by conducting questionnaire surveys, using various research methods and other 
opportunities provide feedback to the audience. 

C. MEDIA SELF-REGULATION

3.7 Print and broadcast media have effective self-regulation mechanisms

3.7.1 Media organizations have clear codes of ethics and clear editorial policies

In Kazakhstan, a draft Code of Professional Ethics for Journalists was developed in 2001. The 
draft’s recommendations contain questions of media solidarity, readiness to defend the honor, 
dignity, and rights of journalists, publishers, and founders against all forms of aggression, 
unwarranted repression, including attempts to prosecute, psychological pressure, illegal 
dismissals, and suspension of media activities157.

In 2012, a new draft of the Journalists’ Code of Professional Ethics was presented to the public, 
and in October of the same year, the draft was approved at a joint meeting of the Board of 
the Union of Journalists of Kazakhstan and the Club of Chief Editors. The new Code became 
an instrument of self-discipline and a moral and ethical guideline that promotes trust and 
respect for journalists and the media. In the new version of the Code, a journalist makes the 
independent decision to disclose or keep confidential the source of information if there has been 
a deliberate distortion of an event or its disclosure is the only way to prevent panic, political 
or socio-economic destabilization, or material damage on a nationwide scale. According to the 

156 Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan On Public Councils (with amendments and additions as of 30.12.2021) // 
zakon.kz - 30.12.2021. https://online. zakon. kz/Document/? doc_id=36800092& pos=465;-17#pos=465;-17

157 Draft Code of Professional Ethics for Journalists in Kazakhstan (2001) 
https://online. zakon. kz/Document/? doc_id=1026516& show_di=1& pos=6;-106#pos=6;-106
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Code, journalists are guided by the principle of respect for the right to privacy, human dignity and 
business reputation, and adhere to the principle of presumption of innocence. 

In turn, media organizations in Kazakhstan develop and approve their own codes of ethics. For 
example, to date, the Code of Corporate Ethics has been developed in the joint-stock companies 
Khabar Agency and the Republican TV and Radio Corporation Kazakhstan158.

According to UNESCO’s Gender Sensitive Indicators of Media Development, media organizations’ 
advocacy of ethical codes/editorial policies in favor of gender equality in media content is 
lacking.  

There is no reference to gender issues in the code of ethics. At the same time, professional staff, 
editors are aware of the gender policy of the state, however, gender policies and media gender 
codes are generally absent. Gender is not mentioned in the code of ethics.

3.7.2 Codes are actively disseminated in the journalistic environment and are regularly 
discussed and studied  

The journalistic community is constantly discussing the improvement of the code of ethics159. In 
the era of an open society, civic engagement and the rapid development of social marketing, the 
freedom to express the views of citizens in an ethical manner is relevant. The code of ethics is 
one of the main tools in creating a quality media. According to Kazakhstan’s media managers, 
the need for self-regulation of the industry will allow the media to become independent of the 
state and inform the public with objective and transparent content160.

3.7.3 At the media industry level, there are systems for handling public complaints 
about alleged ethical violations

Complaints from the public concerning media activities in Kazakhstan are handled by the 
non-governmental organization “Public Committee for Media Self-Regulation”161. Proceedings 
between civil society and journalists within the competence of this NGO can be regulated in a 
recommendatory form before court proceedings162.

3.7.4 Self-regulatory bodies and the media ombudsman are beyond the control of state 
and commercial interests

In 2002, Kazakhstan established a new state institution - the Commissioner for Human Rights, 
which in international law is commonly referred to as the “ombudsman” (or “ombudsman”). 

158 https://cloud. rtrk. kz/s/Bbj3bnq2fDCQ65Y
159 https://newreporter. org/2020/05/14/kakim-dolzhen-byt-eticheskij-kodeks-kazaxstanskogo-zhurnalista/
160 https://online. zakon. kz/Document/? doc_id=31230574& pos=4;-88#pos=4;-88
161 https://orda. kz/pojavilas-npo-kuda-mozhno-pozhalovatsja-na-narushenie-jetiki-v-smi/
162 https://mediaprincipleshttps://mediaprinciples. kz/tpost/kfdx6v5kp1-zayavlenie-obschestvennogo-komitet-

po-s/tpost/kfdx6v5kp1-zayavlenie-obschestvennogo-komiteta-po-s  
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The first ombudsman of Kazakhstan B. Baikadamov in his reports stressed that this institution 
combines features of a state and public institution, specific power principles and democracy163.

There is no special media ombudsman in Kazakhstan, but media freedom issues are handled 
in close cooperation with the Human Rights Ombudsman of the Republic of Kazakhstan. “The 
Ombudsman “may investigate violations of human rights and freedoms both on the basis of 
complaints received within his competence and on his own initiative on the basis of reports of 
violations by official bodies and the media.”164

3.8 The media demonstrates a culture of self-regulation
3.8.1 Associations of independent journalists exist and disseminate examples of good 

practices

For the first time in October 2021, a Public Committee for Media Self-Regulation was established 
in Kazakhstan. The purpose of the committee is to create a platform for professional dialogue 
and dispute resolution. It works with appeals concerning journalistic materials that have caused 
public outcry and criticism for violating the professional ethics outlined in the Basic Principles 
for the Media of Kazakhstan165.

The Union of Journalists of Kazakhstan is a public non-profit organization that unites employees 
of the press, television, radio, as well as employees of Internet publications. The purpose of the 
union is to organize a dialogue between the authorities and the media representing the interests 
of the general public. Its statutory tasks also include protecting freedom of speech and the press, 
promoting education and advanced training in journalism, and developing the national media166.

The Legal Media Center Public Foundation is an independent public organization that does not 
adhere to the views of any political party. The foundation is a member of the Media Alliance 
of Kazakhstan, as well as a member of the Zhyirmasynshi Bap Coalition and works in the 
field of mass media, legal protection and training of journalists167. The general purpose of the 
International Fund for the Protection of Freedom of Speech “Adil Soz” is the establishment of an 
open civil society through the establishment of free, objective and progressive journalism in the 
daily life of the country. Main activities: systematic monitoring of violations of freedom of speech 
in Kazakhstan; legislative activities; preparation and legal analysis of draft laws168.

163 The Concept and Essence of the Ombudsman Institution // https://articlekz.com/article/6799
164 http://euro-ombudsman.org/ombudsmen_activities/institut-ombudsmena-v-kazahstane-perehodit-na-novy-

pravovoy-uroveny?ysclid=l8eesh4h42531574981
165 https://mediaprinciples.kz/basicprinciplesdocument
166 Union of Journalists of Kazakhstan // presscenter.kz - 20.09. 2018 https://presscenter.kz/sojuz-zhurnalistov-

kazahstana/
167 https://lmc.kz/ru/about/nasha-deyatelnost
168 http://www.adilsoz.kz/p/about
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3.8.2 Media organizations respond to questions from their audiences, for example, by 
creating channels for receiving complaints from the public and exercising the 
right of reply

Audience feedback from media organizations is one of the key tools in creating rating content for 
analytical and news programs, social talk shows, and other media products. Each media outlet 
has an official website, video hosting, messenger, and social networking site, whose capabilities 
allow audiences to ask questions, comment, and express complaints and personal opinions 
about certain topics in a timely manner. Editorial offices do not ignore citizens’ appeals, but 
rather extract from them relevant civil society issues. For example, editors monitor government 
websites for complaints from the public and prepare a news story on a high-profile complaint.169 

D. REQUIREMENTS FOR FAIRNESS AND IMPARTIALITY

3.9 An effective broadcasting code that establishes requirements for fairness 
and impartiality

3.9.1 The Broadcasting Code establishes requirements for both public and private 
broadcasters (e.g., as a condition for maintaining a private broadcasting license)

The Code of Ethics for Journalists of the Republic of Kazakhstan (hereinafter, the Code), adopted 
in 2012, establishes moral and ethical principles and norms for the professional activities of 
journalists and media workers. There is no special Code of Ethics for broadcasters in Kazakhstan, 
but some media organizations have developed their own code of corporate ethics170.

3.9.2 Rules of fairness, balance and impartiality during elections 

The requirements to observe the principles of fairness, balance and impartiality, the issues 
of allocation of airtime among candidates, participation in pre-election debates on television 
during elections in Kazakhstan are legalized in Articles 28 (Pre-election campaigning) and 28 
(Right to hold pre-election campaigning) of the Constitutional Law “On Elections in the Republic 
of Kazakhstan”. 

Article 28 of Chapter 5 of the Law stipulates the right to carry out election campaigning. The 
state guarantees citizens and public associations the right of unhindered election campaigning 
for or against a candidate or a political party in accordance with this Constitutional Law and 
other legislative acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan. From the end of the registration period 

169 https://informburo.kz/novosti/dolzhny-li-roditeli-shkolnikov-pisat-raspiski-ob-otvetstvennosti-za-detej-na-
kanikulah

170 https://khabar.kz/images/docs/%D0%9A%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%81%20%D0%BA%D0%
BE%D1%80%D0%BF%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%B2%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B9%20
%D1%8D%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%BA%D0%B8%20%20%D0%90%D0%B3%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%82%D1%81%D
1%82%D0%B2%D0%B0%20%D0%A5%D0%B0%D0%B1%D0%B0%D1%80.pdf
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established in accordance with this Constitutional Law and until the end of the election 
campaign, candidates and political parties who have nominated a party list shall have the right 
to campaign and promote their election programs in the press and other mass media. Candidates 
and political parties, which have nominated party lists, are guaranteed equal conditions of access 
to mass media for carrying out pre-election agitation. The state guarantees candidates equal 
allocation of funds for presentation of their programs in mass media. Presidential candidates 
and political parties that have nominated party lists of candidates to deputies of the Majilis have 
the right to participate in pre-election debates on television organized by the Central Election 
Commission. 

Political parties that have nominated party lists of candidates for deputies of maslikhats may 
participate in pre-election debates on television, which the corresponding territorial election 
commissions are entitled to organize. 

Candidates for akims of cities of rayon significance, villages, settlements, rural districts 
can participate in pre-election debates on TV, which the corresponding territorial election 
commissions are entitled to organize. The procedure and conditions of pre-election debates, 
determined by the Central Election Commission, must be equal and not create advantages to one 
or another candidate or political party. 

Media outlets provide airtime and print space on a contractual basis to registered candidates 
and political parties that have nominated party lists. 

The terms of the agreement on providing airtime and print space in the media to candidates and 
political parties that have nominated party lists must not create advantages for one or another 
candidate or political party. 

Information about the amount of payment, conditions and procedure for providing airtime and 
print space must be announced and published by the respective media outlet no later than five 
days before the start of the election campaign171.

On the Internet resources of the Central and territorial election commissions the information 
presented by mass media about the amount of payment, conditions and procedures for providing 
airtime and print space is posted. 

Mass media cannot provide airtime and print space for placement, distribution of campaign 
materials of candidates, political parties, which have nominated party lists before the publication 
of information about the amount of payment, terms and procedures for providing airtime and 
print space. 

171 Constitutional Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Elections in the Republic of Kazakhstan” of September 
28, 1995 N 2464. Chapter 5. Articles 27, 28. // Site adilet.zan.kz of the Information and Legal System of 
Regulatory Legal Acts of the RK. https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z950002464_
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During the period of pre-election campaigning, the circulation of a periodical print publication 
related to the pre-election campaign of candidates, political parties, which have nominated party 
lists, must be the same for all candidates, political parties, which have nominated party lists. 

The consent for allocation of airtime, print space, given by a media outlet to one of the candidates, 
political party, which nominated a party list, is a consent for allocation of airtime, print space to 
other candidates, political parties, which nominated party lists. 

The order of appearance of candidates and political parties who have nominated party lists 
in the media is established in the order of receipt of written applications or by lot in case the 
applications are received simultaneously. 

It is forbidden to interrupt or comment on candidates’ television and radio speeches immediately 
after the speech, as well as in print media in the same issue172.

Thus, we conclude that in Kazakhstan, the distribution of airtime among candidates, the provision 
of airtime to representatives of the authorities and similar issues are carried out in accordance 
with the Law “On Elections”. 

3.9.3 The Code should not compromise the editorial independence of the media by, for 
example, imposing a system of ex ante control (censorship)

There is no broadcasting code that regulates the editorial independence of the media in 
Kazakhstan. 

3.9.4 Compliance with international standards.

The Journalists’ Code of Ethics of the Republic of Kazakhstan recognises that freedom of speech 
and expression is an inalienable right of a journalist and a prerequisite for a free media and is 
guided by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the UN World Charter of Press Freedom, 
the Constitution, and the current laws of the Republic of Kazakhstan173. First and foremost, , 
the Journalists’ Code of Ethics devotes paragraph 3. (Honesty and Impartiality) to observing the 
principles of honesty. 3.1. The journalist shall adhere to the principles of honesty and impartiality 
and shall reject any pressure from the outside and 3.2. The journalist uses lawful means of 
obtaining information and does not exert pressure on the source of information174, which 
confirms the compliance with international standards. The Constitutional Law of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan “On Elections in the Republic of Kazakhstan” of September 28, 1995, No. 2464. 

172 Constitutional Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Elections in the Republic of Kazakhstan” of September 
28, 1995 N 2464. Chapter 5. Articles 27, 28. // Site adilet.zan.kz of the Information and Legal System of 
Regulatory Legal Acts of the RK. https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z950002464_

173 Journalists’ Code of Ethics of the Republic of Kazakhstan // Media portal Gazeta.kz. - 30.10.2012
174 Journalists’ Code of Ethics of the Republic of Kazakhstan // Media portal Gazeta.kz - 30.10.2012 
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Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Elections in the Republic of Kazakhstan”, Chapter 5. 
Pre-election agitation. Article 27. Pre-election agitation175

3.10 Effective enforcement of the broadcasting code

3.10.1 Code violations are investigated and proportionate sanctions are applied

The Code of Ethics, some provisions of which can be applied as an alternative to the non-existent 
Broadcasting Code, is not regulated by Kazakhstani law, and accordingly no sanctions can be 
applied for its violation.  

3.10.2 An adequate system for handling complaints from the public

The result of media activity is to keep the audience broadly informed about a wide variety of 
phenomena in life and to shape public opinion and present a full picture of reality. The result 
of creativity is one of the main problems of journalism and there are two plans - efficiency and 
effectiveness. The impact of information on the mass audience should be called efficiency; on the 
other hand, the impact on decision-making by social institutions is defined as effectiveness. The 
credibility of a newspaper, website, or television and radio channel depends on effectiveness, 
and the media audience has little recourse to government representatives and officials.

According to the Ombudsman, in 2021 the HRC received 75 appeals about violations of housing 
rights. The number of complaints increased by 33.96% compared to 2020 (Appendix 1).   

After appealing to the authorities and considering complaints from the population, that is, in 
the absence of positive changes that have not occurred in society, offended people turn to the 
media and, under the influence of the journalistic system, solve their problems. According to 
expectations of the same Ministry, the level of demand for domestic information products by 
consumers in 2019 is 67%, and already 68% in 2020 and 69% in 2021. Almost the same figures 
are given when it comes to the level of satisfaction of the population with the coverage of state 
policy in the media: 66% in 2019, 67% in 2020 and 68% in 2021. 

3.10.3 Rules and Regulations are executed with due regard for editorial freedom and 
independence

No broadcasting code that would regulate editorial freedom and independence has been adopted 
in Kazakhstan, but norms of independent choice of editorial assignment are widely applied by 
both state and commercial media. Civil society activism, as well as government initiatives on 
open data, have a direct impact on the objectivity and reliability of editorial policy, despite the 
media’s sources of funding.

175 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z950002464_
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E. THE LEVEL OF PUBLIC TRUST AND CONFIDENCE IN THE 
MEDIA

3.11 The public demonstrates a high level of trust and confidence in media

Specialists of the marketing research agency “Project Laboratory” conducted a study on “Trust in 
the media, assessing the quality of content. In which they tried to find out whether the people of 
Kazakhstan trust media publications, as well as from which sources they prefer to draw relevant 
information in 2016. According to the research company, 51.9 percent of survey participants 
indicated that they prefer to read Kazakhstan information resources, and 48.1 percent - 
international media. At the same time, the vast majority of respondents - 78.3 percent - trust 
the information broadcast by mass media. Only 21.7 percent of respondents lack confidence in 
the media176.

3.12 Media organizations are sensitive to public perceptions of their work

Each broadcaster conducts measurements (ratings) of its products, determining for itself the 
objective public perception of the content they produce. In turn, marketers use the measurement 
results in their commercial interests, attracting advertisers to content with high ratings. Modern 
information technical tools (portals, video hosting, social networks and messengers) allow the 
same name online resources of printed publications, TV channels and radio stations also act as 
an indicator of public perception (comments, number of views) of a particular media content. 
Therefore, the study of media consumption of the target audience and timely response to current 
media trends are key in building the editorial policy of the media organization177.

F. SAFETY OF JOURNALISTS

3.13 Journalists, media workers, and media organizations can conduct profes-
sional activities in a safe environment

3.13.1 Journalists and media workers are not subjected to threats, harassment or 
surveillance 

The Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan guarantees freedom of speech and creativity. 
Censorship is prohibited. The media fulfills its role as a platform for democratic debate, and 
journalists can exercise their right to safety. However, it cannot be denied that there are isolated 
facts of obstruction of journalists during their professional activities178. The Adil Soz International 

176 https://tengrinews.kz/story/doveryayut-li-kazahstantsyi-publikatsiyam-v-smi-issledovanie-296799/
177 https://forbes. kz/massmedia/analitika_ot_publicis_groupe_kazakhstan_novyie_patternyi_potrebleniya_

media_v_kazahstane_v_2021_godu? ysclid=l8ei11e6ns287690041
178 https://freedomhousehttps://freedomhouse. org/country/kazakhstan/freedom-world/2021/country/

kazakhstan/freedom-world/2021
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Foundation for the Protection of Freedom of Speech monitors violations of freedom of speech 
in Kazakhstan. The results of their research indicate that journalists are not totally subjected to 
threats, persecution and surveillance, but sometimes there are individual facts179.

According to journalists and lawyers, under Article 155 of the Criminal Code “Impeding the 
legitimate professional activities of a journalist” (now it is Article 158 of the Criminal Code 
- author), from 2000 to 2019, 820 cases of obstruction were recorded. Meanwhile, during 
this period, 37 citizens applied to police departments, four applications were filed with the 
prosecutor’s office, and 13 applications were filed with higher authorities. Only two lawsuits 
went to court, one of which ended in favor of the journalist180, and the reason for the second suit 
was the article by Adil Urmanov, “Smoke of the Motherland: Oil Companies of Kyzylorda Region 
Openly Burning Money in the Desert,” published on the website caravan.kz181.

Meanwhile, according to the international organization Reporters Without Borders (RSF)182 
Kazakhstan ranks 155th in the “World Press Freedom Index”183.

3.13.2 Journalists and media workers are not physically assaulted, unlawfully detained or 
physically destroyed because of their professional activities 

In 2021, the law enforcement authorities did not receive any statements from journalists 
about death threats against them or their family members. According to the representative of 
the International Foundation for the Protection of Freedom of Speech “Adil Soz” there are no 
journalists in the country who suffered or were killed while covering any events. There have been 
isolated cases of far-fetched criminal prosecutions - lawsuits to protect honor, dignity184, as well 
as hindering [professional work] in a rude way185.

3.13.3 Media organizations are not forced to close as a result of their legitimate 
activities, and they are not threatened with closure 

Since the early 2000s, the editorial boards of opposition publications - the newspapers Svoboda 
Slova, Dat, SolDat, and Public Position - have been closed by court order. The trials of the 
aforementioned publications were facilitated by lawsuits worth tens of millions of tenge. In 

179 https://rsf.org/en/ranking
180 https://rus.azattyq.org/a/day-to-end-impunity-for-crimes-against-journalists-interview-tamara-

kaleyeva/30248664.html
181 Adil Soz International Foundation for the Protection of Freedom of Expression. 12 January 2021 Adil Urmanov, 

Caravan. kz (Kyzylorda), Agency Kazakhstan Today LLP (Almaty)
182 Kazakhstan has improved its position in the press freedom index / kz.kursiv.media - 03.05.2022 https://

kz.kursiv.media/2022-05-03/kazahstan-uluchshil-pozicii-v-indekse-svobody-pressy/
183 https://rsf.org/en/country/kazakhstan
184 Kalmurat Ayan Threats, lawsuits, beatings. What journalists face in Kazakhstan // Radio Azattyk - November 1, 

2019, 23:53 https://rus.azattyq.org/a/day-to-end-impunity-for-crimes-against-journalists-interview-tamara-
kaleyeva/30248664.html

185 http://www.adilsoz.kz/monitoring/show/id/258
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Kazakhstan, no one impedes the media in their lawful activities. The decision to close a media 
outlet is made by the court or the owner of the publication, so threats to close down a media 
organization do not occur in practice. 

Since the beginning of 2021, 27 criminal charges have been brought in connection with the 
exercise of the right to freedom of expression and the courts have recovered 1 million 490,000 
tenge; 29 administrative charges have been brought186.

3.13.4 Crimes against journalists are prosecuted and the environment in which the 
media operate is not conducive to impunity

There is no statistical data on the number of lawsuits filed by representatives of the media or 
media organizations in Kazakhstan. 

3.13.5 Media organizations have a policy to ensure the safety and health of their 
employees

Legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan on occupational safety and health is based on the 
Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan187. Ensuring the safety and health of employees of 
media organizations is regulated by the relevant law on public relations in the field of labor 
protection. This law is aimed at ensuring the safety, preservation of life and health of employees 
in the course of labor activity, and also establishes the basic principles of state policy in the field 
of safety and labor protection188.

3.13.6 Public safety measures apply to all employees, including temporary and part-time 
employees

All norms of Kazakhstani legislation on health and safety apply equally to temporary and 
freelance employees of media organizations according to the employment agreement concluded 
with this category of employees189. The main directions of employee protection in the work of the 
media in Kazakhstan are determined by the substantive, organizational, procedural aspects of 
interaction with the relevant structures within the framework of current legislation. 

3.14 Media practices do not suffer from insecure environments
3.14.1 Journalists do not exercise self-censorship on a regular basis for fear of 

punishment, persecution or attack 

In Kazakhstan, communications between the media and government agencies are conducted 
quite openly and transparently within the framework of current legislation. The unified portal of 

186 http://www.adilsoz.kz/monitoring/show/id/258
187 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/K950001000_#z0
188 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z040000528_
189 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z040000528_
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e-government allows journalists to send a request in the form of an appeal from an individual, 
and feedback is provided on a mandatory basis according to the approved deadlines190.

Kazakhstan’s legislation fully allows journalists to carry out their professional activities, and the 
relevant government agencies are constantly working to improve the legal framework.   

In 2020, Kazakhstan passed a law decriminalizing libel. Experts note that since the adoption 
of the new Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, not a single case of slander has been 
registered in criminal proceedings. However, this does not mean that libel has disappeared; it 
remains, but it must be punished administratively191. This measure not only brings the interaction 
between institutions of civil society and the state into line with international standards, but also 
provides real protection for journalists from unlawful actions on the part of the authorities. 

3.14.2 Confidentiality of sources of information is protected by law and respected in 
practice

Under the law on the media, a journalist has the right to maintain the secrecy of authorship and 
sources of information, except when these secrets are made public at the request of a court192.

Access to information193, as well as personal data and its protection194 are regulated by relevant 
laws. According to the law, persons who become aware of restricted personal data in connection 
with professional, business or employment relations are obliged to ensure its confidentiality. The 
confidentiality of sources of information is protected and respected by law, with the exception of 
the category of information to which access is legally restricted.    

190 https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/afm/documents/details/27523?lang=ru&ysclid=l8l9csj8a384463470
191 https://www.inform.kz/ru/dekriminalizaciya-klevety-sootvetstvuet-mirovoy-praktike-ekspert_a3601311?ysclid

=l8lff92kbz209343581
192 https://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=1013966&pos=583;-54#pos=583;-54
193 http://law.gov.kz/client/#!/doc/95458/rus/30.12.2020/244
194 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z1300000094

RECOMMENDATIONS (Category 3)
The transformation of the media industry must reflect the diversity of society. Media organizations 
of various formats need to study the consumer demand of the audience on an ongoing basis, 
given its high activity in digital media. The mass and large-scale presence of the population 
on the Internet provides an opportunity to influence the state’s political and socio-economic 
transformations. 

Social media leaders shape the information and public agenda, which is facilitated by the “digital 
environment” in which they are much more active and in demand, which speaks to the need for 
media and social diversity of the media. 
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 � It is recommended to explore the need for public broadcasting to 
take into account the views and needs of all groups in society. Public 
service broadcasting can be one of the illustrative steps of democratic 
processes in society, representing both the interests of different 
segments of society and the diversity of society (gender, age, race, 
ethnicity, caste, language, religious affiliation, etc.). )

 � Representatives of the government and civil society should pay due 
attention to the development of a draft law on public broadcasting, 
taking into account expert opinion. At the qualitative level, work out 
the legal and financial activities of PSB within the framework of the 
legislation. 

 � Encourage improved gender-balanced representation in the editorial 
team, in line with the UNESCO Media Indicators, while helping to 
introduce internal codes, rules or guidelines on gender equality in 
the media. Fully encourage regular gender training through training 
courses, consultancy services and any international forums that 
enhance their ability to improve professional performance.

 � Continue to work on self-regulation of media organizations, which 
will ensure the effectiveness of the media organization in matters of 
self-commercialization and increase the level of professional skills of 
employees. The development of codes of ethics within each media 
organization will allow the most successful implementation of self-
regulation of the media, as well as ethical issues and norms to discuss 
with the public, applying various tools of the media sphere.

 � Develop a National Plan to Improve the Safety of Journalists in 
accordance with SDG Indicator 16.10, increase legal liability for 
attempts on the safety and obstruction of journalists’ professional 
activities.
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Appendix 1 

Number of appeals on housing rights From 2019

2021 71

2020 53

2019 72
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Category 1  
Building professional capacity and supporting 
institutions that support freedom of expression, 
pluralism, and diversity

A. HAVING PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF MASS 
MEDIA

4.1 Media professionals can access training that meets their needs
4.1.1 There are qualification programs for journalists

In Kazakhstan, to regulate public relations related to the procedure for recognizing professional 
qualifications, there is a draft law “On Professional Qualifications”195.

Since 2012, within the framework of the project of the Ministry of Education and Science 
“Modernization of Technical and Vocational Education” with the support of the World Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development (hereinafter - the MES Project) the development of the 
National Qualifications System196 began, and the “Map of professional qualifications of the 
media industry in accordance with the general classifier of economic activities and groups of the 
National Classification of Occupations” was developed197.

The Ministry of Education and Science, together with the Ministry of Labor and Social Protection, 
the NPP “Atameken” and specialized associations are developing professional standards for 
various specialties. In June 2019, as a result of meetings of the expert community, the “Sectoral 
Qualifications Framework in the Field of Mass Media (hereinafter - SQF in the Field of Mass 
Media)” was created198.

The sectoral commission on social partnership and regulation of social and labor relations 
of the information industry in accordance with the ORC in the field of media analyzed the 
employment of undergraduate and graduate students of 18 universities in Kazakhstan in the 
field of media: Kazakh National University, East Kazakhstan State University, Kazakh University 

195 https://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=36924216&fbclid=IwAR1E6IIejfY_J8Ibf9AVOOVUy4tk_X4V7aLMsR
NTVJs1hJUQekmZ5P7syKA&pos=13;-60#pos=13;-60

196 https://atameken.kz/ru/services/16-professionalnyye-standarty-i-tsentry-sertifikatsii-nsk
197 https://atameken.kz/files/orc/%D0%9E%D0%A0%D0%9A%20%D0%A1%D0%9C%D0%98.pdf
198 https://atameken.kz/files/orc/%D0%9E%D0%A0%D0%9A%20%D0%A1%D0%9C%D0%98.pdf

Category 4
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of International Relations and World Languages, KIMEP University, Kostanai State University, 
Taraz State University, Turan University, un The number of graduates of the above universities 
for 2015-2018 was: 2192 bachelors and 295 masters, of which 1730 bachelors (78.9%) and 264 
masters (89.5%) were employed199.

According to the data of the Bureau of National Statistics of the Republic of Kazakhstan on the 
distribution of students in the groups of specialties “Journalism”, “Journalism and Information”, 
“Social Sciences, Journalism and Information”, “Publishing”, “Public Relations” graduating 2020-
2021 academic year - 852 people, including women - 642 (75.3%), men - 210 (24.7%)200.

Distribution of students by field of study at the beginning of the academic year 2020-2021
Name specialties Student admission Number of students Issue Expected 

output

total of which 
women

total of which 
women

total of which 
women

5B050400 Journalism - - 1691 1290 695 510 769

6B032 Journalism and Information 2112 1688 3650 2892 4 3 144

6B03 Social Sciences, Journalism, 
and Information

5428 4268 10021 7930 66 61 670

5B042200 Publishing - - 43 36 27 20 22

5B051400 Public Relations - - 313 240 60 48 150

Total 7540 5956 15718 12388 852 642 1755
 

4.1.2 There are training programs of a number of service providers - internal and 
external 

In 2021, the faculty of journalism at Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, journalism departments 
at a number of the country’s universities, and six non-academic non-governmental institutions 
were major players in systematic training courses in democratic and professional journalism: 
the Media Damitu Kory PF, Internews Kazakhstan, Media School of the MediaNET International 
Journalism Center, the Kazakhstani non-governmental organization Legal Media Center, Adil Soz 
Foundation, and the Minber Journalism Support Center. 

In 2018, Kazakhstan passed a law granting universities autonomy in developing educational 
programs and study load standards, qualification requirements for instructors, and remuneration201 
. In 2021, the requirements for the educational activity of Kazakhstani universities were changed 

199 https://atameken.kz/files/orc/%D0%9E%D0%A0%D0%9A%20%D0%A1%D0%9C%D0%98.pdf
200 https://gender. stat. gov. kz/page/frontend/detail? id=39& slug=-33& cat_id=8& lang=ru.
201 https://strategy2050.kz/ru/news/povyshenie-kachestva-obrazovaniya-vuzov-akademicheskaya-svoboda-i-

lishenie-litsenziy/
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and a norm was introduced that allows for the active involvement of practitioners in the field 
of journalism202.

It should be noted that there are training programs of a number of service providers - internal 
and external, but there are problems concerning the insufficient amount of training and 
educational and methodological literature in the state language, against the background of 
increasing enrollment of students and the demand for specialties.

According to the “Map of professional qualifications according to the indicator of achievement of 
qualifications the correlation of levels of qualifications with the levels of the National Education 
System is determined”203. Currently, Media Damitu Kory, Medianet and Internews Kazakhstan 
conduct training on their own training programs. 

4.1.3 Opportunities for qualified journalists at all levels to improve skills and 
knowledge

The Media Damitu Kory CF is engaged in training and advanced training of journalists in 
Kazakhstan.  In 2020 - 2021 more than 20 training courses were held online courses, 32 webinars, 
and seven trainings by leading Kazakhstani and foreign media trainers. Courses developed in 
cooperation with the National Center advanced training for UK journalists, available on the 
platform mdq.kz in English with subtitles, in Kazakh and Russian204. In cooperation with the 
Turkish State Television and Radio Company (Türkiye Radyo Televizyon Kurumu), training was 
held for domestic television journalists205.

The UNESCO Almaty Office in the framework of the International Programme for the Development 
of Communication (IPDC) also conducts training events, webinars206 and trainings.  Between 
2018 and 2021, about four thousand trainees were trained, of whom 1,495 were men and 2,336 
were women207.

Over 60 UNESCO media training materials have been translated into Kazakh, Russian, Kyrgyz, 
Tajik and Uzbek (Appendix 1). The materials are publicly available208.

“The Fund of Turkic-speaking Journalists” implements joint projects with the Association of 
Journalists of Turkey, and in partnership with Chevron holds competitions for journalists209.

202 https://bilimdinews.kz/?p=189046
203 https://atameken.kz/files/orc/%D0%9E%D0%A0%D0%9A%20%D0%A1%D0%9C%D0%98.pdf
204 https://mdq.kz/ru/education/
205 https://mdq.kz/news/bizdi-zha-aly-tar/t-rkiyany-memlekettik-teleradiokompaniyasynan-treningter-aptasy/
206 Communication and Information Webinars 2019-2022 (unesco. kz) 

Webinars on Communication and Information 2019-2022 (unesco. kz)
207 https://infogram. com/unesco-almaty-ci-statistics-1hmr6g78yy7xz6n
208 Publications Archive | Communication and Information | UNESCO Office in Almaty (unesco.kz)
209 https://ttjk.info/
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4.1.4 Opportunities for regional and international exchanges and programs

International and regional events, trainings, seminars, consultations, and internships in various 
areas of media activities are held to strengthen the professional knowledge of media workers. 

Within the framework of implementation of the National Plan of Development of the Information 
Sphere for 2020-2022, the Media Damitu Kory Foundation launched a grant project for young 
employees of regional mass media. “The Fund of Turkic-speaking Journalists held training events 
for journalists in Turkey, and the U.S. Embassy in Kazakhstan allocated more than 40 grants for 
training. 

The professional training program for regional journalists and all educational projects of 
international and non-governmental organizations are free of charge for them. 

The Center for International Programs, a joint-stock company, selects media workers for training 
and internships abroad under the state grant program Bolashak. To date, 144 employees of 
media organizations have been awarded scholarships. 

 4.1.5 Support for journalists who wish to specialize in certain fields and training in 
information technology skills

The need to improve the qualifications of media workers is dictated by modern realities. The 
development of media technologies challenges every manager of a media organization to apply 
new media trends, so the interest in training employees is obvious. 

Digital technology is creating a unique opportunity for online learning processes. There is a 
demand for online training: 87 percent of respondents recognize the need for a unified online 
platform for training media professionals. Experts note the insufficient level of training of media 
professionals and employers are trying to fill this gap through the organization of advanced 
training for their employees.  According to the data, the majority of media outlets are involved in 
raising the qualifications of their staff (76.9%). The most interested in training their employees 
are online media210.

In Kazakhstan, media workers have access to training appropriate to their needs; there are 
qualifying international and domestic programs for journalists and there are training programs 
for a range of service providers, internal and external, and opportunities for qualified journalists 
of all levels to improve skills and knowledge. 

4.1.6 Access to Distance Education for Journalists

In 2019, Kazakhstan’s universities abolished the distance form of education and an alternative 
appeared - distance learning (online learning). And also COVID-2019 showed that distance 
education may well compete with traditional forms of education. Despite the fact that distance 

210 https://mdq.kz/upload/pdf/%D0%9A%D0%BB%D1%8E%D1%87%D0%B5%D0%B2%D1%8B%
D0%B5-%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BC%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B5-
%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%8B.pdf
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education was not so popular until 2020, today’s reality shows the relevance and necessity of 
distance learning. 

Today in Kazakhstan, distance education is in its infancy. Many global universities, educational 
platforms, websites offer to improve qualifications in a distance format or get a completely new 
specialty online. Both public and private universities in Kazakhstan offer the opportunity to 
receive higher education remotely. For example, the Kazakh-American University implements 
“distance education programs in journalism at the Department of Distance Education”211, and at 
Turan University journalists can obtain a “second degree in distance education”212. According to 
the media school portal CABAR. asia, an educational platform of the media organization IWPR 
Central Asia has been building the capacity of local media, independent journalists, and civil 
society institutions in the region through various educational programs in the online format for 
20 years213.

4.1.7 Training is physically accessible to all journalists (e.g., it is not only concentrated 
in urban centers)

Media organizations provide training mainly in the capital and regional centers of the country. 
However, there is a need for training seminars and trainings, especially in the Kazakh language 
and in remote regions of the country. On the issue of the availability of training for the media, 
there is a non-systemic nature of information dissemination, there is no analysis and forecasting, 
expansion of distance learning programs.

4.1.8 Training programs that combine learning and practice

In 2020, a “Special Plan for the Training of Media Professionals for 2020-2021,” which primarily 
concerns industry journalism, was developed to increase the professional level of the industry’s 
human resources214. Professional training is accompanied by thematic practical cases for further 
use in production. 

The MediaNet International Center for Journalism developed the project “Journalism Education 
in Kazakhstan an Independent Market Assessment of Academic Programs,” which resulted in the 
overwhelming majority of students surveyed concluding that theoretical disciplines prevail over 
practical ones.

Kazakhstani universities that train specialists in the media sphere pay great attention to 
practical skills. For example, at KAZGUU named after M.S. Narikbayev in the journalism program, 
all of the instructors have practical experience and foreign education.  Al-Farabi Kazakh National 
University’s Department of Journalism involves practicing professionals in developing curricula 
and teaching directly. At Astana IT University, teachers with practical experience in the media 

211 https://kafu.edu.kz/akademicheskie-programmy-ru/2017-02-01-03-25-54/fakultet-distantsionnogo-
obucheniyaq

212 http://www.turan-edu.kz
213 https://school.cabar.asia/ru/o-proekte/
214 https://strategy2050.kz/ru/news/kak-razvivaetsya-media-otrasl-v-kazakhstane/
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sphere, who graduated from international universities, are involved. Students study digital 
journalism courses only in English. 

4.1.9 Local languages and technologies are used and teaching materials are available in 
local languages

UNESCO, in Resolution 12 adopted by the General Conference in 1999, “adopted the term 
‘multilingual education’ to mean the use of at least three languages, namely a mother tongue, a 
regional or national language and an international language, in education“215.

In 2021, the Ministry of Information and Social Development together with the corporate 
foundation “Media Damitu kory” in order to strengthen and develop the state language, based 
on the monitoring of materials of domestic media with the participation of qualified linguists, 
experienced journalists and professional editors developed a dictionary in the Kazakh language 
“СӨТҮZER. Qate qoldanystar sozdigi”216. This publication not only added to the list of textbooks 
in the state language, but also became a desk book for journalists. 

Public organizations also promote the state language in the media. For example, the Center for 
the Support of Kazakh Journalists “Minber” focuses on multimedia and exclusive content in the 
Kazakh language. The center periodically conducts training sessions and seminars for Kazakh-
speaking journalists to develop skills in using new media tools.

4.2 Media managers, including business managers, can access training appro-
priate to their needs

4.2.1 Training for managers of media companies 

Most of the training mentioned in Indicator 4.1 is for junior and mid-level journalists, not 
managers. 

Managers of media companies have access to training that meets their needs, but the dynamics 
of modern social and economic processes indicate the need for more training and seminars and 
other forms of professional development for media managers and commercial executives.

In 2021. Internews Within the framework of the Central Asian MediaCAMP program with the 
support of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), Internews conducted training 
for media editors and heads of departments on work and promotion in social networks217.

According to a study by Internews Kazakhstan on the needs of Kazakhstan’s media community218, 
it was found that in terms of position occupied, these are owners of media organizations, 
managers, journalists, and in general employees involved in the creation of content. The study 

215 https://topuch.ru/metodicheskie-ukazaniya-dlya-vipolneniya-prakticheskih-rabot-t/index.html
216 https://zhaik.su/2173/v-kazakhstane-prezentovan-unikalnyy-slovar-dlya-zhurnalistov
217 https://media.tj/trening-po-rabote-i-prodvizheniyu-v-socsetyax-dlya-smi-startuet-v-tadzhikistane-i-

kazaxstane/
218 https://ru.internews.kz/2021/08/trening-po-rabote-i-prodvizheniyu-v-sotssetyah-dlya-smi/
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showed that the majority of representatives of the media community (59.6%) do not have a 
professional journalistic education. The participants in the study have varying lengths of work 
in the media - from a few months to 40 years, with an average of 15 years of work experience 
in the media219.

4.2.2 Training in relevant business skills, including marketing, financial management 

Since 2019, Kazakhstani-British Technical University (KBTU) has begun training specialists 
with the degree “Master of Business Administration in Digital Media. This is a new direction 
in the media industry that meets international standards and labor market requirements. 
Kostanai Regional University named after A. Baitursynov prepares specialists in communication 
management in a distance format220.

4.2.3 Educational programs accessible to women and marginalized populations

A manual for university teachers, “Strengthening the Gender Journalism Curriculum in 
Kazakhstan,” created with the support of the International Programme for the Development of 
Communication (IPDC) and implemented by the UNESCO Chair in Journalism and Communication 
at Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, is recommended. Fifteen universities in Kazakhstan took 
part in the project in order to apply the new UNESCO Model Curricula for Journalism Education 
in their curricula. The project is aimed at achieving the Sustainable Development Goals: ensuring 
gender equality, as well as peace, justice and effective institutions in the framework of gender-
sensitive media indicators221.

The UNESCO Global Handbook “Reporting on Violence against Women and Girls” translated into 
Russian and Kyrgyz was presented at the webinar: “Media coverage of violence against women 
and girls”. The guide has been proposed for use as a training manual for universities and media 
NGOs to conduct trainings and seminars222.

4.3 Training equips media professionals to understand democracy and deve-
lopment

4.3.1 Training promotes awareness of the media’s capacity to promote democracy and 
human rights

The UNESCO Almaty office conducted courses from 2018 to 2021 (see indicator 4.1 above for 
details) on democracy and human rights, disinformation, media and information literacy, gender 
in media, climate, digital transformation, safety of journalists, and data journalism, among other 
topics.

219 https://ru.internews.kz/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/issledovanie-potrebnostey-mediasoobschestva-
kazahstana.pdf

220 https://md.ksu.edu.kz/local/crw/category.php?cid=67
221 https://ru.unesco.org/events/kazahstan-usilenie-uchebnoy-programmy-po-gendernoy-zhurnalistike
222 http://ru.unesco.kz/almaty-webinar-reporting-on-violence-against-women-and-girls
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The educational program of universities includes general education disciplines such as Legal 
Basis for Countering Corruption, Legal Regulation of the Media, Psychology and Sociology of 
Journalism, International Media Law and Law of Foreign Countries, International Humanitarian 
Law and the Media, Media Literacy and Media Education, Media Freedom and Sustainable 
Development, Concepts of Media and Information Literacy, and others. 

4.3.2 Training equips journalists to reflect the views of marginalized groups

The USAID-funded Central Asia Five-Year Media Program (MediaCAMP) (2018-2023) aims to 
develop a balanced information environment in Central Asia and included 37 projects to create 
news content on the health and COVID-19 situation; 149 projects on gender violence, poverty, 
education, environment, youth, and people with disabilities; and 26 joint projects involving media 
and CSOs in Kazakhstan and Tajikistan on socially significant public issues. The project covered 
more than one hundred citizen journalists in 35 cities and remote areas of Kazakhstan and 
Tajikistan. Project participants produced more than a thousand pieces of informational content 
for more than 20 media outlets about the socio-economic situation of the local population223.

B. AVAILABILITY OF ACADEMIC COURSES IN MEDIA PRACTICE

4.4 Academic courses are available to a wide range of students

According to the data of the Bureau of National Statistics at the beginning of the academic 
year 2020/2021 in the Republic of Kazakhstan there were 129 higher educational institutions, 
including public - 33, private - 92 and with foreign ownership - 4. The universities trained 153,627 
people, an increase of 8% compared to the 2019/2020 academic year (142435 people)224. 

The specialty “journalism” is taught in 25 universities in Kazakhstan. Two universities (Al-Farabi 
Kazakh National University and Gumilyov Eurasian National University) have specialized 
departments; the rest have specialized departments in the humanities, social sciences, or 
philology departments (Appendix 2).

In teaching the basics of journalism, Kazakhstan needs to introduce international standards of 
journalistic education. In cooperation with UNESCO, active work is being done in this direction to 
support and implement the UNESCO model to promote the basic education of future journalists. 
UNESCO and the United Nations are promoting global tools to improve the capacity of media 
pedagogy and public officials in the context of journalistic safety.

In May 2019, the UNESCO Chair in Journalism and Communication at Al-Farabi Kazakh National 
University organized a webinar for Central Asian countries on data journalism, with the support 
of the IPDC Global Initiative on Excellence in Journalism Education and the UNESCO Almaty 

223 https://ru.internews.kz/mediacamp/
224 https://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=32755588&pos=4;-116#pos=4;-116
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Office.  Representatives from 19 universities were invited to the webinar. Researchers developed 
their own course on data journalism based on the UNESCO curriculum. 

JSC “RTRK “Kazakhstan” created a media school to train specialists in television and radio. 
According to the organizers: “The main goal is to use a practical approach to help domestic 
universities in training qualified and professional personnel”225. The first training course of the 
media school started in November 2021. “Specialists from Qazaqstan, Qazsport, Abai TV, and 
Balapan TV channels, as well as from Qazak Radiolari LLP, trained 30 students for six months. 
The best of them were given the opportunity to be employed on the staff of TV and Radio 
Corporation “Kazakhstan”226.

Despite the positive changes in the spheres of journalistic education, the question of raising 
the qualifications of journalists in Kazakhstan to this day has not been solved: whether there 
are enough educational materials, trainings, and seminars to acquire new skills. The main thing 
is whether journalists want to grow professionally; this is especially acute for those who have 
been in the profession for more than 10-15 years. Over the past 20 years, many international 
organisations and media centers have held training sessions and master classes for beginning 
journalists, current editorial boards, and university students and teachers.

Today, media and information literacy is an important element of theoretical training courses for 
future journalists. The media are evolving in such a way that citizen interaction with them plays 
an increasingly important role in shaping new models of communication; the use of blogs, cell 
phones, and other forms of two-way communication between media and citizens is increasing. 

4.5 Academic courses equip students with skills and knowledge related to 
democratic development

UNESCO points to professional media as an important component of the checks and balances 
that are part of the democratic process.  Therefore, academic courses should equip future 
journalists with skills and knowledge related to democratic development “that can influence the 
processes of democracy and development in their societies. 

At the faculty of journalism at Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, about 30-40 percent of all 
courses taught in the undergraduate program cover issues of democratic development of society.

According to the results of the study “Dynamics of Journalism Education in Regional Kazakhstani 
Universities: Based on 2015-2018 Data”227, it was revealed that in regional universities the 
curriculum meets modern standards of education, but there is a lack of specialists in teaching 
professional disciplines”228. According to the results of preliminary consultations on the eve 
of this study, the expert community noted the interest of universities in expanding courses to 
strengthen the skills and knowledge of students on democracy.  

225 https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/press/news/details/268702?lang=ru
226 https://tribune.kz/mediashkola-telekanala-kazahstan-vypustila-pervyh-30-studentov/
227 https://bulletin-journalism.kaznu.kz/index.php/1-journal/article/view/1167/1060
228 https://bulletin-journalism.kaznu.kz/index.php/1-journal/article/view/1167/1060
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The Faculty of Journalism at Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, which develops educational 
programs for ¬the specialties of ¬Journalism, Media Communication, Business Communication, 
Film & Media, Data Journalism, International Journalism, ¬Public Relations¬, takes into account 
the need for internal and external academic mobility of students, ¬the need for ¬practical 
training of students and the implementation of the UNESCO model to promote basic education 
of future journalists, whose topics relate to issues of democratic development 

Today, the faculty of journalism at Al-Farabi Kazakh National University is working with media 
organizations, civil society organizations, and research institutes in preparing an appropriate 
educational plan. For example, the university currently offers courses in fact-checking. 

C. THE PRESENCE OF TRADE UNIONS AND PROFESSIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS

4.6 Media workers have the right to join independent trade unions and exer-
cise this right

On September 23, 2020, the BAQ KASIPODAQ media and broadcasting workers’ trade union was 
established in Kazakhstan for the first time since independence. “The purpose of the trade union 
of journalists in Kazakhstan is to develop the domestic media industry and to raise the role and 
status of journalists in society.  Journalists can join the trade union on a voluntary basis”229.

A study on Central Asia by Human Rights Watch cites examples of anti-union harassment and 
labor rights violations in Kazakhstan (“...in 2018, Kazakhstan promised to reform the law on 
trade unions and other laws regulating labor relations. In May 2020, legislation was amended to 
improve the regulatory framework for trade union registration. However, the authorities continue 
to persecute independent trade unions”230).

The head of the Adil Soz Foundation for the Protection of Speech believes that BAQ KASIPODAQ 
could have been created as part of a government program to develop the media: “We know 
how difficult it is to create a union. I recently read the national plan for the development of the 
information sector for 2020-2022, which was approved by the government. It is something very 
similar in style and objectives, the syllable is the same. The impression is that the union came 
into being with a lot of help from the government, so to speak. Besides, I haven’t heard of any 
editorial boards or journalists taking part in the process of organizing the union. Or maybe it 
just passed me by. All in all, I cannot hide my doubts... But I hope they are mistaken. Certainly, I 
want the union to become real. But I have heard nothing about journalists’ labor rights, or about 
strengthening the editorial independence of the media. So far I see only general slogans, in 
which I do not find anything new”231.

229 https://lenta.inform.kz/kz/kakie-zadachi-budet-reshat-profsoyuz-zhurnalistov-kazahstana_a3697964
230 https://rus.azattyq.org/a/kazakhstan-the-pressure-on-human-rights-foreign-policy-centre/31384956.html
231 https://holanews.kz/news/75776/?amp=1
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4.7 Trade unions and professional associations provide advocacy on behalf of 
the profession

Unfortunately, the professional work of the journalistic community often remains in the shadows. 
We sometimes see that journalists face various obstacles in the performance of their duties. 
Therefore, professional unions and professional associations must make every effort to raise the 
legal and social status of journalists. 

The Union of Journalists of Kazakhstan intends to implement projects aimed at improving the 
social status of journalists and ensuring their legal protection. The union is also interested in 
issues of improving the qualifications of journalists. For example, KAZGUU named after M.S. 
Narikbayev and BAQ KASIPODAQ have signed a memorandum on mutual cooperation. In the 
framework of the signed memorandum, the parties agreed to establish partnerships and develop 
long-term cooperation on advanced training for journalists.

D. CIVIL SOCIETY PRESENCE
4.8 CSOs systematically monitor the media

In order to establish an open civil society in Kazakhstan, the Adil Soz International Foundation for 
the Protection of Freedom of Speech conducts systematic monitoring of violations of freedom of 
speech in Kazakhstan and maintains statistics on violations of the right to freedom of expression 
in Kazakhstan.  In turn, the Kazakhstan Press Club monitors the media, and implements the 
Chartbeat project on the use of online metrics in the daily work of the media.

The media monitoring is stipulated by the RK law “On Mass Media”, in 2019 the “Rules for 
monitoring of mass media disseminated in the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan and the 
methodology of its calculation” was approved. Media monitoring is conducted by the Center for 
Analysis and Information (CAI), a subordinate organization of the Ministry of Information and 
Public Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

4.9 CSOs provide direct advocacy on freedom of expression 

In Kazakhstan, direct advocacy on issues of freedom of expression is handled by the 
non-governmental organization Adil Soz International Foundation for the Protection of Freedom 
of Expression and the Legal Media Center Public Foundation. An urgent initiative for media 
workers to create a community of media lawyers in Kazakhstan was announced in September 
2021 during a webinar organized by the UNESCO Almaty Office in partnership with the Center 
for Law and Democracy (Canada). 

The creation of a national community of media lawyers would make a tangible contribution to 
the development of issues of protecting the rights and freedoms of journalists232.

232 https://pressclub.kz/%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%B9%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B2
%D0%B8%D0%B5-%D0%B2-%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%B7%D0%B4%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B8%
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4.10 CSOs help communities access information and make their voices heard
The right of everyone to freedom of information is stipulated by paragraph 2 of Article 20 of the 
Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan. According to the Kazakhstan Human Rights Report 
2021 The International Foundation for the Protection of Freedom of Speech “Adil Soz” and the 
Committee to Protect Journalists noted “that the police and authorities prevented journalists 
from covering the parliamentary elections on 10 January. Election commission staff denied 
journalists access to polling stations, kicked them out of polling stations and tried to confiscate 
their cell phones”. The report also gives examples of the fact that “the Ministry of Information 
and Public Development demanded that the independent online media outlet, The Village, 
remove the news item about a mural in Almaty with a portrait of the First President Nazarbayev. 
The Ministry stated that the material contained elements of a criminal offense. The portal “The 
Village” did not agree with the accusation, but, nevertheless, it blurred the image of the mural 
on its website”.

The Report also noted that Kazakhstan has created and continues to improve the legal framework 
for civil society organizations. A number of legislative changes have been initiated in relation to 
civil society and NGOs233.

“Observers still assess the country as “not free” due to the practice of disabling mobile Internet 
connections and restricting access to social networks.  Internet access was often blocked during 
protests in order to prevent live broadcasts and the dissemination of real-time news from the 
scene.  The authorities also blocked access to some independent websites,”234- noted in the 
Report.

As Radio Azattyk notes, “Kazakhstan ranks 122nd out of 180 possible on the ‘Press Freedom 
Index’, compiled annually by Reporters Without Borders. The country is ranked among the states 
where the situation with press freedom is assessed as difficult”235.

D0%B8-%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%89%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B2%D0%B0-
%D0%BC%D0%B5%D0%B4/

233 https://kz.usembassy.gov/ru/2021-country-reports-on-human-rights-practices-kazakhstan/
234 https://kz.usembassy.gov/ru/2021-country-reports-on-human-rights-practices-kazakhstan/
235 https://rus.azattyq.org/a/31914684.html

RECOMMENDATIONS (Category 4)
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Capacity building: journalism education

 � There is a need to support the process of introducing and using the 
UNESCO Model Journalism Curriculum in journalism schools and 
advanced courses in journalism. 
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 � Increase the number of disciplines in the educational program related 
to the transfer of skills demanded both in journalism and in any 
information-analytical activity and media information literacy. 

 � Pay special attention to the development of critical thinking skills, 
such as the ability to evaluate, draw conclusions, interpret and analyze, 
and observe, etc.  

 � Ensure the introduction of data-journalism into journalism and 
communications curricula, in which humanities students with 
technical skills or technical professionals with some set of humanities 
skills can excel.

 � Ensure that students’ competencies are enhanced and that university 
professors recognize practical skills in research, analysis, writing, 
online project creation, and media management.   

 � Make available in the state language modern materials on journalism, 
including literature printed by foreign universities, commercial 
organizations, and the media. 

 � Provide opportunities for regular capacity building for faculty, which 
should include professional retraining in the format of online courses, 
trainings, and seminars. 

 � Support the development in universities of a number of new courses 
of international standard (development of democracy, fact-checking, 
disinformation, media and information literacy, gender development, 
climate, digital transformation, safety of journalists, etc.)

 � Take journalism out of the departments that combine several 
specialties by creating a separate Department of Journalism and the 
Media. 

LINE MINISTRIES

Capacity building: journalism education

 � Consider options for a universal admission scheme and optimize the 
length of an academic journalism education 

 � Consider options to abolish journalism departments and transform 
them into independent schools of journalism at universities (following 
the example of Western universities) or to introduce an appropriate 
educational program at basic education departments.  Consider the 
creation of a media laboratory at faculties/chairs of journalism.
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 � Consider options for employment of Bolashak graduates in their 
specialty in appropriate positions to improve the quality of journalism 
education.

 � Consider the possibility of eliminating the requirement that journalism 
faculty members have an academic or research degree. 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Capacity building: journalism education

 � Consider developing and adopting a sectoral IT program to develop 
academic journalism education

 � Form a platform for regular interaction and exchange of experience 
between university management, employers and other stakeholder 
groups

 � As part of the implementation of national educational programs in 
the direction of training journalists and media workers to provide 
opportunities to use and learn advanced technologies to subsequently 
improve professional digital skills.

MEDIA OUTLETS 
 � Provide internship opportunities for journalism students.

 � Consider creating joint schools/institutes of journalism on an 
academic basis, or at least a permanent site for training, master 
classes (including for teachers), and joint media projects.

Capacity building: trainings for media workers

 � Provide financial support and resources to professional associations 
of journalists and media workers to ensure that they have access to 
journalism training on a permanent basis. 

 � Create special training programs, including mentoring, for small media 
owners to enable them to develop independent commercial projects.  

 � Develop mechanisms for building the capacity of journalists to 
ensure standards of journalistic excellence, ethics and transparency. 
This is necessary for the journalism profession to manifest itself as a 
profession accountable to the general public through its commitment 
to its own self-regulatory codes of conduct. 

 � Provide monitoring and analysis of the professional development 
process for journalists and media industry employees.
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Appendix 1 

List of UNESCO events in 2021 organized by UNESCO Almaty Cluster Office

Date Title 2021 Female Male Total

11-Feb-21 World Radio Day in CA 86 16 102

15-Feb-21 Central Asian Presentation: Steering AI and advanced ICTs 
for knowledge societies

37 23 60

12-Mar-21 UNDAF RGII UNCT Kyrgyzstan regarding FOE/MIL value 35 31 66

15-Mar-21 Regional Consultations for the preparation of the Global 
Action Plan of the IDIL (2022-2032) for the Eastern Europe 
and Central Asia

154 149 303

12-Apr-21 Webinar: ‘Fake news’ and disinformation: Challenges for 
journalism educators

3 1 4

30-Apr-21 Alma-Ata+29: Regional Forum 10 8 18

05-May-21 Central Asian Data Journalism Webinars 81 18 99

12-May-21 Central Asian Data Journalism Webinars 86 25 111

19-May-21 Central Asian Data Journalism Webinars 86 24 110

26-May-21 Central Asian Data Journalism Webinars 89 25 114

12-Jul-21 Judiciary Training on Freedom of Expression 10 12 22

15-Sep-21 Supporting the Establishment of Networks of Media 
Lawyers in Kazakhstan

32 21 53

28-Sep-21 Turkestan Webinar on Access to Information for Kazakhstan 
state bodies

15 45 60

08-Jul-21 Ensuring Inclusion of Learners with Disabilities in Open 
and Distance Learning

106 16 122

02-Nov-21 Final report on the safety of journalists in Kazakhstan 18 13 31

11-Nov-21 Tashkent ToT on “FORMING THE PROFESSIONAL MEDIA 
INFO COMPETENCE OF SPECIALISTS OF THE CA REGION

63 12 75

29-Oct-21 MIL Week at Nazarbayev University 69 35 104

31-Mar-21 Community media training for higher education institutions 
in Kyrgyzstan

34 5 39

12-Oct-21 Kyrgyzstan National Media and Information Literacy 
Strategy and Curriculum Development Workshop

20 11 31

01-Dec-21 Webinar on Inclusion of Learners with Disabilities in Open 
and Distance Learning in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan 

24 3 27

25-Nov-21 IUI Presentation for Central Asia and Russia 32 30 62

Total UNESCO 2021 1090 523 1613
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Appendix 2 

Faculties/Departments of Journalism in Kazakhstan

Name of the university Name of Faculty/Department Website link

Al Farabi Kazakh National 
University

Faculty of Journalism www.kaznu.kz

L.N. Guliev Eurasian National 
University. L.N. Gumilev Eurasian 
National University

Faculty of Journalism and Political Science http://enu.kz

Kazakhstan Institute of 
Management, Economics and 
Strategic Research (KIMEP) 

Faculty of Social Sciences, Department of 
Media and Communications

www.kimep.kz

Turan University Faculty of Humanities and Law, Department 
of Journalism and Translation Studies

http://www. turan-edu. kz

Kazakh University of International 
Relations and World Languages 
named after Abylai Khan. 

Faculty of Management and International 
Communications, Department of Journalism

http://ablaikhan.kz

University of International 
Business

Department of Social and Economic 
Sciences, Journalism

http://uib.kz

International University of 
Information Technology

Department of Media Communications and 
History of Kazakhstan

http://iitu.kz

Innovative Eurasian University 
(Pavlodar)

Faculty of Business, Education and Law, 
Department of Journalism and Philology

http://www. ineu. edu. 
kz/.

Shakarim University Semey Faculty of Kazakh Philology, Department of 
Journalism

www.semgu.kz

Manash Kozybayev North 
Kazakhstan State University 
(Petropavlovsk)

Department of the Institute of Language 
and Literature

http://www.nkzu.kz/

Pavlodar State University named 
after S. Toraigyrov. S. Toraigyrov 
State University (PSU) (Pavlodar)

Faculty of Humanities and Pedagogy, 
Kazakh Language and Journalism 
Department 

www.psu.kz

E. A. Buketov Karaganda State 
University (Karaganda)

Faculty of Philology, Department of 
Journalism 

www.ksu.kz

East Kazakhstan State 
University named after Sarsen 
Amanzholov. Sarsen Amanzholov 
(Ust-Kamenogorsk)

Faculty of History, Philology and 
International Relations, Department of 
Kazakh, Russian Philology and Journalism

www.vkgu.kz

Suleyman Demirel University Faculty of Law and Social Sciences, 
Department of Multimedia and Television 
Journalism

http://sdu.edu.kz

M. Kh. Dulati Taraz State University 
(Taraz)

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 
Department of Philology and Journalism

http://www. tarsu. kz/ru/.
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A. Baitursynov Kostanai State 
University (Kostanai)

Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences, Department of Journalism and 
Communication Management 

http://www. ksu. edu. kz/.

Zhetysu State University named 
after I. Zhansugurov, (Taldykorgan) 

Faculty of Humanities, Department of 
Journalism and Philology

http://zhgu.edu.kz/

University of KAZGYU named after 
Narikbayev (Nur-Sultan)

Bachelor of Social Studies in the program 
- Journalism: Analytical and Investigative 
Journalism

https://sla. kazguu. 
kz/ru/bakalavriat-
obrazovatelnye-
programmy/.

Khalel Dosmukhamedov Atyrau 
University (Atyrau)

Faculty of Arts and Humanities, Department 
of Journalism

https://asu.edu.ru/
partners/6.html

M. Auezov South Kazakhstan State 
University (Shymkent). M.Auezov 
South Kazakhstan State University 
(Shymkent)

Faculty of Philology, Department of 
Journalism and Kazakh Language

https://auezov.edu.kz/rus

International Kazakh-Turkish 
University named after Khoja 
Ahmed Yasawi (Turkistan)

Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities, 
Department of Journalism and Reporting

https://ayu.edu.kz/ru/

Astana IT University (Nur-Sultan) Educational programs: Media Technology 
and Digital Journalism

https://astanait.edu.kz/
programs/

Kyzylorda State University named 
after Korkyt Ata (Kyzylorda). Korkyt 
Ata State University (Kyzylorda)

Social Sciences, Journalism and Information, 
Journalism and Reporting

https://korkyt.edu.kz/ru/
page/73

Kainar Academy (Almaty) Social Sciences, Journalism and Information, 
Journalism and Information

https://www.
kainar-edu.kz/ru/2527-
obrazovatelnyje_
programmy.html

Kazakh-American University Department of Distance Learning 
Journalism, Bachelor of Social Studies

https://kafu.edu.kz/
akademicheskie-program
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Category 1  
Infrastructural capacity is sufficient to support 
independent and pluralistic media

A. AVAILABILITY AND USE OF TECHNICAL RESOURCES BY THE 
MEDIA

5.1 Media organizations have access to modern technical means for news 
gathering, production and distribution

5.1.1 Journalists have safe, reliable and affordable access to ICTs and learn to use them 
effectively

The Landscape of Digital Rights and Freedoms reports236, that “The British commercial agency 
Broadbandchoices annually publishes an index of Internet accessibility by price/quality criteria. 
In this ranking237 it is not the first year that Kazakhstan is among the top 10 countries in the 
world with the cheapest Internet in terms of cost per month. And the index takes into account 
both home and mobile Internet”.

According to this ranking, Kazakhstan ranks fifth among 164 countries with a cost of $10.8 per 
month, behind Ukraine ($6.4), the Russian Federation ($7.4), Bhutan ($9.6) and Romania ($9.8).

At the same time, Internet speeds are also multiplying238 from year to year. According to the 
Speedtest Global Index239, in June 2021, the country was up five lines even from the previous 
month, and the national average increased from 18.54 Mbps in June 2021 to 19.82 Mbps in 
August of that year. 

It is important to note that broadband wired Internet is mostly available for connection in large 
cities. In smaller towns, villages and urban-type settlements, providers mainly connect to mobile 
networks240.

236 https://drfl.kz/ru/svobodnyi-internet-dostupnyi-internet
237 https://www.broadbandchoices.co.uk/features/internet-accessibility-index
238 https://forbes.kz//process/technologies/kak_kazahstan_nabral_skorost_v_reytinge_speedtest_global_index/?
239 https://www.speedtest.net/global-index/kazakhstan
240 https://beeline.kz/ru/4G

Category 5
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Since 41% of the population241 of Kazakhstan live in rural areas by 2021, expanding high-speed 
connectivity for economic development in rural areas is an important priority for the state. In 
2020, representatives of Kazakhstan’s major cellular operators - KaR-Tel LLP (Beeline), MTS 
LLP and Kcell JSC Beeline, Kcell and Tele2 - agreed to deploy a common network to support 
the national “250+” project. The “250+” project aims242 to distribute high-speed Internet to all 
villages with population over 250 people. Each operator builds and operates a network in one 
area, giving other parties access to the infrastructure. The project runs for five years and provides 
3G/4G Internet services to 600,000 people in nearly 1,000 rural communities.

The availability of the Internet in rural areas plays an important role in finding, obtaining, and 
disseminating information for community media.

All of the above is evidence of the highly developed infrastructure of cable and network Internet 
providers. Journalists and other media representatives have access to high-speed Internet, and 
the abundance of tariff plans makes it possible to choose the most favorable connection option. 
Kazakhtelecom JSC and KaR-Tel LLP (Beeline) offer tariffs for legal entities at affordable prices, 
which theoretically opens up the possibility of high-quality connection for independent, local 
and newly established media organizations.

According to the research company Kantar (TOO “TNS Central Asia”243, in 2021, 80% of 
Kazakhstanis preferred to receive daily media information via the Internet. Television in the 
same indicator was chosen by 59% of the population, analog radio and offline press were chosen 
by 21% and 6% respectively. At the same time, if in 2017 Kazakhstan people spent about 210 
minutes per day watching TV, in 2021 watching TV was limited to 187 minutes per day.

As for the Internet coverage figures are significantly different from TV coverage, on average, 
residents of Kazakhstan under the age of 34 spend 4 to 5 hours per day on the Internet. At 
the same time, 68% of users go online to find out244 latest news. Search for the latest events is 
inferior to messengers (69%) by only 1 percent.

In the issue of computer and, in general, digital literacy there is also a positive trend among 
almost the entire population of Kazakhstan. Monitoring agency Energyprom.kz recorded245 
growth of digital literacy in the country. According to their data, the share of users having skills to 

241 https://www.primeminister.kz/ru/news/v-2021-godu-na-razvitie-480-sel-napravyat-105-mlrd-tg-
mne-rk-2033431

242 http://finprom.kz/ru/article/kazahstanskie-sela-vo-vsemirnoj-pautine-mobilnym-internetom-polzuyutsya-9-iz-
10-selskih-domohozyajstv-eto-odin-iz-luchshih-pokazatelej-v-mire

243 https://kantar.kz/public/uploads/presscenters/2022/NMA_Conf_NurSultan22_Auditoria_TV_media_mix_2022.
pdf 

244 https://kantar.kz/public/uploads/presscenters/2022/NMA_Conf_NurSultan22_Auditoria_TV_media_mix_2022.
pdf

245 https://www.energyprom.kz/ru/a/monitoring/samyj-nizkij-uroven-cifrovoj-gramotnosti-sredi-kazahstancev-
starshe-6-let-otmechaetsya-v-severo-kazahstanskoj-oblasti-vsego-765
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use a personal computer, smartphone, tablet, laptop, as well as standard programs and obtaining 
services via the Internet at the age of 6 years increased from 82% in 2020 to 85.3% of the total 
population in 2021. This is significant progress, considering that in 2018 the figure reached only 
77.3%.

In general, it can be argued that both grassroots and local and community media have 
opportunities to seek, receive, and disseminate information thanks to a well-developed 
telecommunications infrastructure. The main obstacles faced by the media are the still 
insufficient speed and reliability of Internet connections in sparsely populated regions of the 
country, as well as frequent, excessive blocking and censorship of Internet content from a human 
rights perspective. The Adil Soz International Foundation for Freedom of Expression estimates246 
that between five and nine media outlets were sanctioned each year between 2010 and 2015, 
and there were 43 cases of media sanctions in 2012.

In addition to these obstacles, there have also been a number of precedents for restricting 
journalists’ access to information during the quarantine. At the end of September 2021, 
Kazakhstani journalists published a statement247 in which they expressed concern about the 
violation of their professional rights in terms of access to information. Despite some relaxation 
of quarantine measures, media workers were still restricted from entering the government and 
the parliament. Entrance to state buildings was forbidden; at online events, it was not always 
possible to ask all questions; journalists were often “turned off” from broadcasting, citing 
technical problems.

Later, when there was a more significant relaxation of quarantine measures, media representatives 
were still allowed to ask questions of parliamentarians, but at first officials were reluctant to 
contact and dialogue, probably because they were used to talking to journalists during the online 
conferences and Zoom briefings.

Chingiz Ualihan, an investigative journalist, reports that he has reliable and inexpensive 
Internet access and does not notice any problems. However, during peaceful rallies, the Internet 
is disconnected, making it inconvenient to cover these events. For a journalist to contact the 
editorial office, send videos and photos, he has to leave the area of peaceful rallies in order to 
restore the connection with the Internet. According to him, such shutdowns occurred at almost 
every peaceful rally.

There is a big deficit in the training of journalists. In part, there is a lack of knowledge and skills, 
such as the use of ICT skills and multimedia tools, as well as fact checking tools in the work; also, 
social media marketing techniques are not addressed at all.

246 http://www.adilsoz.kz/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/report_2012.pdf
247 https://drfl.kz/ru/chinovniki-razuchilis-obshchatsia-s-zhurnalistami/
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5.1.2 Journalists have access to numerous reference and archival materials 

Due to the availability of the Internet in cities and towns, journalists can have direct access 
to many reference and archival materials. The author of the telegraph channel Ras Aitamyn 
actively uses archive services like archive. org, the author of the telegram channel “Ras Aitamyn”, 
but there is a problem that reference and archive resources, especially if they are of foreign 
origin, may be restricted by the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan to remove and (or) 
restrict access to prohibited materials by legally enforceable court decisions. One of the brightest 
examples of restrictions in Kazakhstan is the largest Internet resource and digital library for 
Internet archiving “archive. org” with their mission of “universal access to all knowledge”, 
practically does not apply to Kazakhstan.

The registry of banned Internet resources248 of the Ministry of Information and Public 
Development contains 36 URLs belonging to archive. org. Due to the fact that the archive. 
Waybackmachine” tool, “casts” are made not only of ordinary Internet pages, but also of materials 
related to religious movements, which are recognized as extremist or terrorist in Kazakhstan, 
links were made to archive. org to the register of banned Internet resources of the Ministry of 
Information and Public Development.

Given that archive. org uses an encrypted connection like https, then the restriction is performed 
on the entire Internet resource, rather than on 36 links at a time.

In this regard, Kazakh journalists are limited in their search for archival information, which 
could help in their journalistic work, for example, when writing analytical articles, investigative 
journalism, where the subject material may be the content that was previously removed from 
the organization’s website.

In order to study judicial practice and for journalistic purposes, the website249 Supreme Court of 
Kazakhstan provides information regarding access to judicial acts in open sources. There are four 
such sources in Kazakhstan. These are the services of the website of the Supreme Court “Bank of 
judicial acts”, “Judicial cabinet”, “Taldau” forum and “Paragraph”. 

The “Bank of Judicial Acts”250 and the “Judicial Cabinet”251 contain valid judicial acts (decisions, 
rulings, and verdicts) issued by courts in 2009-2022. The services have user-friendly interfaces 
and regular and advanced searches. The resources publish judicial acts in civil, criminal and 
administrative cases taken by courts of first, appellate and cassation instance. Access to judicial 
acts is simple and open, the user is not required to have EDS and knowledge of details of civil 

248 https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/qogam/report-internet-content?lang=ru
249 https://www.sud.gov.kz/sites/default/files/pagefiles/rukovodstvo_dlya_zhurnalistov_kak_osveshchat_

sudebnye_processy_handbook.pdf
250 http://sud.gov.kz/rus/content/bank-sudebnyhaktov
251 http://office.sud.kz/forumTaldau/forum.xhtml
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or criminal cases. Judicial acts can be downloaded, saved, printed out or sent to e-mail. There is 
a keyword search.

However, the implementation of the search system is more convenient in the information system 
“Bestprofi”252 from the company of the same name “Bestprofi” LLP, which is integrated into the 
information system of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Kazakhstan, but the use of this 
system is not free.

The Taldau Forum was created to monitor the quality of judicial acts, to analyze the results of 
the current activities of the courts, to provide information to litigants, and to be used in scientific 
and research activities. For journalists, it will also be useful as a source of analytical and review 
information. 

If you cannot find a judicial act in the “Bank of Judicial Acts” or in the “Judicial Cabinet”, journalists 
can go to the judicial archives. They operate in all courts. To do this, a request for a judicial act 
must be sent to the chairman of the court where the case was considered. Archive information 
can be published in the media. However, at this stage, there is a certain point, which in some 
cases may act as a barrier, as the fact that to persons who are not parties to the court proceedings, 
copies of court decisions from the archive are issued or sent with the written permission of the 
court president, and only after payment of the state duty.

5.1.3 Community media are equipped with appropriate technical equipment to be able 
to reach marginalized communities

In cases where community media members live and work in major cities, they have access 
to both fast broadband Internet and a mostly reliable mobile connection. As residents of the 
country’s regions, community media may face a lack of quality mobile coverage available to them. 
According to the line ministry253, although 99% of the country has cellular and Internet coverage, 
coverage does not guarantee quality connectivity everywhere. The difficulty in ensuring quality 
connections, according to the official, is due to the difficult geographical terrain of Kazakhstan. 
For example, this applies to Karaganda region, parts of Kostanay, Aktobe, Ulytau regions, partly 
in East Kazakhstan and Turkestan regions. Due to geographical inaccessibility, the Internet is 
delivered to part of these oblasts via satellite links. This, in turn, also does not always guarantee 
a stable connection.

In Almaty, since 2018 there has been functioning254 social Internet radio Sector X255, the main 
target audience of which is people with disabilities. The content of the radio Sector X consists 

252 https://bestprofi.com
253 https://vlast.kz/novosti/51101-mincifrovizacii-obasnaet-plohoe-kacestvo-svazi-i-interneta-sloznym-

geograficeskim-relefom-kazahstana.html?utm_source=yxnews&utm_medium=desktop&utm_
referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fyandex.kz%2Fnews%2Fsearch%3Ftext%3D

254 https://informburo.kz/stati/kak-v-kazaxstane-rabotaet-internet-radio-dlya-lyudei-s-invalidnostyu
255 https://sectorx.org.kz/home-band-3/
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of author’s programs on socio-political topics, entertainment and educational character. Half 
of the team of 10 radio media workers are people with disabilities. The project is also actively 
represented in social networks on YouTube256, Instagram257, Facebook258. Between 30,000 and 
40,000 people listen to Sector X radio on the site every month. A significant part of the listeners 
are in the CIS countries.

Most ethnic media tend to use their own websites for broadcasting and disseminating information, 
as well as popular social networks. The national republican newspaper of ethnic Germans in 
Kazakhstan, Deutschhe Allgemeine Zeitung (DAZ), is currently the only national publication in 
German for the quarter million ethnic Germans living in the Republic of Kazakhstan (RK) and also 
implies access for ethnic Germans throughout Central Asia. Since 2000, Deutsche Allgemeine 
Zeitung has also been published electronically259. In addition, the ethnic media outlet actively 
maintains its own social platforms, such as Instagram260, Facebook261, YouTube262 channel, as 
well as podcasts. Materials are published in Russian and German. Today the print run of the 
newspaper is more than 1,000 copies, and an electronic subscription in PDF format is available 
on their website. Paid subscription to the printed edition of DAZ is arranged at the offices of 
Kazpost.

In 2019, the RK Ministry of Information and Community Development provided data263 about 52 
registered ethnic media outlets that disseminate information in 12 languages, including Uzbek, 
Korean, German, Ukrainian, Uighur, Turkish, and others.

The largest city of the country, Almaty, has264 offices of 19 national and 37 city ethnocultural 
associations, most of which are represented in one form or another in the information field. 

Major national publications registered in Almaty include:

 � Nairi Republican Armenian Newspaper

 � Davar, the national newspaper of the Jewish community

 � Korean national newspaper Kore Ilbo

 � Republican Kurdish newspaper Zhyina Kurd

 � Republican German newspaper Deutsche AllgemeineZeitung

 � Republic Uygur newspaper Asia Today

 � Uyghuravazi Republican Uyghur newspaper

256 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCe17_AH8kLOkN5Rz-2rS55g
257 https://www.instagram.com/sectorx_radio/?hl=en
258 https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100031071860687
259 https://daz.asia
260 https://www.instagram.com/daz_asia/
261 https://www.facebook.com/daz.asia/
262 https://www.youtube.com/c/dazasia/videos
263 https://www.inform.kz/ru/skol-ko-etnicheskih-smi-zaregistrirovano-v-kazahstane_a3570706
264 https://total.kz/ru/news/kultura/kakie_etnicheskie_smi_rabotaut_v_almati_date_2019_12_07_09_15_58
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 � ANK national magazine “Dostyk - Druzhba”

 � Newspaper of the Turkish ethno-cultural center “AHISKA

 � Uyghur magazine Ihsan

The national newspaper Kore Ilbo is represented on the social networks Instagram265 and 
Facebook266, as well as on the electronic portal of the newspaper regularly published a digitized 
version of the newspaper in PDF format.

The community media are provided with267 advisory and legal assistance by national and regional 
nongovernmental organizations. Such organizations are the Adil Soz International Foundation 
for the Protection of Freedom of Speech, the MEDIALIFE Foundation in Karaganda, and others; 
training programs aimed at improving the qualifications of journalists are carried out by the 
MediaNet International Center for Journalism, UNESCO, the United Nations, USAID Internews 
Kazakhstan, the North Kazakhstan Legal Media Center, and others. 

As of 2018, there were 24 community multimedia centers in Kazakhstan, and 10 were opened268 
in the Kyzylorda region with the assistance of the UNESCO Almaty Office. 

When deploying new community media, journalists have two main courses of action to begin 
broadcasting to audiences: 

1. Publicly maintaining and distributing one’s own personal blog aimed 
at a particular marginalized community. This can be a public YouTube 
channel, a Telegram channel, a Facebook, Twitter or Instagram page, or all 
of the above. The Law “On Informatization”269 understands by an Internet 
resource any information that is placed on a hardware and software 
complex. Such a resource functions on the Internet and has its own unique 
network address, or domain name. A public folder, a page on a social 
network, a channel on YouTube, a telegram channel, and other accounts 
are not registered as a mass media outlet.

2. Official registration as a media outlet. The following may be registered270 
Both a natural person and a legal entity (IE, LLP) can be registered. For 
example, a media representative can register as an online publication, in 
which case the media will have the right to make requests to government 

265 https://www.instagram.com/koryo_ilbo_/
266 https://www.facebook.com/koreilbo.newspaper
267 https://www.soros.kz/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/results_of_research_kazakhstan_mass_media.pdf
268 http://en.unesco.kz/48-community-media-are-functional-in-central-asia
269 https://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z1500000418
270 https://masa.media/ru/site/kak-zaregistrirovat-smi-vkazakhstane
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agencies, receive accreditation from a government agency as a media 
outlet, and officially participate in information policy. The procedure for 
registering a media outlet in Kazakhstan is quite simple271, it can be done 
through the e-government portal. It is enough to fill out an application, 
attach a receipt for payment of the fee (5 MCI), sign it with an electronic 
signature and send the application. There should be a reply within 10 days.

In both cases, for further qualitative development of his media project representative of the 
media can turn to web development companies, which are widely represented throughout the 
Kazakhstan market a wide variety of services for a variety of tariff plans.

In 2018, a court decision closed the online publication Ratel. kz, where Kazakh journalist Vadim 
Boreyko had worked for a long time. After his sudden dismissal, this experienced journalist 
began to publish small investigative journalism on Facebook, then decided to open a YouTube 
channel272 . At the end of 2017, the republic’s government decided to turn part of the Ile-Alatau 
National Park, Kok-Zhailau, into a ski resort. Boreyko began investigating273 the businessmen 
associated with the project, first for the online publication where he worked and then for his 
YouTube channel. His reporting helped mobilize civil society against the construction project and 
its cancellation in 2019. Boreyko’s work is a prime example of how alternative media resources 
are quickly filling the gap left by Kazakhstan’s traditional media crisis. Dozens of people across 
Kazakhstan have turned to YouTube, Telegram and Instagram over the past five years to conduct 
investigative journalism, discuss and analyze events in the country, and cover political protests.

In 2020, residents of Stepnogorsk, a town 190 kilometers northeast of Kazakhstan’s capital, 
with a population of only 60,000, began protesting the decision to use the city as a landfill to 
dispose of 300 metric tons of hazardous waste. Local YouTube blogger Artyom Sochnev began 
covering these protests, and another local blogger, Maxim Ponomarev, discovered violations of 
hazardous waste regulations. Together, these bloggers managed to attract the attention of major 
media outlets, such as the portal “Vlast”274, which also began to cover the events in Stepnogorsk.

Either way, digital literacy skills and the ability to interact with modern means of digital 
communication are key to the development and maintenance of community or regional media, 
while traditional modes of information transmission are still present, but are still gradually 
losing relevance, as they do not allow them to gain a mass audience and respond promptly to 
events taking place.

271 https://newreporter.org/2022/02/17/kak-zaregistrirovat-smi-v-kazaxstane-kartochki-i-videourok-ot-
pravovogo-mediacentra/

272 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQqC33hLjhq-n-8EduI_V8g/about
273 https://kokzhailyau.kz/
274 https://vlast.kz/regiony/42564-kak-stepnogorsk-borolsa-protiv-hranenia-v-gorode-othodov.html
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5.1.4 Adequate printing and distribution equipment available for print media

According to the Information Committee of the Ministry of Information and Public Development275,  
5208 mass media are registered in Kazakhstan, of which 3686 are periodicals, which makes print 
media the most numerous group of SI in the republic. Of these, there are 2,182 newspapers and 
1,504 magazines.

The media database276 of the Legal Media Center provides data on 447 newspaper print 
publications registered in all regions of Kazakhstan, as well as on 23 print magazines registered 
mainly in Almaty.

Most of the republican print media have central offices in Almaty and are printed in large print 
shops in Almaty and the regions (mainly Karaganda, Aktobe, and Shymkent). Printed republican 
mass media are distributed through state and private distribution networks.

Advertising remains the main source of funding for many print media. The advertising agency 
Advertising Online, which operates in the CIS area, cites277 data on 50, mostly regional print 
media, such as: 

 � Prikaspiyskaya Komuna (the oldest sociopolitical newspaper of the 
Atyrau region) - Circulation: 2561; Size: 16 pages A3; Frequency: 2 
times a week

 � LZ today (Public information newspaper of the Shemonaikha district) 
- Circulation: 3000; Volume, format: 20 pages A3; Periodicity: weekly

 � Rudny Altai (Regional State Official Gazette) - Circulation: 5,541; 
Format: 4 p. D2; Periodicity: 2 times a week

 � Novy Vestnik (The Leading Newspaper of Karaganda) - Circulation: 
12000; Volume, format: 68 p. A3; Periodicity: weekly

 � Nasha Gazeta (Kostanay regional weekly) - Circulation: 4000; Volume, 
format: 28 pages A3; Periodicity: weekly

On May 4, 2021278, of the country’s largest print media “Egemen Qazaqstan” and “Kazakhstanskaya 
pravda” merged into JSC “Egemen Qazaqstan”. Currently Egemen Qazaqstan has a print run of 
150,000 and Kazakhstanskaya pravda of 80,000 copies. The publications are printed and issued 
in the regional centers, the cities of Astana, Almaty and Shymkent with a frequency of 5 times 
a week.

275 https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/inf/activities/145?lang=ru
276 https://lmc.kz/mediabase/
277 https://www.reklama-online.ru/rating/smi/index/common/1/regg/107
278 https://strategy2050.kz/ru/news/kak-razvivaetsya-media-otrasl-v-kazakhstane/
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All of the above shows the wide availability of equipment and services for printed publications. 
In Petropavlovsk there is279 printing house “Gazetny Dvor”. The company is a full cycle printing 
house for production of printed products and has a large fleet of equipment. The company 
provides a wide range of printing products from printing large periodicals to corporate and 
advertising products.

One of the largest printing houses “Almaty-Bolashak” JSC operates280. Modern equipment allows 
to produce the whole range of printed products: full-color printing of newspapers in millions 
of copies; printing of books (both hardcover and softcover); production of any magazines in any 
circulations.

In Atyrau there is281 branch of the Russian printing house “Pechatny Dom”, which is also a full-
cycle printing house that provides services from layout development and own design, layout, 
typesetting, proofreading and editing to going to print.

In all across Kazakhstan, according to open sources on the Internet, there are a huge number 
of operating printing houses with a different range of services and pricing policies, with the 
appropriate technical equipment for printing and distributing print media. However, many 
editorial offices have noted that they have pressing technical needs, such as improving their 
facilities and buying new equipment. Such needs are experienced, as a rule, by regional and 
small publications, which noted the need to update the equipment on which they work and as 
one of the goals - to acquire their own printing house due to the high cost of services of those 
where they print their publications.

5.1.5 Media organizations use multi-platform delivery systems 

In the Republic of Kazakhstan, media organizations use social networks and messengers to 
deliver and disseminate information in order to reach audiences. Usually, medium and large 
media organizations, in addition to their own websites, use social networks and messengers.

Large independent media organizations, such as vlast. kz, mediazona. ca, masa. media, 
the-village-kz. com, are trying to deliver content of a variety of types, and are using all available 
social platforms, such as Telegram, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and Vkontakte, in 
addition to their websites.

Some media organizations are abandoning their own sites, such as ProTenge, BES. media, due 
to saving money, and community media and bloggers use free but effective social media and 
messenger tools to disseminate information.

279 http://gzdvor.kz/news/pechat-gazet
280 http://www.almatybolashak.kz/
281 https://www.printo.kz/produktsiya/izdaniya/gazety/
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The independent educational media for girls “Batyr Jamal”282 uses only social networks to 
distribute its content, dividing its posts into headings by type of news, stories, recommendations, 
personal experience, etc. for easy navigation through the platforms. Another alternative 
independent media, represented only by283 in social networks, was the Kazakh-language socio-
political portal “Til kespek jok”284, organized by Asem Zhapisheva in 2019.

In August 2020, journalists Aysana Ashim and Asem Japisheva launched Masa.media, a bilingual 
educational and outreach publication explaining Kazakhstan’s political, legal and legislative 
systems. The project was launched as a website and social media.

The regional print newspaper “Stepnoy Mayak”, Kokshetau, also actively fills its Instagram 
account with content - 11.2 thousand subscribers in order to spread the reach of its target area.

A niche, predominantly print, popular science magazine for schoolchildren, OYLA is also trying 
to expand its online presence: Instagram - 18,200 followers and Facebook - 14,792 followers.

Regional media, such as Aktobe Vestnik (Aktobe) and TVS-Magnetite (Rudnyi), in addition to their 
print editions and website, also maintain a YouTube channel285 and other286 social networks.

Kazakhstan independent media project about music, cinema, fashion and culture The Hasper287 
successfully runs Instagram288 and Telegram289, and uses the podcast platform290 to maintain 
thematic sections and communicate with the audience.

5.1.6 Public, private and community media use ICTs to facilitate citizen interaction with 
the media

Both public and private media with coverage areas in Kazakhstan make very active use of 
information technology tools. The vast majority of Kazakhstan’s media outlets have functioning 
websites designed to modern technical standards. Moreover, the main pages of state media sites 
such as Qazaqstan, Khabar, and El Arna provide links to social networks, video hosting sites, and 
messengers such as Facebook, Instagram, VKontakte, Odnoklassniki, YouTube, TikTok, Twitter, and 
Telegram.

Private media, such as “KTK”, “NTK”, “Astana”, “Gakku Media” “Kyzylorda news” and others are also 
widely represented in the above digital resources and actively maintain their pages. Regional 

282 https://www.instagram.com/batyrjamal/
283 https://taplink.cc/tilkespekjoq
284 https://www.instagram.com/tilkespekjoq/
285 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwN2IeJPGUuZ6sF0kEP-9sg/videos
286 https://www.instagram.com/vestnikaktobe/
287 https://thehasper.com/
288 https://www.instagram.com/thehasper/
289 https://t.me/thehasper
290 https://thehasper.com/Podcast
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media such as “Ustinka”, “YK-news.kz”, “Lada” do not lag behind in terms of using ICT and 
presence in social networks.

B. PENETRATION OF PRESS, BROADCASTING, AND ICTS
5.2 Marginalized groups have access to forms of communication that they can 

use

In 2017, the “Digital Kazakhstan” program launched291 satellite systems “KazSat 2” and “KazSat 
3”. According to the national satellite TV and radio broadcasting network “OTAU TV”, the total 
number of digital TV and radio broadcasting subscribers exceeded 1 million people in 2015. As 
of July 2017, 356 radio and television stations were introduced, providing 77% of the country’s 
population with digital terrestrial television broadcasting.

According to292 Kazteleroradio JSC, there are 827 radio and television stations in Kazakhstan, 
which provide coverage of digital television in all administrative-territorial units.

About 30 channels in regional centers and 15 TV channels in regional settlements are provided 
in a digital multiplex. The channel package, in turn, is available without a subscription fee.

According to JSC KazteleRadio, the state thus ensures information equality between residents 
of villages and cities, and this transition means that the constitutional right of citizens to 
information is implemented and guaranteed.

The project is scheduled to be completed in 2022. It will enable 95% of the country’s population 
to watch domestic TV channels in digital quality.

According to293 as of August 2021, a number of regions of Kazakhstan have implemented 100% 
shutdown of outdated television broadcasting. Residents in Mangistau, Zhambyl, Turkestan, 
Almaty, Pavlodar, Kostanai, North Kazakhstan regions and the cities of Almaty and Shymkent are 
free to receive digital television. As part of the fourth phase of the project, until December 1, 
2021, it was planned to completely disable analog television in the city of Nur-Sultan. Through 
the network of digital terrestrial broadcasting 25 TV channels are available, including general TV 
channels and specialized (for children, sports, music, etc.) in digital quality. 

5.2.1 Transmissions of public broadcasting services are technically available nationwide

In 2017, the “Digital Kazakhstan” program launched294 satellite systems “KazSat 2” and “KazSat 
3”. According to the national satellite TV and radio broadcasting network “OTAU TV”, the total 

291 https://digitalkz.kz/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/%D0%A6%D0%9A-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81.pdf
292 KazTeleradio JSC (tsetv.kz)
293 https://profit.kz/news/61681/91-11-naseleniya-podklucheno-k-cifrovomu-televideniu/
294 https://digitalkz.kz/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/%D0%A6%D0%9A-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81.pdf
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number of digital TV and radio broadcasting subscribers exceeded 1 million people in 2015. As 
of July 2017, 356 radio and television stations were implemented, providing 77% of the country’s 
population with digital terrestrial television broadcasting.

According to295 Kazteleroradio JSC, there are 827 radio and television stations in Kazakhstan, 
which provide coverage of digital television in all administrative-territorial units.

About 30 channels in regional centers and 15 TV channels in settlements of the regions are 
provided in a digital multiplex.

According to the registers from the MIDR RK in 2021, there are 10 Satellite Broadcasting 
Operators, 191 domestic TV channels, 84 domestic radio channels and 104 cable operators in 
the Republic of Kazakhstan. The number of periodicals, news agencies and online publications 
is 4629.

5.2.2 The state shall endeavor to ensure that all broadcasters have maximum 
geographic reach 

Since 2018, the Republic of Kazakhstan has been implementing296 a project for the gradual 
introduction of digital terrestrial television broadcasting with the complete discontinuation 
of analog television. The transition is based on the European digital broadcasting standard 
DVB-T2 (Digital Video Broadcasting-Second Generation Terrestria). The advantages of DVB-T2 
standard are the increase in the number of channels in the broadcasting package, the possibility 
to organize “local” broadcasting and development of high-definition television, as well as the 
freeing of on-air frequencies.

As of 2021, 92.43% of the population of Kazakhstan is covered by digital terrestrial television 
and radio broadcasting (DTTV)297. Eleven regions have fully switched to DTTV: Nur-Sultan, 
Almaty, Shymkent, Zhambyl, Turkestan, Mangistau, Pavlodar, Kostanai, Almaty, North Kazakhstan 
and Karaganda regions. Full transition to DETV of the remaining 6 regions is planned by 2023 
(Akmola, Atyrau, Aktobe, East Kazakhstan, West Kazakhstan, Kyzylorda regions).

Satellite TV in Kazakhstan is represented by a large number of service providers, among the 
Kazakhstani operators the leaders are three companies: Otau TV, ALMA-TV and tvcom. There are 
also a number of Russian satellite operators operating in the market, among which the largest 
were chosen for the review: Tricolor, MTS, NTV Plus and Telekarta. According to the results of 
2019 in terms of connection technologies, the share of satellite broadcasting was 39%298.

295 KazTeleradio JSC (tsetv.kz)
296 https://apgazeta.kz/2020/10/30/veshhanie-dvb-t2-i-kak-ego-nastroit/
297 https://kapital.kz/gosudarstvo/106785/na-tsifrovoye-efirnoye-teleradioveshchaniye-pereshli-11-regionov.html
298 https://exclusive.kz/expertiza/obshhestvo/122379/
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5.2.3 Non-print media is available to communities with high levels of illiteracy 

According to official statistics provided by the Bureau of National Statistics299, at the end of 
2019, 99.5% of women and 98.1% of men in the Republic of Kazakhstan were receiving primary 
education. Coverage rates of secondary education among women and men are also comparable. 
The coverage rate of higher and secondary vocational education, according to official statistics, 
was 57.3%, women and 45.2% of men.

Digital literacy of the population aged 6 years and older in 2021 was 85.3% of the total 
population. In 2018, the indicator reached 77.3%. Provision with tablets and cell phones 
increased, relative to 2020: tablets - from 18% to 19.3%, cell phones - from 99.1% to 99.4%. 
At the same time the number of tablets per 1000 people increased from 56 to 59 pcs. In the 
state program “Digital Kazakhstan 2018-2022”300 the target indicator of digital literacy of the 
population for 2021 was 81.5%.

5.2.4 Community broadcasters and publications have high or growing levels of 
distribution in their target areas.

24301 community mobile multimedia centers operated in Kyzylorda region under the joint program 
developed by the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Ministry of Regional Development 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Akimat of Kyzylorda region and six UN organizations - UNDP, 
UNICEF, UNFPA, UNESCO, WHO and UN Women to improve well-being and quality of life in 
Kyzylorda region through innovative approaches to provide economic, social and environmental 
services to local population, particularly the most vulnerable The list of centers covers 7 districts 
of the region302.

The rudiments of community media in the form of online services acted as a response to 
citizens’ work to enforce the Property Owners Associations Act (PIA), usually Instagram, Telegram 
or WhatsApp channels covering owners in the same entryway of a residential building. The 
sustainability of community media relies heavily on a focus on specific niche interests. A focus 
on specific audiences or special content helps303 build a strong community around the media of 
interest. 

In 2018 the Kazakhstani feminist initiative “Feminita”304 was launched - a niche queer-feminist 
media portal. The project has a website, and also develops social networks: Instagram - 10 
thousand subscribers, Facebook - 1540 subscribers.

299 https://stat.gov.kz/official/industry/62/statistic/8
300 https://primeminister.kz/assets/media/gosudarstvennaya-programma-tsifrovoy-kazakhstan-rus.pdf
301 UNESCO activities in Kyzylorda region | UNESCO Almaty Office (unesco. kz)
302 48 community media work in Central Asia. (unesco. kz)
303 https://jrnlsthttps://jrnlst. ru/niche-media-myths/niche-media-myths
304 https://feminitahttps://feminita. kz/about-us/./about-us/
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Uygur Avazi is a national political newspaper and website published exclusively in the Uighur 
language with an impressive circulation of more than 14,000 copies. Newspapers with this name 
came out in the 1920s, but this particular edition first appeared in 1957.

On the front page, the paper is largely thematic about what is happening in the diaspora. In 
addition to a review of the teaching of the Uighur language or cultural innovations, it contains 
poems by folk poets and even reinterpretations of folk wisdom, a kind of folkloric innovation.

5.3 The country has a consistent ICT policy that addresses the information 
needs of marginalized communities

5.3.1 CSOs, media, government and businesses work together to ensure ICT accessibility

In December 2018, Kazakhtelecom JSC acquired a 75% stake in mobile operator Kcell, and in 
the second quarter of 2019, the Company marked the completion of the acquisition of 49% 
of the share capital of Khan Tengri Holding B.V. (mobile operator Tele2/Altel). The acquisition 
by Kazakhtelecom of the remaining stake in Tele2/Altel and the majority stake in Kcell (75%) 
allowed the telecom giant to significantly expand its market position in the mobile services 
market of Kazakhstan. In total the share of Tele2/Altel and Kcell in the total number of cellular 
subscribers made up 61% and the share of Beeline 39%. 

According to IKS-Consulting, the rise of Kazakhstan’s telecommunications market in 2020 
accelerated to 14.5% (the maximum growth during the analyzed period) and amounted to 
KZT932.3 billion. The outstripping growth of revenues was due to the increase in consumption of 
telecommunications services due to the population’s withdrawal to self-isolation in connection 
with the COVID-19 pandemic. There are currently 20 operators operating in the market (long-
distance, international, satellite mobile communications, Internet access), as well as 3 mobile 
operators.

The volume of the market for fixed Internet access before the COVID-19 pandemic showed a 
lower rise dynamics relative to the entire telecommunications market, but self-isolation gave 
the necessary impetus to its development. The broadband access market in 2020 accelerated by 
11.1% to 114.5 billion tenge, which was the strongest rise in the period from 2016 to 2020. The 
main players in the fixed Internet access market are Kazakhtelecom JSC, Beeline and ALMA-TV, 
which offer pay TV services along with home Internet. To date, Kazakhstani users have access 
to wireless and wired technologies, namely: ADSL, FTTH, 3G, 4G/LTE, CDMA/EVDO, etc. Analysts 
believe that further growth of the level of Internet penetration in the country, digitalization of 
the economy, as well as the growth of the population of Kazakhstan will support the market for 
fixed Internet access.

The pay TV market has been showing double-digit growth dynamics for three years in a row and 
increased by 10.6% to 39.8 billion tenge in 2020. According to Kazakhtelecom, households form 
the major part of market revenues. Their share in 2020 is 93% or KZT36.9bn. Kazakhtelecom 
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notes that pay TV penetration among Kazakhstani households made up 67%. In the segment 
of enterprises, this indicator amounted to 24%. Thus, despite the maturity of the industry, the 
pay TV market retains the potential to further increase penetration, under favorable conditions.

An Internews survey305 on media consumption in Kazakhstan among 1,146 personally 
interviewed respondents provides the following data on the availability of various media devices 
in households:

Device availability 2021 2019

TV 85,4% 94,4%

Smartphone 73,4% 52,6%

Computer (including laptop) 66,1% 52,2%

Satellite dish 29,9% 33%

Radio receiver (as a separate device, not in a phone or car) 12,3% 9,7%

The main sources of information about life in the country for respondents are social networks 
(45.7%) and Internet sites (42.8%). Respondents also learn about life in the country as through 
TV (30.4%). The vast majority of respondents use phones and smartphones every day to talk 
(99.5% in 2021 vs. 97.8% in 2019). The majority of respondents also go online every day, and 
this proportion has increased significantly compared to 2019 (97.5% in 2021 vs. 69.9% in 2019).

The analysis showed that 97.3% of respondents actively use the Internet. The majority of 
respondents have only mobile Internet (41.5%); both fixed and mobile Internet are used by 
38.5%. General tariff plan has 14.5% of respondents, and 2.5% have only fixed-line Internet. It 
is worth noting that 2.7% of respondents have no access to the Internet. In 2019, the share of 
the latter was 9.2%.

Mobile Internet is used by all age groups, to a greater extent by respondents from 14 to 60 years 
old. Other methods of connecting to the Internet are proportionally distributed across all age 
categories.

The state program “Information Kazakhstan 2020” and its implementation plan are the main306 
documents reflecting the policy in the sphere of media support, development and financing. 
The program was approved by Presidential Decree in January 2013 and is divided into two 
implementation periods 2013-2017 and 2018-2020.

The goal of the program is stated as “Creating conditions for the transition to an information 
society,” which is supported by the four tasks included in the program: 

305 https://drivehttps://drive. google. com/file/d/1eisEUbjkPUHn8yljq_9RqtSGKuie6ANs/view/file/d/1eisEUbjkPUH
n8yljq_9RqtSGKuie6ANs/view

306 https://lmchttps://lmc. kz/sites/default/files/7-pdf2015/sites/default/files/7-pdf.pdf
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 � Ensuring the effectiveness of the public administration system;

 � ensuring the availability of information and communication 
infrastructure;

 � Creating an information environment for the socio-economic and 
cultural development of society;

 � development of the domestic information space. 

The scope of interest of this policy paper includes the fourth task of the Program, which concerns 
the support of the national media and the development of the information space. 

In turn, the task “Development of the domestic information space” includes such areas as the 
development of information and communication technologies in the sphere of culture, the 
modernization of the domestic media, promoting the production of domestic information 
content and information support for the activities of the state.

Independent analysts note307, that the program “Information Kazakhstan - 2020” has significant 
gaps, in that the program contains target indicators in various areas, but there are no baseline 
values of indicators that would allow to determine the degree of change in one direction or 
another. In addition, questions are raised by the task of ensuring the competitiveness of 
the domestic information space, which seems very difficult to achieve, given the extensive 
development of foreign technologies of social networks and online services. For example, the 
indicator of the ratio of the volume of Kazakhstan and foreign traffic by 2020, according to the 
plan, should reach 1:1.

The Ministry of Investment and Development is the main state institution which, through 
the Committee for Communications, Informatization and Information, carries out activities in 
the field of state information policy. The Ministry’s expenditures are distributed among the 
above sections of the national budget. For example, the creation of an information system for 
monitoring information and communication networks in terms of ensuring the fault tolerance of 
top-level domain name servers is included in Section I “General Government Services”.

State funding of various media industries from the budget can have a positive impact under 
certain circumstances. For example, as a stimulus for the creation of one’s own authentic 
informational content. However, in Kazakhstan, the distinguishing feature of support for the 
national media is the provision of a state order, direct support, whereas in Western countries, 
conditions are created to a greater extent for the formation of a competitive environment, 
self-regulation, provision of effective legislation, and point-by-point policies regarding the 
development of the media market. 

Regarding the policy pursued with regard to digitalization and the widespread development of 
ICT, the project “250+”, implemented within the framework of public-private partnership, has 

307 https://lmchttps://lmc. kz/sites/default/files/7-pdf2015/sites/default/files/7-pdf.pdf
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shown itself most effective in recent years. Many settlements with a population of 250 or more 
have received access to mobile communications and the Internet308. Telecom operators had to 
work on planning the architecture of the network in a mode of increased geographical complexity, 
as well as to think about the supply of equipment for the construction of infrastructure. Mobile 
operator Tele2, part of Kazakhtelecom Group, installed 333 base stations in remote settlements 
by the end of 2021. Another mobile operator, Kcell, in 2021 provided309 Internet in 213 villages 
by installing 212 base stations, 102 of which are under the “250+” project, and another 110 
base stations. In 2020 Beeline310 at its own expense connected 500 remote villages with almost 
400,000 inhabitants to the network, including 3G and 4G. The operator carried out work both 
under the “250+” project and as part of its plan to provide communications to the population. 
About 200 villages got network access via satellite and fixed broadband (FWA) - the signal in 
such places is caught by a special device. Since each of the three cellular companies will be 
assigned to villages in different regions, where subscribers of all three operators are represented, 
to ensure equal access of villagers to the network the competing companies have agreed to use 
the shering model - an economic model based on the collective use and mutual exchange of 
resources. On the part of the state, the mobile Internet providers were provided with311 tax 
benefits.

5.3.2 Marginalized communities are taken into account when developing pricing policies 

The popular mobile operator Tele2 (Kazakhtelecom JSC) offers312 two tariffs at once with a special 
pricing policy: “Tugan zher” (Native Land) and “Preferential” tariff. “Tugan zher” is designed for 
subscribers connected to the network under the “250+” program. Its users get unlimited access 
to the state (eGov), educational and other platforms important for development, as well as 
unlimited calls within the network in the area of residence, and up to 2 GB of mobile traffic per 
month. The “Preferential” tariff can be used by retired people, as well as people with disabilities.

Beeline Kazakhstan also has313 several preferential tariffs: “Social” (for pensioners by age, as 
well as persons with disabilities.) and “Bilim” (knowledge). The “Bilim” tariff is for teachers and 
schoolchildren of Kazakhstan. The tariff includes unlimited traffic to educational resources of 
Kaznet, and for visiting entertainment portals additional 1 GB of Internet is provided.

Kcell JSC has a tariff plan314 “Special”, designed for use by people with disabilities.

308 https://voxpopulihttps://voxpopuli. kz/250-internet-prihodit-v-kazhdyj-selskij-dom//250-internet-prihodit-v-
kazhdyj-selskij-dom/

309 https://lsmhttps://lsm. kz/670-tysyach-sel-chan-poluchili-dostup-k-internet-ot-kcell/670-tysyach-sel-chan-
poluchili-dostup-k-internetu-ot-kcell

310 https://tengrinewshttps://tengrinews. kz/internet/beeline-rasskazal-o-hode-stroitelstva-po-
proektu-250-426651//internet/beeline-rasskazal-o-hode-stroitelstva-po-proektu-250-426651/

311 https://kzhttps://kz. kursiv. media/2022-08-02/ob-uspehe-programmy-250-govorit-kolichestvo-
potreblennogo-trafika//2022-08-02/ob-uspehe-programmy-250-govorit-kolichestvo-potreblennogo-trafika/

312 httpshttps://tele2.kz/tariffstele2.kz/tariffs
313 https://beelinehttps://beeline. kz/ru/products/tariffs/special/ru/products/tariffs/special
314 https://b2bhttps://b2b. kcell. kz/ru/productkz/ru/product/3411/569
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Kazakhtelecom JSC provides a wide range of services for legal entities315 on special tariff plans, 
and also conducts316 4G mobile Internet in places where there are technical limitations on wired 
broadband access.

According to the international report Internet Accessibility Index 2021, Kazakhstan was among 
the ten317 countries with the cheapest Internet, both mobile and wired, broadband.

Many respondents in a sociological survey of Internews318 2021 (58.9% of 1,146 respondents) 
believe that the price of mobile Internet is overpriced, and, accordingly, almost a third of 
respondents (39%) do not think the price of mobile Internet is overpriced. As for the fixed 
Internet and the general tariff plan, respondents were divided into two almost equal groups. 
Some believe that the price is overpriced, while others do not consider the price for fixed 
Internet and the general tariff plan overpriced.  

5.3.3 Existence of digital migration policies and strategies.

Within the framework of the state program “Digital Kazakhstan”, the project319 on the migration 
transition to digital terrestrial broadcasting with the direct participation and support of 
KazteleRadio JSC is being actively implemented. The introduction of digital terrestrial television 
(DTTV) in Kazakhstan was planned to be completed back in 2015, most of the transition was only 
implemented by the summer of 2021. “Between 2012 and 2018, 445 radio and television stations 
in the digital DVB-T2 standard were commissioned320. The project provides for the construction 
and modernization of 827 radio and television stations to achieve more than 95% coverage of the 
population with digital terrestrial broadcasting. In 2021, 100% shutdown of outdated analogue 
television broadcasting is implemented in a number of regions of Kazakhstan. Residents of 
Mangistau, Zhambyl, Turkestan, Almaty, Pavlodar, Kostanai, North Kazakhstan regions and the 
cities of Almaty and Shymkent have the opportunity to receive free, digital terrestrial television. 
Given the technology of digital terrestrial television broadcasting at the level of regional centers, 
residents are available321 up to 30 channels of standard definition, below the regional center - up 
to 15 channels, whereas under the analog broadcasting were 10 and 4 channels, respectively.

315 https://telecomhttps://telecom. kz/ru/isker/ru/isker
316 https://telecomhttps://telecom. kz/ru/services/fwa/ru/services/fwa 
317 https://astanatimeshttps://astanatimes. com/2021/03/global-ranking-puts-kazakhstan-in-top-10-for-least-

expensive-internet//2021/03/global-ranking-puts-kazakhstan-in-top-10-for-least-expensive-internet/
318 https://drivehttps://drive. google. com/file/d/1eisEUbjkPUHn8yljq_9RqtSGKuie6ANs/view/file/d/1eisEUbjkPUH

n8yljq_9RqtSGKuie6ANs/view
319 https://wwwhttps://www. zakon. kz/5051629-kak-v-kazahstane-osushchestvlyayut/5051629-kak-v-

kazahstane-osushchestvlyayut. html.
320 https://kazteleradiohttps://kazteleradio. kz/c/140/c/140
321 https://almatyhttps://almaty. tv/news/dgizn-megapolisa/1637-perekhod-na-tsifrovoe-veschanie-v-almaty-

poluchateli-asp-mogut-poluchit-televizionnuyu-pristavku-besplatno/news/dgizn-megapolisa/1637-perekhod-
na-tsifrovoe-veschanie-v-almaty-poluchateli-asp-mogut-poluchit-televizionnuyu-pristavku-besplatno
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The legislative provision on the transition to digital terrestrial broadcasting was enshrined322 
in the Order of the Acting Minister of Information and Communications of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan dated April 13, 2018: “On Approval of the Rules for Transition to Digital Terrestrial 
Broadcasting”.

In order to complete the project for the migration transition to digital terrestrial television 
broadcasting with the complete disconnection of analog television, it was planned to build and 
modernize 827 digital radio and television stations throughout Kazakhstan. As of 2021, 546 radio 
and television stations were put into operation, thus managing to provide323 guaranteed access to 
digital television to 91.11% of the population. However, the construction and commissioning of 
the remaining stations is delayed due to the fact that the cost of metal has significantly increased, 
the MRT has changed, respectively, the cost of construction and installation and commissioning 
works has increased, the exchange rate has increased, which led to the appreciation of all 
technological equipment of foreign production, such as television transmitters, multiplexing 
equipment, routers, antenna systems. Given the changed circumstances, the full transition to 
digital terrestrial television and radio broadcasting is scheduled to be completed by December 
1, 2024.

In 2011, the country introduced324 in 3G format, and in 2014 4G/LTE. Currently, mobile operators 
are working towards the introduction of 5G communication format. According to Kazakhtelecom, 
in accordance with the order of the Committee for Protection of Competition of the Ministry of 
National Economy Kazakhtelecom must begin providing 5G services no later than December 31, 
2022. 

On January 1, 2016, Kazakhstan launched325 a service for subscriber number portability among 
all available telecom operators and exemption from the so-called “mobile slavery”. The relevant 
norm was enshrined in the draft law326“. On Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan on Issues of Informatization”. The Mobile Number Portability service 
made it possible to retain one’s entire telephone number, including the prefix, after a change 
of service provider. MNP service, as a rule, can be beneficial for non-dominant companies and 
newcomers to the market with cheaper tariffs but a weak subscriber base.

322 https://adilethttps://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Vkz/rus/docs/V1800016764
323 https://profithttps://profit. kz/news/61681/91-11-naseleniya-podklucheno-k-cifrovomu-televideniu//

news/61681/91-11-naseleniya-podklucheno-k-cifrovomu-televideniu/
324 https://halykgmhttps://halykgm. kz/uploads/common/files/b1YOyrHM/uploads/common/files/b1YOyrHM. pdf
325 https://exkhttps://exk. kz/news/92323/v-kazakhstanie-otmienieno-mobilnoie-rabstvo/news/92323/v-

kazakhstanie-otmienieno-mobilnoie-rabstvo
326 https://adilethttps://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Zkz/rus/docs/Z1500000419
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RECOMMENDATIONS (Category 5)

TO THE MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT AND MEDIA 
OUTLETS 

� Further approaches should be considered to reach the general public 
with digital literacy, based on UNESCO’s media and information 
literacy programs.

� On April 7, 2020, Decree No. 183 of the Government of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan approved the National Development Plan for the 
Information Sphere for 2020-2022327. According to the intention of 
the developers, it should reflect the key aspects and problems of the 
development of the domestic media industry, as well as contribute 
to the further development of the information space of Kazakhstan, 
increasing the competitiveness of the media (hereinafter - the media), 
human capital and improving the legal regulation.

� The National Plan notes that the new realities require today’s 
journalists, editors and media managers to be as convergent and 
innovative as possible. In addition, the aforementioned plan points 
to the fact that the ubiquitous growth of technology is creating new 
digital contours for media development. 

� To create favorable conditions for the development of the country’s 
information space, the national plan pursues the task of developing 
“human capital. Noting at the same time that many states are revising 
the system for training media professionals by teaching skills such 
as “digital journalism, data journalism, design thinking, and the 
commercialization of media products.

� However, the plan of measures for the development of the information 
sphere for 2020-2022, which is envisioned in the aforementioned 
national plan, does not provide for separate actions to improve the 
“digital literacy” of representatives of the media industry, being 
limited to measures to “improve educational programs for the training 
of journalists and information in accordance with new professional 
standards in the media sphere.

� In this regard, we should note UNESCO’s work in promoting the 
Media and Information Literacy (MIL) Curriculum Model, which 
is a comprehensive solution that covers key competencies, from 
information and media literacy to digital and ICT literacy.

327 https://adilethttps://adilet. zan. kz/rus/docs/Pkz/rus/docs/P2000000183
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� Recognizing that achieving media and information literacy for all 
will require a national policy decision, UNESCO has produced and 
published the guidelines “Media and Information Literacy: Policy and 
Strategy”328. The principles outlined in the guidelines enable UNESCO 
Member States to formulate their own national programs for the 
strategic development of MIL in their territories.

� The ultimate goal is to prepare a National Policy and Strategy for 
MIL related to access to information, freedom of expression, cultural 
and religious freedom, media, libraries, education, and ICT. In 2021, 
released an updated Media and Information Literacy curriculum329.

MINISTRY OF DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT, INNOVATION AND AEROSPACE 
To carry out measures for the further spread of broadband Internet access networks, to ensure equal 
guaranteed access to information resources for the population. 

TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN 
In view of the above, it should be recommended that the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 
when forming the National ICT Strategy and Policy, take into account the MIL standards, which pro-
vide fundamentally important knowledge about the functioning of media and information channels 
in democratic societies, provide an adequate understanding of the conditions necessary to perform 
these functions effectively and develop the basic digital skills necessary to assess the performance 
of media and information services within their functions.

328 https://unesdochttps://unesdoc. unesco. org/ark/ark:/48223/pf0000375023/PDF/375023ruspf0000375023/
PDF/375023rus. pdf. multi

329 https://iite. unesco. org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/UNESCO-Curriculum-on-Media-and-Information-
Literacy_2_rus. pdf.




